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LErrER OF TRANSMITTAL

SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS,

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAI
Washington, DC, December 11, 1980.

HMI. WILLIAM V. ROTH, Jr.
Chairman, Committee on dovernmental Affairs, Washington, DC

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I am herewith transmitting for printing as
a committee print a series of research papers addressing the
theme: "Coping With Change: Rural America in Transition."

These papers were prepared for a conference which was held re-
cently at the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs at
the University of Minnesota. This conference was sponsored by the
Foundation for Future Choices, a non-profit organization whose
mission is to identify, research and publicize innovative alterna-
tives for the delivery of public goods and services. Conference co-
sponsors included the Otto Bremer Foundation, the Public Securi-
ties Association, the Independent Bankers of Minnesota, the Na-
tional Farmers' Union, the Association of Minnesota Counties, the
Citizens League, the Council of State Governments, the Minnesota
Association of Townships, the National Association of Towns and
Townships, the Minnesota Project, and the State and Regional Re-
search Center of the University of Mhmesota. Special thanks for
organizing this symposium and for granting the Subcommittee per-
mission to reprint papers prepared for the conference go to Marta
Goldsmith, Executive Director, and Jim Knoblach, Program Direc-
tor.

These research papers analyze numerous intergovernmental
issues associated with the current economic crisis in rural America,
and they identify a series of innovative policy responses for consid-
eration by Federal, State, and local government& This volume ex-
pands upon and complements the issues addressed in other recent
hearings and reports prepared by the Subcommittee on Intergov-
ernmental Relations, including "Governing The Heartland: Can
Rural Communities Survive the Farm Crisis?" which examined the
public revenue implications of the agricultural recession, and "Tar-
geting Federal Aid," which addressed the relationship between fed-
eral grant-in-aid formulas and State and local fiscal capacity.
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MEWING THE CHALLENGES FAcING RURAL AMERICA

(Keynote Address ,by US. Senator Dave Durenberger to a Conference on Coping
With Change: Rural America in Transition, Sponsored by the Foundation for
Future Choices, Humphrey Institute, University of Minnesota, December 2, 1986)
I'm here, like all the rest of you because I care deeply about

what I see going on in the heartland of America and its impact on
the people of rural Minnesota. But, I'm also here because I'd be the
first to admit that I don't Ithow all the answers.

In fact, I believe most people don't understand clearly the full
scope and nature of problems facing rural families and communi-
ties. Despite all the debates and issue papers, and despite all the
new faces coming *to Washington out of the 1986 election, it seems
to me that no one has yet found the answers to the "farm crisis" or
to the very serious problems facing the Iron Range or other dis-
tressed rural communities.

Clearly, all of us will have to adjust our focus to better identify
the fundamentals of the changes which are taking place . . . and
how we can cope with these changes. That's one reason I helped
establish the Foundation for Future Choices which is the principal
sponsor of this conference.

This new national foundation has as its primary mission the pro-
motion of new and more innovative ways of financing and deliver-
ing public services. At the heart of such innovation is the potential
for consumer choice and provider competition to enhance both the
quality and cost eZfectiveness of public services.

It's significant that one of the first tasks undertaken by the foun-
dation we call "Choice" has been organizing this conference on
coping with the changes going On in rural America.

Perhaps one way to begin this challenging task is to understand
that rural America is in the throes of transition in at least three
important areastransition in the rural economy; transition in the
traditional intergovernmental partnership; and transition in the
delivery of public and private services.

TRANSITIoN IN THE RuRAL ECONoMY

Over the past few years, we've all become aware that Minnesota
is rapidly becoming a state with two economiesa prosperous,
growing economy centered in the Twin Cities . . . and a depressed
agricultural and mining economy in much of the balance of the
state.

Over the past few months, it's become equally dep.: that this
dual economy phenomenon is paralleled in the nation as a whole.
It's now generally accepted that the United States is developing a
two-track economy: One centered in major cities, especially on its
coasts; the other centered in the nation s breadbasket and states
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which are dependent on natural resources and traditional smoke-
stack industries.

The two coasts are enjoying economic prosperity and growth,
fueled by the high tech revolution, an expanding service economy,
and international trade and finance.

In stark contrast, many states and communities across America's
heartland are in recessionor even depression. Some communities
are suffering from depressed prices and rapidly declining asset
values in agriculture. Others are suffering from the oil shock. Still
others are feeling the effects of the decline in mining and manufac-
turhig, particularly where foreign-based competition is involved.

The reasons for the economic hardships vary, but the effects on
individuals, on families, and on communities are virtually the
samein Southwestern Minnesota, on the Iron Range, or in oil de-
pendent communities in West Texas or textile dependent communi-
ties in South Carolina.

We all know the hardships involved for individuals and families
suffering from poor economic condition& it's been a brutal eye-
opener for me to hear farmers in machine shed meetings around
the state tell how they've been forced to give up land which has
been in the same family for generations; or to visit with steelwork-
ers my own age at the Silver Bay union hall and the Foreign
Legion Club in Babbitt who know they will never again have a job.

Less well known than these effects on individuals are the effects
the rural crisis is having on rural communities.

Research conducted by my Subcommittee on Intergovernmental
Relations documents what many of you already knowthat the
rural crisis is a crisis for governments and for communities .
much as it is a crisis for individuals and for families.

In a study entitled "Governing the Heartland: Can Rural Gov-
ernments Survive the Farm Crisis?" my subcommittee found that
rural governments are just beginning to feel the full effects of the
recession that has gripped the farm belt since 1982.

Falling land values have eroded the property tax base by up to
25 percent in some states. Property tax delinquency rates are also
rising rapidlyup seven-fold in Nebraska since 1981.

As you well know, service demands on many local communities
are growing at the same timeas economically troubled farmers
and small business owners seek fmancial and stress counseling,
income assistance, job retraining, and other services.

This is not a phenomenon which is affecting only local govern-
ments. Many states are feeling the pinch, too. Six of the eight
states included in this study saw tax revenues grow more slowly
than the national average. Four actually had to cope with declines
in revenues. Many have been forced to make drastic, mid/ear
budget cuts in the past two years.

THE RURAL CRISIS GOES BEYOND THE FARM CRISIS

So, the farm crisis is clearly a crisis of governments and of com-
munitiesas much as it is a crisis of individuals and their families.
But, that's just the tip of the iceberg. This symposium will look at
what is happening to rural governments in non-farming areas, as
well . . . from depressed mining communities in northern Minneso-
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ta and the mountain states . . to distressed shoe and textile man-
ufacturing communities in rural New England and the southeast

. to long-term pockets of poverty in Appalachia and the Missis-
sippi Delta.

Despite their diversity, rural governments in all these areas face
a common problem Untliversified economies that are subject to
wide and sudden shifts in income and prosperity.

Widely differing rUral communities also face a common chal-
lenge . . . the challenge of "coping with change" as they struggle
to provide basic public services and promote economic development
in a period of unparalleled economic transition from a basic indus-
trial economy to a "giant bazaar." This transition has been fueled
by embargoes, huge deficits, and an overvalued American dollar. It
has been worsened by economic problems and debts in many coun-
tries which have traditionally been good customers for our prod-
ucts . . . and by tough competition, much of it subsidized, from in-
dustrialized and developing countries alike.

All of these factorsand morc have contributed to the current
glut in the supply of a variety of products ranging from oil to
wheat to iron ore and steel . . the products that have formed the
economic base in rural areas.

THE CHANGING INTERGOVERNMENTAL PARTNERSHIP

For all rural governmentswhether they're in Southwestern
Minnesota or Northeastern Georgiacoping with economic change
is only one of the challenges to be faced in the months and years
ahead.

A second, reinforcing challenge is posed by the transition now
underway in our intergovernmental partnershipparticularly in
the role the federal government has traditionally played in helping
local governments do their job.

For the last 20 years, the challenge for local governments in our
federal system was how to cope with more . . . more federal pro-
grams . . . more federal money . . . more federal mandates. All
were trends that began in the 1960s and blossomed in the .1970s.

Today, communities are finding new meaning in yet another
message from the 1960s: "Less is more." Less federal aid and less
access to tax-exempt financing at a time of even more federal regu-
lation.

This trend is shown dramatically in the charts below which trace
changes in federal spending priorities from 1980 to 1990.

During those ten years, "nondefense discretionary and budget"
expenditures will have dropped from 26 to 12 percent of the federal
budget That category of spending includes most programs which
benefit rural America.

At the same time, net interest on the federal debt will have
grown from nine to 15 percent of federal spending; defense from 23
to 27 percent; and entitlements and other mandatory and offsetting
receipts from 42 to 48 percent.

The bottom line, in other words, is that rural America is put in
the position of fighting for a shrinking share of a shrinking piece of
the budget pie.
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e are now in our fifth year of gradual reductions in federal aid
to state and local governments. That's not news to most of us in
this room because rural areas have already borne .a disproportion-
ate share of those cuts in federal programs.

The "Governing the Heartland" study, done by my subcommit-
tee, found that, between 1982 and 1984, total federal aid to local
governments as a whole remained steady in current dollars, al-
though it fell modestly when adjusted by inflation. In the 102 ag-
dependent counties examined by the study, however, federal aid de-
clined by 18 percent during the same three-year period.

The loss of General Revenue Sharing will only make the dispari-
ty worse. Revenue Sharing makes up about 22 percent of the feder-
al aid-received by local governments natiormide. But, in ag-depend-
ent areas, Revenue Sharing accounts for almost 45 percent of feder-
al aid. The loss of Revenue Sharing, in other words, will hit rural
local governments more than twice as hard as it will hit local gov-
ernments in general.

GOOD NEWS AND BAD NEWS IN TAX REFORM

Tax reform also raises new challenges for rural local govern-
ments. When local officials ask me how they'll be affected by tax
reform, I ask what they want first . . . the good news or the bad
news. The good news is that the majority of people in America will
come out ahead under the tax reform bill we passed last year. The
bad news is that local government officials are not in the majority.

One culprit is how the Senate's version of tax reformand its
treatment of tax-exempt bondsgot taken to the cleaners in Con-
ference Committee with a House bill no one wanted: the House di-
luted a good Senate bill. That's especially bad news for rural gov-
ernments . . . many of which have made very creative use of tax-
exempt bond financingin infrastructure replacement, in low and
moderate income housing, and in economic development.

The loss of federal aid and the ability to use tax-exempt bond fi-
nancing would not be nearly so serious if the federal government
gave up the business of drafting mandates and regulations and
then imposing them on increasingly cash-poor local governments.

Many of these mandates are important and fulfill legitimate na-
tional purposes . . . to protect our environment, for example, and
guarantee the basic human rights of all Americans. But they all
carry a price-tag. And you know who ends up paying the bill.

BOTH LONG AND SHORT TERM SOLUTIONS NEEDED

To combat these disturbing trends in the intergovernmental
partnershipand its impact on rural governmentsI believe we
need both an immediate and a long-term strategy.

In the short-term, I have proposed a successor to General Reve-
nue Sharing called Targeted Fiscal Assistanceor TFA, for short
which seeks to preserve the best features of Revenue Sharing while
meeting the tough test of fiscal responsibility required by today's
unconscionable federal deficits.

TFA uses half the money now going into General Revenue Shar-
ing and focusses it on communities that need help the most At a
time of $2.2 trillion national deficits, the federal government does

1



not have revenue to share with Beverly Hills and Palm Springs.
But; by' targeting aid to those communities who need it most, TFA
can help even out fiscal disparities between communities and pro-
vide a safety net for basic public services.

The formula in my TFA proposal makes a lot of sense for rural
America since most rural communities end up getting more money
than they would under Revenue Sharing. The 'map below shows
how Minnesota towns and counties do under TFA -Compared to Rev-
enue Sharing. You can see what looks like a where lopsided donut.
There's a hole around the Twin Cities, where funding is less
needed and would be cut And, there is a circle of winners"
around the remainder of the state which end up with more aid.
Most other states look about the same.

in addition to TFA, I've made two other short-term proposals to
deal with the fiscal problems facing rural communities: The first
Will be an atterript to fix some of the most serious problems we've
created for local governments in the tax-exempt bond section of the
1986 Tax Reform Act.

And, the second is what I've called my "Mandates Bill" which
forces the federal government to "put up or shut up"to cough up
the money to pay for any new mandates it places on local govern-
ments.

But, these short-term proposals won't solve all the problems
rural communities are facing. As a longer-term strategy, I believe
that the forces of change require a more rational and principled
sorting out of responsibilities among different levels of government.

Some of the better minds in both partiesmy colleague, Senator
Dan Evans, Governors Bruce Babbit and Chuck Robb, and others
have given this subject a lot of thought over the past couple of
years. We've come up with a proposal for redefining the relative
roles of the federal, state and local governments that I like to call
"Responsible Federalism."

Senator Evans, and Representatives Torn Downey, Bill Frenzel,
Martin. Sabo and others joined with me in introducing this proposal
in the Congress in October. That bill was just a beginning, designed
to start a dialogue on fundamental reform. We intend to be back in
the 100th Congress with a revised and improved version of our pro-
posal.

CHANGES IN THE DELIVERY OF PUBLIC SERVICES

Finally, beyond the changing economy and changes in what I've
called the "intergovernmental partnership," there are a third set
of large challenges facing rural areaschanges in the way basic
public and private services are delivered.

Historians who look back on the 1980s may end up making fre-
quent references to what I like to call the "Law of Large Num-
bers." For better or worse, many of the public and private services
we've all taken for granted are being exposed to the rigors orthe
marketplace.

We see it all around usin the deregulation of airlines and bus
service, in the breakup of AT & T, and in the changes going on the
way health care is delivered all over America.

12
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Gone are the days when excess revenues generated by larger or
more efficient operations in one area might be used to subsidize
smaller or less efficient operations elsewhere. "Robbing Peter to
Paul," in other words, is out. Paying our own way, is in.

That makes a lot of sense. It's fair. It's efficient. And, generally,
it worksfor everyone, that is, who's fortunate enough to be fa-
vored by the Law of Large Numbers. But, there are fewer custom-
ersor customers with fewer dollarsas there are for many serv-
ices in sparsely populated rural areasthe "Law of Large Num-
bers can have devastating effect, especially on the short-term.

That's hard to explain to someone who is paying less to fiy from
coast to coast than it now costs to fly from the Twin Cities to Inter-
national Falls.

But, it's real. Just ask Senior Citizens in the dozens of small
towns in Minnesota which have lost their bus service in the lastcouple of years . . . or farmers and other shippers to communities
which have lost their rail service. In many cases, the rails have
been pulled up . . . the rights of way turned into bike trails . .
the depots turned into restaurants and museums.

In some services, we haven't yet seen the full effects of the "Law
of Large Numbers."

But, there is very real fear that continued deregulation of phone
service, for example, will drive monthly local rates out of reach for
low income rural families . . while a lack of competition will
mean that many rural families and business won't share in the
long distance cost-cutting which is benefitting many of us in urban
areas.

I also know from dozens of meetings I've held around the state
over the past couple of years that there is very real fear that com-
petition will force dozens of smaller rural hospitals in Minnesota to
close . . . denying residents of those communities access to emer-
gency care, long-term care, and other vital health services.

And, I know that there is also very real fear that continued de-
regulation of banking and other financial services will deny farm-
ers and businesses in rural areas access to reasonably priced cap-
italcapital that's essential to finance the jobs and new facilities
and new equipment which will be needed to keep rural America
populated in the decades ahead.

NEEDED: NEW WAYS OF DELIVERING SERVICES

To begin to address these problems and fears about what lies
ahead, we do need to do a better job of understanding what is hap-
pening to important public and private services as a result of the
"Law of Large Numbers." And, we need to identify new and most
cost-effective ways of delivering many of those services.

This state is already finding, for example, that access to air serv-
ice does not necessarily mean access to a 140 passenger jet . . .
that access to inter-city passenger transportation does not require a
$160,000 deluxe motor coach . . . that shippers associations and
"short-line railroads" can be organized to deliver reasonably priced
freight service.

Every hospital can'tand shouldn'tbe in the business of per-
forming every test and every procedure known to medical science.

13
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But, many rural hospital are discovering a wealth of new services
to deliverfrom wellness and nutrition counseling and education
programs, to housing and long-term care options for seniors, to
emergency and outpatient surgery services which are vital to the
communities they serve.

As I mentioned at the outset, it's significant that the Foundation
for Future Choiceswhich has as its primary mission the stimula-
tion of debate nationally on new ways of financing and delivering
public servicehas chosen this conferenceon Coping with Change
in Rural Areasas one of its first orders of business.

But, as has been true so many times in the past, the real an-
swers to how rural communities cope with change will not come
from a national foundation . . . or from well-meaning elected offi-
cials in Washington.

Those of us in Washington can help . . . and we must do our
part, particularly in easing the effects of the economic and inter-
governmental changes I've discussed here tonight.

But, the real leadershipand the best of the new ideasare
going to come from the Countryside Councils, and the McKnight
Rural Initiative Funds, and the regional development commissions,
the mayors and county and town board members, and others who
care deeply about the challenge facing Rural America.

Each of us here has an obligation to do our part in meeting that
challenge. We owe it to ourselvesand to those who followto do
nothing less.

1 4
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PRESERVI G OUR RURAL TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE

(By Richard P. Braun)'

INTRODUCTION

Transportation is among many public concerns which face the
state and nation on a continuing basis. Just how important is
transportation to the state and national economy and what kind of
priority does it deserve? I would like to discuss some of these issues
with you here today, with special emphasis on the importance of
the transportation infrastructure to the rural economy and to rural
economic development.

The transportation infrastructure provides basic support for all
rural economic activity. It is an essential factor in the economic de-
velopment and growth of the state and nation. The rural transpor-
tation infrastructure links rural America with its cities and towns,
links the cities and towns with each other and links rural areas
with the rest of the nation,

Transportation costs are an important consideration for business-
es planning expansion or relocation. Access to markets is often the
most important factor in business location decisions. Minnesota is a
case in point. Because Minnesota's location is somewhat remote
from world and national markets, transportation costs constitute a
larger share of the price of products produced in the State. Im-
proved transportation facilities mean reduced transportation costs.
Reduced costs are reflected in faster shipping, higher load capac-
ities, reduced vehicle maintenance costs and improved safety.

Many factors affect the success of rural businesses and industrial
venturesweather, the cost of raw materials, market prices and
human resources; but transportation is THE factor singled out
most often by rural business leaders who are concerned with the
costs and the means by which supplies, products, and people move
across the State.

The expense of transportation accounts for a considerable por-
tion of the cost of commodities and manufactured products on the
Minnesota market. Businesses are always working to keep those
expenses down. When transportation costs increase for whatever
reason, businesses lose and workers, communities, and consumers
suffer the effects. The State's economy declines. When business
does well, all prosper.

THE COST OF POOR ROADS

The cost of poor roads is felt by all sectors of the state and na-
tional economy. A. book entitled "Bad Roads", authored by Pat
Choate in 1983, outlined many of the direct and indirect costs of

Directer, Center for Transportation Studies, University of Minnes

,
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poor transportation. The report points out that bad roads create
five basic types of direct economic costs:

Increased fuel consumption
The Congressional Budget Office reports a 40% increase in vehi-

cle operating costs in vehicles driven on very poor roads. In addi-
tion, a 1979 study by the Transportation Research Board (TRB) and
a 1980 study by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) showed that pavement condi-
tion can make a 10-30% difference in vehicle fuel efficiency.
Increased wear and tear on vehicles and premature depreciation

A Swedish study showed that road condition can influence tire
life by as much as 50%. Road condition also effects many other ve-
hicle components including springs, shock absorbers, wheel align-
ment, etc.

Increased labor costs
Reduced speeds and delays due to blocked roads, closed bridges

and traffic congestion increase labor costs. In one study U.S. Steel
incurred over $1 million in increased labor costs due to re-routing
caused by deficient bridges in the Pittsburgh area.
Increased accidents

Highway design and condition have a significant impact on acci-
dent ratesthe fatality rate on the Interstate system is less than
half that on the average U.S. road. The Insurance Information In-
stitute estimates that road accident-related losses rose from about
$10 billion in 1960 to over $57 billion in 1980. These losses are re-
flected in increased insurance premiums.

Increased construction and repair costs
A 1979 TRB study showed that deferred capital improvement

costs are up to 160 percent higher than improvements made on a
timely basis.

Indirect and hidden coats of neglecting transportation needs are
also very real. Econometric studies prepared in 1983 by the Trans-
portation Systems Center at MIT defined the devastating impact
on the American economy of neglecting transportation. Based on
the MIT study, if the deterioration of the nation's highways is per-
mitted to continue, the annual costs to the economy by 1995 would
be as follows:

A 3.2 percent loss of Gross National Product;
A 8.0 percent increase in the consumer price index;
A 5.9 percent decline in disposable income;
A 2.2 percent decline in employment; and
A decline in labor productivity of 2.7 percent in manufactur-

ing and 3.6 percent in non-manufacturing activities.
In view of Transportation's key importance to the state and na-

tional economy, the devastating effect of deteriorating roads on the
economic vitality of the state and nation is clear.

1 7
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TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS

In order to give you some idea of the magnitude of the transpor-
tation infrastructure problem we face, I would like to turn briefly
to my own State of Minnesota, with which I am most familiar.

Mn/DOT has direct responsibility for the 12,100 mile state trunk
highway system. This system consists of approximately 28,600 lane
miles of highways 3,585 bridges over 20 feet in length, 475 inter-
changes, and 77 rest areas.

In December of last year, Mn/DOT prepared a report on the
State's highway infrastructure needs tc, the year 1995. The study
found that approximately 5,700 miles (47%) of the state trunk high-
way system are over 35 years old. Of these 5,700 miles, about 3,150
miles are 50 yeare old or older. In addition about 356 state trunk
highway bridges over 20 feet in length are deficient in load, width,
clearance, condition or a combination of these factors. About 40
percent of the state trunk highway system is rated in poor or fair
condition while about 43 percent of the state trunk highway system
is restricted to vehicle weights of less than 10 tons per axle during
the spring.

The life cycle for the state trunk highways is estimated to aver-
age about 50 years. Roughly 3,100 miles of state trunk highways
are already over 50 years old and are a backlog of overdue im-
provements, and about 1,000 miles of state trunk highways will re-
quire service or capacity improvements within the next 30 years to
accommodate increased traffic or to improve traffic flow.

Based on a 50 year life cycle, 735 miles of road improvements are
required in Minnesota annually, including 400 miles of resurfacing,
145 miles of reconditioning, 90 miles of reconstruction, and 100
miles of major construction.

The current highway improvement program falls far short of life
cycle needsaveraging only 400 miles annually. These 400 miles
include approximately: 200 miles of resurfacing, 100 miles of recon-
ditioning, 75 miles of reconstruction, and 25 miles of major con-
struction.

Overall, the shortfall in state construction funds is estimated to
be about $3.4 billion, or about $340 million per year, from 1986
through 1995.

I would also like to point out that the impacts which the various
modes of transportation have on Minnesota's rural economy are cu-
mulative and interrelated. We all know that efficient commodity
movement is essential to rural Minnesota's economic health and vi-
tality. And yet the number of rail miles in the state has decreased
from about 9,500 miles in 1929, to 8,000 miles in the mid 1960's, to
only 5,300 miles today. In 1985 alone, 225 additional miles were
abandoned. We anticipate that another 1,100 miles will be aban-
doned within the next 10 years, effecting 150 additional communi-
ties.

These rail abandonments have in turn added an estimated
170,000 truckloads annually to the state's highways. As a result,
road maintenance and preservation costs have risen substantially.

The state's highway infrastructure needs to 1995 include: catch-
ing up on past due rehabilitation, the required regular cycle of re-
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habilitation and resurfacing, and required service or capacity im-
provements.

Speaking again from the perspective of my own state, the Minne-
sota Department of Transportation has identified the following key
issues which will impact the state's transportation infrastructure
during the 1980's:

Urban congest:on
The continued growth of the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area

(TCMA) compounds the congestion on the region's major routes.
Construction costs, social antl environmental impact3, and public
,-,cceptance are immense problems. Too often new roads simply are
not built and old roads are not enlarged to serve the traffic de-
mands of today and tomorrow.
Recreation and tourism

These increasingly important industries attract millions of visi-
tors to and throughout the state. Transportation to and within the
attraction areas compete with the demands to move agricultural
commodities.

Heavy truck movement
Minnesota's location is remote from most major markets. Effi-

cient, low cost highway freight transportation is essential to main-
tain Minnesota's competitive position.
Road strengthening

State and Federal Legislation have created networks of 80,000
pound routes, Approximately 43 percent of state trunk highways
must be restricted to less than 80,000 pound gross vehicle weights
during the spring thaw. Since most of the state highways were not
built to carry 80,000 pound trucks increased rehabilitation and
maintenance costs can be expected.
Road life

Most of the State Trunk Highways were built during two pri-
mary construction periods, the 1930's (to get farmers out of the
mud) and post World War II. About 26 percent of the state trunk
highways are over 50 years old and 47 percent are over 35 years
old.

Road condition
Roads that are rough or in an advanced state of deterioration

tend to increase driver discomfort and vehicle operating costs. Ap-
proximately 40 percent of the State Trunk Highways are rated in
poor and/or fair condition, The rehabilitation of these roads is nec-
essary. In this respect I believe Minnesota is a typical state.
Bridge deficiencies

As stated earlier, more than 350 bridges are deficient in terms of
safety, load capacity, or clearance. The orderly replacement of defi-
cient bridges is needed.

19
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Motor vehicle efficiency
While the amount of travel on the State Trunk Highway System

continues to increase, the fleet of motor vehicles is becoming more
fuel efficient. Thus, more travel is occuring but less fuel is used.
The motor fuel tax is the major source of state revenue for high-
way construction. A means is needed to continue the current levels
of rad maintenance, preservation and improvement and to provide
funding stability for major projects.
Economic development

The revitalization of rural Minnesota requires the ability to
move commodities, serve recreation, and reduce transportation
costs. A major investment in highway improvements is necessary
to help insure growth and development in all sectors of Minneso-
ta's economy.

STRATEGIES FOR MEETING THE NEEDS

Any overall strategy for meeting the needs of the rural transpor-
tation infrastructure must be based on several key considerations
or action steps. Such action steps should include the following:
Identify future infrastricture needs

The report recently issued by the National Council On Public
Works Improvement entitled "The Nation's Public Works: Defining
The Context" emphasizes that in recent years numerous studies of
public works needs at all levels of government generally have con-
cluded that a significant gap exists between needs and available
funding.

Based upon last year's biennial report to Congress entitled
"Status of the Nation's Highways", travel between now and the
year 2000 is expected to grow at an annual rate of from 2.0 to 2.74
percent, slightly less than in the decade of the 1970's.

By the end of the century however, America's highways will
need to accommodate 40 to 60 percent more travel than in 1984.
With our knowledge of present conditions and this estimate of
travel demand, we can estimate the likely wear and tear on the
system and identify what types of improvements and the costs of
those improvements which will be needed to achieve desirable
levels of future highway performance.

Between 1983 and the year 2000, approximately 41,000 miles of
Interstate, 334,000 miles of arterials, and 636,000 miles ofcollectors
will require capital improvement to maintain serviceability, In ad-
dition, a number of new facilities will be needed, especially in areas
experiencing rapid growth, to facilitate and permit economic
growth and development.

Increase the productivity of our transportation investment
This_will involve It variety of approaches including:

More efficient office management and data processing;
Improved personnel management and training;
The use of automated pavement management systems;
Use of flexible standards for road design and pavement res-

toration;

20
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Maximizing the use of computer-aided design, word process-
ing and automated drafting;

The widespread application of value engineering principles
to highway and bridge projects;

The evaluation and use of alternate designs for bridges;
The application of pavement recycling technology for high-

way reconstruction and maintenance;
Application of a funding mechanism that will base vehicle

charges on the distance they travel, what travels that distance
and perhaps even whento improve road user tax equity and
more efficiently tie costs to benefits;

Increase the stability in federal and state funding. Highway
projects often require long lead times of from 6-8 years from
the concept and planning stages, through environmental
impact analysis, evaluation of alternatives, preliminary and
final design and finally contract letting. Significant variations
or actual disruption in funding availability destroys the conti-
nuity of the project development process, results in an ineffi-
cient use of resources and causes project delays, ail resulting in
higher costs and reduced productivity;

Continue to explore private sector contracting to produce
transportation services. In 1982 a report entitled "Many Pro-
viders, Many Producers" was published by the Hubert Hum-
phrey Institute at the University of Minnesota. I believe the
report offered some very innovative proposals for restructuring
public expenditures. The report points out that there is a dif-
ference between providing public services and producing those
services. While the decision to provide a public service may be
a political one, that service often does not have to be produced
by the public sector. The competitive private sector can often
produce the mandated service at lower cost and with greater
efficiency than the public sector.

A key strategy for meeting transportation infrastructure needs
through increased productivity will be the application of highway
demand management and modification, rather than capacity ex-
pansion. Ridesharing whether carpooling vanpooling or the use of
mass transit, is likely to see increasing use as total trip making
continues to increase on the nation's existing, mature highway
system. Other inplace demand management techniques such as
remote freeway traffic surveillance and control are also likely to
see increasing use.

In addition, new and _innovative demand management tools are
visible on the horizon. Electronic road pricing is one such concept,
made possible by recent advances in electronic vehicle identffica-
tion technology. It involves electronic vehicle identification tech-
niques, known variously as Electronic Number-Plate (ENP) in
Hong Kong and as Healry Vehicle Electronic License Plate (HELP)
in the "Crescent Study", currently underway in the United States.

The primary aim of the Hong Kong pilot project was to test Elec-
tronic Road Pricing as a traffic management and transportation
planning tool. All vehicles were equipped with an ENP, made possi-
ble by recent advances in micro-electronic and telecommunications
technology. The ENP is detected at various points in the road net-
work and data relating to vehicle identification, vehicle location,

21
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and time of day was transmitted to data processing centers. Vehi-
cle charges were based upon location and time of day, as these fac-
tors relate to system congestion. The pricing system was very simi-lar to that used for long distance telephone calls, where charges
also relate to location, time of day and system congestion. The ex-
periment showed the technology for such a system to be simple andreliable.

The Heavy Vehicle Electronic License Plate (HELP) System cur-
rently under investigation in the "Crescent Study" is an integrated
truck traffic monitoring system. It combines automatic vehicle
identification, weigh-in-motion, and automatic vehicle classification
technologies with a computerized data communications network.The HELP system gives the trucking industry informationneeded for fleet management and control and for business plan-
ning. It gives government information needed for facility planning
and management, vehicle taxation, size, weight and speed enforce-
ment, crime detection, and monitoring and managing hazardous
materials movement.

Enhance transportation research efforts
Substantial benefits will result from increased study in both"hard" (engineering, materials, grading and drainages, etc.) and

"soft" (system management, value engineering, planning, etc.)
areas of highway research. For many years the ongoing research of
the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP),
within the framework of the 'National Academies of Sciences andEngineering, the National Research Council, and the Transporta-tion Research Board, has done yeoman work in research efforts
aimed at advancing the state of the art in transportation technolo-gy and services.

The federal-state partnership in highway research has provenhighly productive in improving highway technology. The current
research programs need to be continued. In addition, the focusedStrategic Highway Research Program flowing from the Strategic
Transportation Research Study needs to be supported.

The pending House and Senate highway-transit program reau-thorization bill would both provide federal funding for the Strate-
gic Highway Research Program in the amount of 1/4 of 1% of feder-
al highway program funding. This program offers great promise in
terms of improving long term highway investment productivity andin terms of preserving the nation's transportation infrastructure.I believe that the new Center For Transportation Studies at theUniversity of Minnesota, along with other such institutions
throughout the country, have a key role to play in this important
aspect of preserving our material infrastructure.
Explore alternative methods to increase available funding

A variety of potential sources for increased highway revenues
were discussed at the National Conference On State Highway Fi-nance which I chaired, held last August in Smuggler's Notch, Ver-mont. Among the sources discussed were the following:

Local option motor fuel taxes;
Toll financing;
Leasing airspace;
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Tax increment financing;
Financing highways with general revenue sources, including

property taxes, income taxes and sales taxes. These sources
may be especially appropriate for financing specific projects at
the local and metropolitan level;

Special benefit fees, perhaps best used in major growth areas
for capital expenditures, to supplement primary revenue
sources;

Private participation in financing highway and transit
projects may be especially useful in accelerating vital projects
in states and areas experiencing rapid development. In Minne-
sota, one approach we have used to bring the public and pri-
vate sectors together is the North Star Workshop. The objec-
tive of the most recent such workshop held last May, was to
alter the perception that government alone is responsible for
providing the infrastructure necessary for economic develop-
ment;

Debt financing, requiring increased efficiency in financial
management and most appropriately used as part of a long
range strategy rather than as a tool to react to kunding crises;

User fees, with special efforts to reflect changes in fuel effi-
ciency and vehicle size and weight, while maintaining tax
equity among various users and vehicle types.

Strategies to provide the funding needed to preserve and main-
tain the transportation infrastructure must be developed in an en-
vironment which includes state and local elected officials, develop-
ers, road user groups and the general public.
FINANCING INFRASTRUCTURE RENEWAL-THE STATE AND LOCAL ROLE

in discussing how infrastructure rem:Al/al should be financed, I
would like to first of all discuss the appropriate role of the various
levels of government, with special emphasis on highways. In April
1985 the American Association of State Highway and Transporta-
tion Officials (AASHTO) released a report entitled; "A New Focus
for America's Highways: Recommendations on the Federal-Aid
Highway Program. ' This report outlines the great need for high-
way infrastructure renewal and also discusses what AASHTO, rep-
resenting transportation officials from all 50 i tastes, believes are ap-
propriate roles for federal, state and local government. Report fmd-
ings and recommendations include the following:

AASHTO member states estimated that total highway in-
vestment requirements from all sources, federal, states and
local on the present Federal Aid System would be between $26
billion and $30 billion per year from 1987 through 1995. Those
figures are conservative and represent only a minimum of
identifiable requirements.

Rather than the current practice of spreading limited federal
funding inadequately among more and often conflicting de-
mands, a program to concentrate federal resources toward
those highway systems and project requirements which are of
truly national importance was recommended.

A System of Highways of National Significance should be es-
tablished to be comprised of the Interstate and Primary sys-
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tems, plus bridges on all current federal aid _highway systems,to be permanently funded from existing Federal HighwayTrust Fund revenues.
Continued federal funding is also required to assist in meet-

ing the substantial needs of state and local highways. A volun-
tary block grant to states was recommended for a Program of
Highways of State and Local Interest, to be comprised of the
Secondary and Urban systems, off-system bridges, and highway
safety other than construction.

In order to provide permanent federal support and to enable
a stable and predictable highway program, the Federal High-
way Trust Fund should be extended indefinitely and obligation
limitations eliminated.

With respect to the transportation infrastructure, AASHTO rec-
ommended that federal legislation similar to that now in place pro-
vides the best model for infrastructure renewal and impro vement.
New federal transportation infrastructure legislation must pre-
serve intact the federal-state-local partnership concept embodied in
existing legislation. It has been demonstrated that user-oriented,
dedicated funding sources at the federal and state levels are essen-
tial to long-range transportation improvement planning and imple-
mentation. Any attempts to divert funding support from the exist-
ing user-supported transportation trust funds would be destructive
to the nation's transportation infrastructure.

State and local governments must monitor highway investment
requ dements not met by federal aid and set state and local usertax rates to meet funding requirements. In so doing, state and local
governments have sought solutions to the imbalance between re-
quirements and revenues in two major ways: cutting costs through
management efficiencies and raising user fees and other revenues.

Under a federal program for Highways of State and Local Inter-
est, federal requirements and standards should be greatly reduced
or eliminated for project development procedures, design standards,
environmental assessment, and other federal mandates. In such
areas, state and local requirements should govern. Local and re-
gional variations in the age, design and use of the various parts of
the transportation infrastructure indicate that the determination
of needs and priorities should also be made at the state or local
level. Significant transportation infrastructure improvements can
be made at the state and local levels by (1) increased flexibility inde3ign standards, (2) expanded transfer flexibility among federal
funtling categories, permitting a percentage of funds to be used
without restriction as to apportionment category and (3) further in-
volvement of the private sector in funding transportation improve-ments.

Although the federal-state partnership approach outlined above
currently is supported by a majority of transportation officials, in
recent years several actions by the federal government have seri-
ously undermined this federal-state relationship. Congressional in-
action on program reauthorization, increased funding for "special's
projects, unnecessary nationwide construction standards, sanctions,
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, and a large undistributed balance in the
Highway Trust Fund have all worked to erode the ability of the
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states to best use the funds that have been dedicated specifically
for highway programs.

Consequently, a task force of the National Association of State
Budgeting Officers (NASBO) has recently approved a policy propos-
al urging that seven cents of the nine-cent motor fuel federal excise
tax be relinquished to the states. Of the remaining two cents, one
cent would continue to be allocated to mass transit assistance, and
the revenues from the other cent gasoline tax would be distributed
to the states as an unrestricted block grant on the basis of per
capita mileage.

While less than ideal in some respects, circumstances may make
such a "turnback" of federal programs to the states the preferred
solution to insure that the transportation needs of the nation are
met in an efficient and timely manner.

THE KEY: EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

Perhaps the single factor of greatest importance in meeting the
transportation infrastructure needs of rural America is effective
communication. Effective communication is the key underlying
factor in achieving transportation excellence. This is true because
transportation professionals don't live in a vacuum. Others need to
become involved before action can take place. I believe that trans-
portation professionals have a responsibility to communicate their
knowledge and expertise to decision makers and to the public.
They also have a responsibility to listenand to translate public
concerns and priorities into planning and engineering decisions.

There are several messages that transportation professionals,
such as myself, need to communicate. The first message should be
that we are here to serve. This includes serving the public, busi-
ness, interest groups, and others. Secondly, we must emphasize
that in order to serve, we must address those transportation relatr
ed concerns and issues which our constituents may have. We must
also make it clear that, as transportation professionals, our pri-
mary mission is to provide excellence in transportation. And final-
ly, we must emphasize that we need the resources to carry out our
mission.



RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE: ASSESSING NEEDS AND DEVELOPING
APPROPRIATE POLICY RESPONSES

(By Patrick J. Sullivan)

INTRODUCTION

Public infrastructureroads and bridges, water and sewer lines,
schools, hospitals, jails, recreational parks, and other structures
an essential component of a community's standard of living and its
economic growth potential. An adequate level and mix of public fa-
cilities helps alleviate some of a community's basic needs and
serves as an input to the production processes of private sector em-
ployers. Several years ago, alarms were raised about the deteriorat-
ing condition of the Nation's public infrastructure, with dire conse-
quences predicted if steps were not taken to reverse infrastructure
investment trends. While the consequences were not dramatic
enough to keep public works on the front page of our newspapers
for long, infrastructure remains a serious concern among public of-
ficials, developers, and the taxpaying public.

In recent years, concerns have shifted away from determining
the overall size of our "infrastructure investment shortfall" toward
developing ways to insure that our limited public resources are
used to further economic growth and wellbeing. What can govern-
ment do to encourage private sector growth while maintaining
safety and environmental standards? Who should be responsible for
building and maintaining "public" infrastructure? How best can in-
frastructure investment be financed in an era of Federal retrench-
ment and modest economic growth? These types of questions ad-
dress the infrastructure problems on a somewhat more practical
level than was common at the beginning of the decade. This paper
will address some of these issues with a particular focus on rural
infrastructure investment decisionmaking.

We begin with a brief consideration of infrastructure neede, in
rural Americawhat does "need" mean, how should it be
measured, and what is currently known about the existence and
condition of rural public facilities? We then present a framework
for developing appropriate policy responses to rural infrastructure
problems within an intergovernmental system. Based on this
framework, it is argued that Federal, State, and local government
policies which address the causes of public facility shortfalls should
replace policies which merely treat the symptoms. In general
terras, some options for addressing problems with planning, build-

Chief of the Finance and Tax Branch, Agriculture and Rural Economics Division, Economic
Research Service, US. Department of Agriculture, The author wishes to thank J. Norman Reid
for providing many of the materials and ideas reported in this paper and Andi Baker for gener-
ously agreeing to type this manuscript on short notice.
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ing, maintaining, and financing public works are described for each
level of government.

INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS IN RURAL AMERICA

The term "infrastructure needs" is not well defined in either the
literature or the public debate over public works investment levels.
To some, need h3 synonymous with desire, so infrastructure needs
assessments are viewed as government wish-lists, completely re-
moved from budget constraints and devoid of benefit and cost con-
siderations. To others, need is synonymous with demand, so infra-
structure needs are restricted to only those projects able to acquire
funding. Depending on how they are measured, estimates of unmet
needs can be very high or can approach zero [711 To be helpful, the
concept of "infrastructure needs" should be examined within the
context of infrastructure's role in meeting society's demands in an
economically efficient manner.

Infrastructure is an integral part of the pubhc service production
process. Stocizer developed a simple diagram portra3dng public in-
frastructure as one of the inputs needed to produce goods and serv-
ices demanded by rural consumers and producers [14]. Figure 1. de-
picts Stocker's view of the community service production process.
On the right hand side of the diagram are listed the presumed eco-
nomic goals of government activityimproving the quality of life
and furthering economic productivity. Society attempts to meet
these goals through a combination of publicly and privately pro-
duced goods and services. Implied in the diagram are two facts
often overlooked in infrastructure needs assessments. First, while
governments tend to have primary responsibility for providing cer-
tain goods and services, society also uses private sector alternatives
to most of these "governmental" services.2 Thus, a service that is
provided by a governmental body in one community may be a pri-
vate sector responsibility in other communities. Second, infastruc-
ture is but one input into the public service product process; labor,
managerial talent, and other inputs also determine the quantity
and quality of public services.

1 italicized numbers in brackets refer to items listed in the references section.
3 Governmental involvement in the provision of goods and services is often viewed as desira-

ble when externalities are involved in the production or consumption of the product, when the
product is considered a "merit" good, when it has "publie good properties (i.e. provision bene-
fits all in a nonexcludahle and nenrival way), or when it can be most efficently produced by a
monopoly.
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The adequacy of rural infrastructure is best judged by the quan-
tity and quality of public services they help produce relative to so-
cietal demand for these services, rather than by the capacity or
physical condition of the facility per se. Shortfalls in the capital
stock are determined by the least costly combination of additional
capital, labor, and other inputs needed to produce the desired
amount and quality of public services. This perspective recognizes
the fact that different communities not only demand different
types of services from government, but may use different amounts
and types of capital facilities to produce their public services. The
need to account for demand considerations, variable input produc-
tion processes, and the costs and benefits of infrastructure projects
places a considerable data collecton and analysis burden on those
wishirg to measure the adequacy of the stock of public capital. For
this reason, virtually all of the studies purporting to measure na-
tional infrastructure investment shortfalls have been faulted on
methodological grounds.

Absent reliable estimates on the extent of infrastructure needs
across communities, what can be surmised about public facilitiesneeds in rural AmericaY Several years ago the U.S. Department of
Agriculture attempted to inventory and assess the condition of
select types of public facilities serving a sample of rural communi-
ties. The National Rural Community Facilities Assessment Study
(NRCFAS) collected and analyzed data on the fire protection facili-
ties, public water systems, hospitals, and other public structures
serving a representative sample of rural communities.° The gener-
al conclusion drawn from the NRCFAS is that most rural Ameri-
cans have access to at least some of the services produced by these
types of public facilities, Virtually all rural cities with populationsof 2,500 or more, and a majority of smaller cities as well, had
access to each type of public facility studied. Nonetheless, the
range and quality of service tended to be directly related with pop-ulation sizelarger rural cities were "better" served than were
smaller rural communities. Many more gaps in the availability of
public facilities were found for open country areas and for unincor-
porated communities [12].

By themselves the NRCFAS results neither prove nor disprove
the existence of a rural infrastructure problem. As we have already
alluded to, there is not always sufficient economic justification tobuild new facilities where none currently exist. Nonetheless, the
NRCFAS results, when coupled with rural demographic trends,suggest at least the potential for unmet infrastructure needs for
some rural communities. During the 1970's population expansion
was especially rapid in small rural cities and in unincorporated
areasprecisely those the NRCFAS found most lacking in public
facilities. Since those communities often lack the organizational
structure to deal with major capital projects, it seems likely that
the pressures of growth may have resulted in overburdened facili-ties in many communities [17].

Of course, the presence or absence of a facility is not the only
measure of the adequacy of rural infrastructure. The condition of

3 For a description of the approach adopted for the NRCFAS, see [11]. Study results are re .ported in [12 and 13].
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existing facilities, and their deterioration, are major concerns as
well. The NRCFAS collected a limited amount of information re-
garding the physical condition and investment plans of the rural
facilities inventoried. In 1980, some 18,500 rural communities had
insufficient fire protection coverage (lacked complete hydrant cov-
erage and 3,000 gallon tank truck capacity), indicating a potential
need for additional capital investments. The majority of these were
unincorporated communities [14 The NRCFAS also found that 56
percent of rural public water systems lacked an emergency water
supply, that 26 percent were operating above their safe withdrawal
rate, and that 47 percent were planning major capital improve-
ments. Responses indicated that these facility needs were experi-
enced by water systems throughout the community size spectrum.4
Thus, there appear to be infrastructure needs among rural service
providers; whether they pose serious problems for rural communi-
ties cannot be ascertained from the information currently avail-
able.

Being a one-time survey, the NRCFAS did not provide informa-
tion on the extent to which the condition of existing facilities has
worsened. Evidence from an Urban Institute study of infrastruc-
ture systems suggests that municipal expenditures for maintenance
and repair were not sufficient to prevent deterioration in most
types of infrastructure during the 1970's [9]. Although widespread,
the problem was judged to have reached serious proportions in only
a limited number of fiscally distressed cities [6]. While the Urban
Institutes's study did not include rural communities, fiscal stress is
not limited to large cities. Reeder found that small, isolated, rural
communities may have experienced fiscal pressures equal to those
afflicting the largest urban centers during the 1970's [10]. More re-
cently, the farm financial crisis and problems in the oil and gas in-
dustry have had a significant impact on State and local govern-
ment budgets [4]. It seems likely that rural public officials facing
tightening budgets, like their urban counterparts of the seventies,
may pursue a strategy of deferring maintenance on their capital
stock to free-up funds for more immediate problems. Such a strata-
gy, if followed for too long, invariably leads to a marked deteriora .tion in the physical condition and productivity of public facilities.
This scenario suggests that the public capital stock may be under-
going serious deterioration in some rural communities. Nonethe-
less, it should be emphasized that there is no statistically reliable
evidence indicating that this condition is widespread.

In summary, determining infrastructure needs, even within rural
communities with their less complicated infrastructure systems, is
not a straightforward task. Reliable evidence on the extent and se-
riousness of rural infrastructure problems simply does not exist.
However, there is convincing circumstantial evidence which sug-
gests that serious problems may plague some rural communities,
and given the number of rural governments facing financial prob-
lems these days, infrastructure problems may be widespread in
rural America.

4 Based on unpublished tables produced by the Economic Research Service, U.S. Departmentof Agriculture.
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POLICY RESPONSE WITHIN AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL FRAMEWORK

If the circumstantial evidence is correct in suggesting that rural
infrastructure problems are widespread, who has responsibility for
alleviating these problems? Unfortunately, there is no quick and
easy answer to this question. Supporting an infrastructure system
is a multifaceted task. The process of creating and using any cap-
ital facility involves the following steps, at a minimum:

Evaluating capital facility needs;
Planning the type and location of the facility;
Designing the facility;
Budgeting for facility lifecycle expenses;
Constructing the facility;
Operating it for the provision of services; and,
Maintaining and repairing it to extend its useful life.

The precision with which each step is carried out determines the
overall success of a locality's infrastructure program. Poor perform-
ance at any step can reduce overall facility productivity and cause
perceived or actual facility shortfalls. Attempts to solve rural infra-
structure problems should concentrate on their underlying causes.

While unmet infrastructure needs are often blamed on a lack of
financial resources, the real problem may be a lack of appropriate
technology or managerial and decisionmaking skills and practices.
For rural communities in particular, the lack of small.-scale techno-
logical solutions to infrastructure problems can needlessly add to
construction, operation and maintenance costs [28] But even when
appropriate technologies exist, local government officials may find
them difficult to tap. Intergovernmental grant requirements and
even engineering rules of thumb tend to restrict decisions to a
small number of technologiesall to often, those wholely inappro-
priate for smaller communities.5

In addition, the small size and relative isolation of many rural
governments affects their ability to effectively manage complex in-
frastructure systems. Many rural governments have few, if any,
full-time employees; they find it difficult to attract and hold skilled
personnel; and, they seldom have procedures for systematically
evaluating their capital facility needs, scheduling repairs and re-
placement, or budgeting for facility costs over their useful lives [31
As a result, many rural governments (and urban governments as
well) fail to devote the sustained attention infrastructure systems
require if they are to be efficiently operated and adequately main-
tained. Resulting shortfalls in service and facility deterioration
may be due leas to tight local government budgets than to the lack
of good managerial practices.

Depending upon the cause of the problem and the type of facili-
ty, an intergovernmental response may be called for, with Federal
and/or State governments assisting or preempting local govern-
ments' actions. The Federal and State governments have a legiti-
mate role to play in assisting local governments with their infra-
structure needs. Federal and/or State assistance may be warranted

5 Even when rural officials are not legally prohibited from adopting cfrtain technologies, the
fear of litigation discourages local officials, consultants, and engineers from adopting technol-
ogies which do not meet Federal, State or even professional standards.
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when activities undertaken by one jurisdiction substantially benefit
(or harm) the citizens of other jurisdictions (i.e. when externalities
exist) or when widespread market failures affect the ability of local
governments to provide a minimally acceptable level of public serv-
ices. For example, economic justification can be made for some
level of intergovernmental assistance in the treatment of
wastewater because of the benefits enjoyed by downstream commu-
nities. Likewise, the presumed failure of private capital markets to
adequately meet the capital needs of rural communities has been
used to justify Federal and State credit programs.

Nationwide or statewide standards for locally provided services
(e.g., for merit goods) also require some degree of Federal or State
government involvement in local decisionmaking, although for
these cases involvement is more likely to be in the form of man-
dates than assistance. In addition, other rationales for Federal or
State government involvement in local government finance exist. A
desire to reduce interjurisdictional disparities in public services
and economic growth may warrant Federal or State involvement to
counteract the efficient operation of private sector markets. An ar-
gument can also be made for intergovernmental assistance to cover
some portion of the cost various Federal and State mandates, regu-
lations, and restrictions impose on local jurisdictions.

Whether intergovernmental assistance should be in the form of
financial assistance, technical assistance, research and develop-
ment programs, information clearinghouse tasks, or through some
other form depends, to a great extent, on the causes of rural infra-
structure problems. If public facilities are allowed to deteriorate be-
cause of poorly designed maintenance schedules, then intergovern-
mental construction grant programs would not be an efficient
policy response. Technical assistance and information dissemina-
tion could more directly address planning and management-related
infrastructure problems. Research and development programs
could be useful in addressing design-related problems with rural
public facilities. While general financial assistance and categorical
construction grants remain viable policy options for alleviating cer-
tain types of infrastructure problems, they are not the only vehi-
cles Federal and State governments should use.
Federal response to rural infrastructure problems

The Federal Government has been reducing its role in local in-
frastructure financing for several years [161. However, recent Con-
gressional activity suggests that the Federal Government may be
increasing its influence over certain types of local government in-
frastructure. Federal policies mandating the State and local gov-
ernment sector to monitor and correct environmental hazards
through clean water, groundwater, solid waste disposal, and asbes-
tos legislation have the potential for greatly affecting local public
works investment requirements. While these trends are cause for
alarm among local government officials, they are not necessarily
inconsistent with each other.

Economically efficient decisions tend to result when decision-
makers compare project costs with project benefits. Looked at in
this light, the Federal contribution (direct and indirect) to local in-
frastructure investment should be in proportion to the national
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benefits of local infrastructure projects. For most types of infra-
structure, such a rule implies a fairly high percentage of State and
local government funding. Nonetheless, there are clearly circum-
stances when suboptimal decisions will be made in the absence of
Federal 'involvement. Either because local financial resources are
inadequate, or because externalities prevent local jurisdictions
from charging appropriate fees to those benefiting from infrastruc-
ture, the nationally desired level of public facilities may not be pro-
vided. Thus, Federal aid should be allocated toward meeting na-
tionally desired investment needs unlikely to be filled by State and
local governments on their own. Since spillover effects are difficult
tcy quantify, and since a considerable amount ofgame playing could
be expected if the Federal Government attempted to fund differ-
ences between local demand and national demand for public serv-
ices, a pure economic approach to meet national infrastructure
goals would be difficult to administer. One practical approach to
Federal intervention would be for Federal financial assistance to be
targetted to those communities most in need of financial assist-
ance, and for Federal mandates to force more financially sound
communities to provide the minimum amount of governmental
services deemed desirable.° In response to record high Federal defi-
cits, this appears to be the approach currently being adopted by the
Federal Government.

While we tend to think of intergovernmental assistance in terms
of grant and loan programs, the Federal Government has other im-
portant infrastructure-related roles to play. Federal efforts aiding
in the collection and dissemination of information, research and de-
velopment, and the improvement of rural government mcnagement
capacity may, dollar-for-dollar, benefit rural America more in the
long run than intergovernmental grant programs. Because of the
externalities involved, the Federal Government should logically
support efforts to improve the information base available for rural
decisionmakers, and support efforts to develop, test, and apply new
technological solutions to infrastructure problems.

Sound decisions about capital investments require good informa-
tion about both needs and alternatives. Not only is accurate and
timely data needed on the condition of infrastructure and on fac-
tors which affect the demand for public services (demographic and
socioeconomic data), but improved knowledge about the processes
for producing public services is also important Frequently, avail-
able information is neither reliable nor appropriate for public deci-
sionmaking. Specific information needs differ considerably from
one level of government to another. The Federal Government,
through its data collection activities, cannot and should not at-
tempt to meet all of the Nation's infrastructure-related informa-
tion needs. However, based on its data collection program, the Fed-
eral Government can assist State and local information gathering
efforts by defining cor cepts and developing methods for measuring

In a mobile society. National goals may dictate that local decisions be overriden when the
result in public services below some national standard. It can be argued that nonlocal citizens
have the right to expect reasonably safe highways, clean air and water, and adequate health
facilities anywhere they choose to go in the United States.
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them, and by providing small-area demographic and socioeconomic
data on a regular basis.

In addition to accurate and timely information, policymakers
need knowledge about the important components of public facili-
ties, the factors that affect them, and their interrelationships with
other variables. Through its research and information clearing-
house activities, the Federal Government has an important role to
play in promoting a better understanding of the infrastructure
problem, the causes of growth and decline in demand for capital fa-
cilities, and the ability of public authorities at all levels to respond
to these changes.7 By developing improved methods of measuring
important concepts, such as the external costs and benefits of
public services, Federally-funded research can improve the ability
of State and local governments to gather data and apply it effec-
tively to public decisionmaking [14

A second, somewhat related area where the Federal Government
can make a much-needed impact is on the development and adop-
tion of new infrastructure-related technologies, particularly those
best suited for small governments. Here again, the significant spill-
over benefits associated with the development, testing, and adop-
tion of new technologies calls for some level of Federal involve-
ment The private sector is likely to be particularly reluctant to de-
velop technologies appropriate for smaller producers or undertake
speculative long-range research and development projects because
of the limited profit potential associated with such activities. Gov-
ernmental support may be needed to encourage a concerted public/
private researah and development effort aimed at producing short-
term and longer-term technological advances which could reduce
the cost of providing infrastructure-intensive services [7].

Even when technological solutions exist, they provide little relief
if legal, regulatory, or other barriers exist which discourage their
adoption. The National Council on Public Works Improvement
claims that safety concerns are a major impediment to the intro-
duction of new technologies because of the potential risk of failure
and the ensuing liability [7]. Federal efforts to reduce the risk of
adopting new technologies could further innovation by local gov-
ernment officials. Some combination of Federal testing and evalua-
tion of new technologies, tort reform, or liability insurance reform
may be needed to spread the risk of technological advances more
evenly. Federal efforts to develop meaningful safety standards for
rural public services could also reduce the insentive for local offi-
cials and engineers to "play it safe" by adopting stringent facility
requirements inappropriate for the demands placed on rural infra-
structure systems.
State response to rural infrastructure problems

Since local government is a creation of the State, subject to reve-
nue raising restrictions and a host of mandated procedures and
services, a direct financial role in rural infrastructure development
may b3 desirable. The varied relationships between the 50 State
governments and their local governments has lead to a host of

7 Recognizing this Federal role, Congress created the National Council on Public Works Im-
provement in 1984 to examine a wide range of public infrastructure issues.
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State assistance programs. These include direct grants and loans,
indirect financial assistance (wherein the State acts as a financial
intermediary for its local government borrowers), and nonfinancial
assistance. In addition, States can also assist local governments fi-
nance infrastructure simply by removing revenue raising restric-
tions or by helping to improve the efficiency of local revenue rais-
ing measures [ 1 6] As the Federal Government continues to alter
its role in local government financial matters, the States should re-
assess their responsibilities in this area.

The State government can provide rural infrastructure either di-
rectly through State built and operated facilities, or indirectly
through local governments. Table 1 provides some insight into how
each State chooses to divide the task of providing infrastructure be-
tween the two levels of government. It also indicates, in general
terms, how important State intergovernmental assistance is to
local budgets. 'Mille the extent to which these grant funds are used
for infrastructure remains unknown, virtually every State provides
grants which help local jurisdictions build, rehabilitate, or main-
tain public facilities [21].

As with Federal aid, State intergovernmental assistance will en-
courage economically efficient decisions if the size of the grant is
determined by the Statewide benefits from local government activi-
ties. However, the nature of the stat&local relationship may dictate
that more weight be given to interjurisdictional inequities in reve-
nue raising capacity or economic growth potential than is evident
among Federal grant programs. Whatever the goal, care should be
taken to insure that it h3 local government service that is being
subsidized, not local government construction.8

TABLE 1.-STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT IN FISCAL YEAR 1984,

AND STATE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO RURAL GOVERNMENTS IN FISCAL YEAR 1982

State

I Outlays 'fa nonrnetro State aid, 1952

Total State
and kcal
millions

State
share

(percent)

Lccal
education

Public
welfare

Other uses

Share of
local

revenues
percent_

United States :08,139 41.4 $277.72 $27,33 $80.66 38.1

Alabama 995 54.5 259.00 10.40 52.42 41.5
Alaska ....,.................. . .. .. ........ ....... ......,

. ....... . . .. . 1,038 352 904.12 75E60 49925 46.5
Arizona 1,078 27.2 341.63 31.99 128.99 41.1
Arkansas 326 510 23104 6.39 5142 41.8
California E253 30.1 434.66 75.34 251.00 414
Colorado 972 30.6 278.29 35.30 161.58 29.6
Connecticut 559 44.6 15199 24.32 36.02 27.6
Delaware 194 67.0 38230 1945. 5.35 572
District of Columbia 177 0 0 0 00 E00 0.00 E00
Florida 3,109 35.3 324.52 1E12 65.18 313
Georgia 1,298 47.4 260.18 6.19 42.71 34.3
Hawaii 377 78.4 0.00 17.46 64.52 12.2
Idaho 265 511 277.52 1E93 62.38 37.6
Illinois . 2,668 46.6 214.00 27.46 54.99 31.2

° As Chicoine arid Wainer point out, even distribution formulaes based on measures of service
can result in inefficient investment decision& Secondary highway assiatance based on the
number of highway miles maintained can encourage local officials to continue maintaining
roads even when the costs outweigh the benefits, [1],
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TABLE 1.-STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT IN FISCAL YEAR 1984,
AND STATE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO RURAL GOVERNMENTS IN FISCAL YEAR 1982-Continued

State

Capital outlays id.

Total State
and IDCA
millions

State
share

(percent)

Local
education

Public
welfare Other uses

Share of
local

revenues

percent

Indiana 1,159 44.8 254.51 26.51 67.18 37.1
lowa 868 49,7 213.30 40.49 86.15 33.4
Kansas 649 39,4 218.97 12.88 31.68 22.3
Kentucky 931 74.5 277.72 29.04 36.38 58.8
Louisiana 1,656 57.3 371.24 16.43 93,00 41.9
Maine 213 44.5 227.14 15.47 23.82 32,4
Man/land 1,457 41,2 247.38 45,70 48.50 35.4
Massachusetts 1,012 43.0 137.47 18.58 78.11 20.3
Michigan 1,539 43.9 127.43 17.06 158.77 28.1...... ..,.... . 1,309 34.9 409.49 116.90 151.55 48.6
Mississipp. 464 57.4 276.14 21.06 97.18 43.2
Missouri 977 45.5 205.00 6.77 21,28 32.3
Montana 337 57.5 233.85 26,77 29.37 23,9
Nebraska 457 49.5 129.45 35.19 80.15 22:1.
Nevada 387 30.3 428.47 25.27 237.80 47.2
New Hampshire 183 45.2 45.75 28.87 75.68 16.0
New jersey 1,537 37.1 195.36 41.26 130.89 28.2
New Mexico 687 54.2 495.93 30.06 119.74 59.5
New York 4,814 31,1 374.68 31,76 209 69 43.4
Noah Carolina 891 50.2 351.30 12.35 53.03 50.1
North Dakota 259 55.5 385.40 32.38 95.49 45.0
Ohio 2,257 53.9 218,35 16.02 103.24 38.0
Oklahoma 951 35.2 347.24 7.84 87.61 41.5
Oregon 649 43.2 321.15 22.15 102.33 34.5
Pennsylvania 2040, 36.0 254.85 18.02 49.56 42.2
Rhode Island 174 71.0 215.54 4.45 24.64 27.1
South Carolina 535 47.4 281.06 9.25 32.92 40.5
South Dakota 227 57.0 180.50 29.86 16.85 24.3
Tennessee 1,050 49.2 173.05 7.89 61.31 32.2
Texas 4,812 33.3 290.15 3.38 4,39 29.9
Utah 561 50.0 332.13 25.32 32.56 32.9
Vermont 110 59.4 130.48 8.16 23.37 21.4
Virginia 1,060 53.4 237.20 33.38 34.47 45.8
Washington 1,515 40.4 419.88 53.29 104.92 43.3
west Virginia 401 68.1 345.82 8.59 17.04 48.0
Wisconsin 1,213 29.0 245.48 44.37 211.24 41.3
Wyoming 488 46.2 343,82 114.84 197.18 26.3

Source LI S. Bureau of the CenSus [19, 20, and 22]

In addition to intergovernmental grant programs, most States
also offer loans or other programs to help local jurisdictions borrow
money to finance their infrastructure investment& Direct loans,
State guarantees, State bond banks and revolving loans are all
used to funnel loanable funds to local governments. These pro-
grams are particularly helpful to small rural governments which
tend to be infrequent borrowers. Whether operating through the
municipal bond market, or in place of it, these nongrant programs
can help rural governments overcome barriers to financial markets
and obtain financing at affordable rates. If availability of credit is
a problem for rural borrowers, indirect State assistance can be
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helpful.° Nonetheless, it should be noted that there are limits to
the savings that can be realistically expectedlimits that are often
much lower than program proponents believe [2].

As with the Federal Government, one of the most potentially
beneficial roles State governments can play in alleviating rural in-
frastructure problems is to provide nonfinancial assistance to rural
governments. States have long been involved in the supervision of
local fiscal affairs and in the provision of technical assistance to
local government officials. In the capital finance arena, State su-
pervisory activities have both positive and negative impacts. In the
infrastructure management area, the potential exists for signifi-
cant gains to be made through State technical assistance pro-

State governments have a legitimate concern for the fiscal well
being of their local governments. Not only must the State take
steps to insure that its citizens are not victimized by their local of-
ficials, but it also has the responsibility of minimizing the effect
one government's fiscal crisis invariably has on the other jurisdic-
tions in the State. States typically require local governments to
follow specific accounting practices and to report budget figures to
one or more State agencies on a periodic basis. The vast majority ofStates also place restrictions on the taxing and borrowing author-
ity given to local governments. While this oversight and superviso-
ry role .cannot safely be ignored by the State, steps can and should
be taken to allow local governments the maximum degree of discre-
tionary authority that is consistent with governmental accountabil-
ity and soundness. State regulations which foster sound manage-
ment practices (through the imposition of generally accepted ac-
counting practices, for example), rather than imposing arbitrarylimitations and prohibitions on revenues, can be an important in-
gredient in the State's role in financing local infrastructure.In addition to their supervisory responsibilities, State govern-
ments are ideally situated to provide technical assistance on awhole range of topics that affect local infrastructure decisions.
Rural governments, with their limited staffs, lack of easy access to
urban-based experts, and limited financial resources, are often in
need of State-provided advise on financial management, debt insur-
ance, facility design specifications, and other facility-related topics.
Because these topics are often unique to a State's legal structure,
they are best covered at the State level. Management training pro-
grams, licensing and certification programs, debt validation pro-
grams, and technical information on facility design, alternative fi-
nancing techniques, and maintenance schedules can go a long way
towards solving management-based problems with our rural infra-
structure.

9 While it is generally believed that small, rural governments have a more difficult time -Wu-
ing municipal bonda there remains a noticeable lack of statistical evidence supporting this view.Based on 1977 munizipal bond sales data, Sullivan found that rural governments were able to
borrow at competitive rates [15]. Palumbo and Sackli also found rural governments were able toborrow at rates similar to highly urban governments in 1982 pa.

10 One of the recommendations of a recent Council of State Governments study was thatStates should provide technicasupport and management assistance for small and rural commu-nity officials tO use in their capital improvement efforts. [5].
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Local response to rural in rastructure problems
As has been argued previously, local governments have a signifi-

cant, and in most cases preeminent role to play in financing, oper-
ating, and maintaining public infrastructure. While local funding
of major capital projects can severely strain a community's re-
sources, it is often the most equitable and efficient means of financ-
ing the construction and rehabilitation of infrastructure. This is
particularly true when there are few interjurisdictional benefits as-
sociated with the project.

A thorough discussion of the financing options available to local
governments attempting to fill their infrastructure needs is beyond
the scope of this paper." Nonetheless, it should be noted that the
efficiency of investment decisions is also affected by the methods
used to finance the local share of infrastructure projects. Here too,
those benefiting from a project should be asked to bear the costs.
By relying more on user fees, special allocation bonds, and develop-
er fees, and less on general taxes, local officials may better judge
what their constituents want when faced with the price of provid-
ing additional public capital [18]. By relying more on bond financ-
ing and less pay-as-you-go financing, project payments can be
stretched out over the useful life of the facility. Not only does this
greatly reduce the need for year-to-year fluctuations in current rev-
enue collections, but in a world of imperfect tax capitalization, it
may improve the balance between the benefits and costs of capital
intensive services.

While efficiency should be a major concern of local officials,
equity considerations also determine the preferred method of fi-
nancing the provision of public service& Lecal government reliance
on user fees to finance both operating and capital expenses has
been increasing over the past two decade& Taxpayer resistance to
rate increases, concern out government wastes, State imposed tax
and debt limits, and improved management capabilities have all
made user charges and revenue bonds the preferred alternative for
raising revenues. Nonetheless, when local governments are in the
business of providing essential services, care should be taken to
insure that low-income households have adequate and affordable
access to these services.

Economic trends in several regions (particularly the farm belt
and those dependent upon every extractive industries), and restric-
tive State regulations may have placed many rural communities in
precarious financial position& Lacking the resource base, they are
often unable to deal with their infrastructure problems without
Federal and State financial assistance. All the management capac-
ity in the world cannot prevent the infrastructure systems in many
of these communities from undergoing further deterioration in the
absence of intergovernmental aid, further depressing economic
growth potential. However, for many rural communities, local gov-
ernment officials can take steps to alleqiate perceived facility
shortfalls. By changing their organization& 3tructures or adopting

I' For a description of the financing alternatives available to local goverrcrnents, and a discus-
sion of their strengths and weaknesses from the rural official's point or view, see [16]
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better capital budgeting and management procedures, better use
can be made of scarce governmental resources.

One of the premises of this paper is that management capacity
human and organizational infrastructureis potentially as impor-
tant as fiscal capacity in explaining why rural infrastructure prob-
lems evolve. Uninformed decisions on what facilities to build,
where to place them, and particularly how to maintain them may
be the basis of perceived and actual public facility shortfalls. If this
premise is correct, then judicious use of special districts and more
sophisticated public works planning and budgeting techniques
should help reduce rural infrastructure problems.

Researchers have noted that infrastructure maintained by spe-
cial districts with revenue raising authority is often kept in better
condition than infrastructure maintained with general governmen-
tal funds. Not only do dedicated funds for public works tend to
keep pace with needs better than general funds, but the isolation
special districts tend to enjoy from political logrolling may help ex-
plain their better track record on building and maintaining infra-
structure. Unfortunately, this same isolation is the major drawback
of the special district form of government A segmented approach
to providing infrastructure doesn't easily allow rational compari-
sons between infrastructure investments. Thus, by protecting some
types of infrastructure, the political system may prevent a more
balanced approach toward solving overall infrastructure problems.

Preferable would be a capital budgeting and decisioninaking pro-
gram that systematically examines the costs and benefits of alter-
native public works projects, taking the maintenance and operating
costs of public facilities over their planned lives into account A
well designed capital improvement program (CIP) which is part of
the general budgeting process should be able to capture some of the
benefits of special districts without suffering the drawbacks.12 By
comparing life-cycle costs, identifying potential revenue sources,
and estimating project benefits, a CIP can help decisionmakers
make a well informed decision now, and plan for predictable ex-
penses in the future. With the help of Federal- and State-sponsored
research, computer-based CIP models could be tailored to the needs
of rural governments.

Finally, rural officials experiencing infrastructure problems be-
cause of continuing growth should consider growth management
techniques to help reduce increasing demands on infrastructure.
Growth management need not imply building moritoria or even re-
duced rates of economic growth. By requiring developers to supply
their own infrastructure systems (or pay for the rights to use exist-
ing systems), local governments can often accommodate the in-
creased service demands that accompany growth. But there are
also innovative ways of altering demand which do not require addi-
tions to the capital stock. The National Council on Public Works
Im rovement reports that Pleasanton, California was able to
re uce highway congestion by requiring (with the active coopera-

'2 Of course, there are other reasons for forming special districts. The benefits of many types
of infrastructure systems do not fall neatly within eidsting governmental boundarie% Special
district% with their more fluid boundaries, can better match infrastru:ture benefactors w'
enue contributor% yielding more efficient investment decisions.
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tion of the business community) employers of 50 or more workers
to reduce the number of vehicles their employees used each day
during peak traffic hours [7]. An information clearinghouse at theFederal or State level could encourage rural governments to adoptthese types of innovative approaches to reduce their infrastructure
investment needs,

CONCLUSION

Determining if an infrastructure problem exists and measuring
its severity involves careful analysis, which represents only thefirst step in devising an appropriate policy response. Where infra-
structure problems are judged to be severe, pohcymakers must alsoknow the underlying causes of the problem if cost effective solu-
tions are to 1e developed and initiate& The circumstances contrib-uting to an inadequate public capital stock include: inadequate rev-enues, inappropriate financing techniques, inadequate facility man-agement, and a lack of information and knowledge on the condition
of the infrastructure stock, the determinants of demand, and the
technological options available for meeting infrastructure demand.Each level of government has a role to play in alleviating rural
infrastructure problems. Given the size of the Federal deficit,
direct financial assistance from the Federal Government is notlikely to increase for the forseeable future. However, the effective-
ness of Federal financial assistance could be heightened by target-ting aid toward communities with revenue bases insufficient to
meet minimally acceptable standards of public service delivery.
Furthermore, there are numerous steps the Federal Government
can take to increase the fiow of information to rural decision-
makers and reduce barriers to the adoption of innovative techno-
logical solutions to the rural infrastructure problem.

State governments, because of their special relationship withtheir local governments, should normally be more involved in thelocal public works decisionmaking process than would the FederalGovernment. This involvement may be in the form of financial as-
sistance (both direct and indirect), supervision, and technical assist-
ance. If properly designed, each of these State responsibilities canhelp rural government officials recognize and correct their local in-
frastructure problems. For their part, local government officials
must accept the lion's share of the financial responsibility for most
infrastructure investments. While this can severely strain localbudgets (and may overwhelm the revenue bases of many communi-
ties), in general, local funding should encourage more economicallyefficient decisions. Better use of capital budgeting and management
techniques could also improve the ability of local governments toeffectively deal with their infrastructure problems within existingbudget constraints.
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RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS AND RESPONSES IN
TRANSITION

(By Carol Shapiro Star, Senior Policy Analyst and Nancy Rutledge, Executive
Director, National Council on Public Works Improvement)

INTRODUCTION

Rural America is in transition, Major shifts in demographics and
farm and non-farm economies are affecting, among other things,
the demand for basic public facilities and services such as clean
water and safe roads and bridges in rural areas. These shifts are
also affecting the capacity of rural governments to finance such
services. The abilit3r of rural governments to comprehend the
nature and magnitude of the changing requirements for public in-
frastructure servicesand adapt to themwill have far-reaching
consequences for the quality of life and the economic viability of
these areas.

Indeed, the ability of rural governments to react effectively to
changing demands and fiscal conditions has emerged as a central
issue not only to the future economic viability of these areas, but to
the well-being of the nation as a whole. Major shifts in federal
funding for infrastructure have descended upon rural areas at a
time when state and local revenues in many areas are also declin-
ing. Rural governments, therefore, will need to be especially well-
informed about options available to meet these challenges.

The purpose of this paper is to explore alternative strategies to
meeting the infrastructure needs of rural areas. The paper focuses
primarily on non-financial strategies and draws on practices that
have recently come to the attention of the National Council on
Public Works Improvement and appear to have merit.' It is not an
exhaustive survey. It is simply intended to widen the discussion
about alternative strategies to rural public works improvement
through examples.

Rural infrastructure requirements in transition
Today's rural farm population, at approximately 5.7 million, is afraction of the 30 million it was in the 1940's. 2 Yet, America's

farmlands are more productive than ever, requiring, as before, good
farms to market transportation networks. The rural non-farm pop-
ulation, by comparison, has more than doubled during the same
period. At approximately 56 million today, the growth in non-farm
population has brought new and different demands for public facili-

I See "Financial Resources for Infrastructure Investment" by Patrick J. Sullivan, Economic
Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1986, for a thorough discussion of financialstrategies.

2 Studies prepared for the Subcommittee on Agriculture and Transportation of the Joint Eco-nomic Committee, Congress of the United States. "New Dimensions in Rural Policy: Building
Upon Our Heritage," June 5, 198G, p. 42.

(36)
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ties in geographic areas that were previously dominated by agricul-
tural activities.

In spite of this large growth in rural non-farm population, Amer-
ica has steadily lost rural population relative to the nation as a
whole. America's rural population has dropped from more than 48
percent of the population to 26 percent since the 1920's.3 Yet, there
is wide regional diversity behind these national averages. Particu-
larly since 1970, hundreds of rural counties, many in the western
part of the United States, but elsewhere as well, have increased in
population.4 This change was driven by the trend toward living in
smaller towns beyond the suburban fringe of cities, and a growth
in retirement communities. These rural communities often face a
rapid escalation of demand for new and costly public infrastructure
services which exceed the local governments' capacity to bring new
facilities on line and to manage them properly.

Rapidly expanding rural communities face different problems
than communities dependent on declining industries, such as farm-
ing, timber and mining. Those communities, with declining popula-
tion, are searching for ways to maintain their existing capital stock
with fewer resources. Those hardest hit by the recent farm crisis
have experienced declines in their revenues, aggravated by reduced
federal aid for public infrastructure, further reducing their capac-
ity to maintain an adequate level of public infrastructure services.

Many rural counties also face costly new demands for public fa-
cilities brought about by changes in technology which have ren-
dered existing facilities obsolete or unsafe. For example, new, heav-
ier trucks and farm equipment necessitate the construction of
wider, more durable bridges for rural roadways. These problems
affect growing and declining communities alike.

In sum, the demands for basic public infrastructure services such
as roads, bridges, drinking water, wastewater collection and
wastewater treatment are changing as a result of population shifts,
changing tastes, and new requirements imposed by changes in
technology. Further, the ability of governments to meet these de-
mands has also changed, varying considerably by region and
county. This suggests that policy-makers must take into account
large local differences, including differences between growing and
declining communities, when remedial approaches to rural infra-
structure problems are investigated.

More than ever before, there is a need to define community goals
that will provide a level and quality of infrastructure services to
suit community needs. Given declining resources, communities may
increasingly be forced to choose between funding one public facili-
ty, or one service over another. It is conceivable that rural govern-
ments, like all governments with limited resources, must choose to
cut back services in some areas to improve those deemed more cru-
cial to the economic well-being of the community. These kinds of
choices will require a thorough understanding of the communities'
priority investment needs and the consequences of funding deci-
sions.

a Ibid.. p. 42.
4 ibid., p. 43.
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Rural infrastructure problems: Are they unique?
The problems facing rural governments regarding the provision

of adequate public capital facilities are similar to the problems
facing urban governments. Both confront problems created by
public facilities that were put in place 25-50 years ago or more,
and are reaching the end of their useful life. Studies conducted by
the federal government reveal that rural, as well as urban, roads
and bridges are in great need of repair, although rural bridge defi-
ciencies account for the vast majority (90 percent) of all bridge deft-
ciencies in the United States.° Similarly, both urban and rural ju-
risdictions must contend with the growing problem of capital obso-
lescence: wastewater treatment facilities illquipped to deal with
today's pollutants, bridges that are not structurally equipped to
safely handle today's heavy trucks, and public facilities that do not
provide access to the handicapped, as required by law.

Other similarities between rural and urban areas include the de-
clining fiscal capacity of some jurisdictions, and the high cost of
capital construction coupled with more complicated requirements
for wastewater treatment and other infrastructure services. Also,the use of outdated management, capital budgeting and record-
keeping practices, ill-designed to meet the challenges of the 1980's,
have led to prolonged deterioration of capital facilities and a fail-
ure to fund capital projects of greatest local importance in urban
and rural areas. Similarly, conditions vary greatly from one juris-
diction to another in both urban and rural jurisdictions, making itunwise to target assistance accordingly. For instance, whereas
some rural regions have gained population, others have lost. Simi-
larly, some farming regions, such as the Northeast, have prospered
recently and other have not Similar differences occur among
urban areas. In sum, solutions, that assist communities in meeting
the demand for public infrastructure services must address the
challenges faced by growing as well as declining regions and coun-
ties; urban and rural alike.

Nonetheless, while rural and urban areas share similar prob-
lems, some rural communities may be less able to cope with the
changing infrastructure needs. The rapid onset of changes, com-
pounded by the effects of the farm crisis and reductions in federal
and state aid, may have put rural areas at a considerable disadvan-
tage. Although the farm crisis is not likely to create a financial dis-
aster for rural governments, G it will produce revenue shortfalls in
farm-dependent states and localities.' Large drops in farm income
and resulting declines in the value of farmland significantly erodethe local trm base in some communities.° Ultimately, local services
will need to be cut back or taxes raised.

'National Association of Towns and Townships, "Roads and Bridges Falling Down: The Bee-
nomic Development Implications For Rural America", A Public Policy Seminar, April 25, 1984,
p- 6-

Report, of the Committee on Governmental Affairs, United States Senate, "Governing the
Heartland: Can Rural Goverrirnents Survive the Farm CrisW?" July 1986, p. 62.I See ACIR, "The Agricultural Recession: Its Impact on the Finances of State and Local 00v.ernmenta," June 1986:

'From 1980-1989, real farm incomes averaged only $25 billion in 1982 dollars, down nearly 40
percent from the average of the 1970's. ("Governing the Heartland," Op Cit p. viii.)
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In Minnesota, the impact has already been felt. Taxable valu-
ations for agricultural land have dropped about 25 percent between
1982 and 1985.° Based on a recent Congressional study, revenue
shortfalls for eight agriculturally dependent states are, on average,
reported to be 6106 per capita. If further drops in land values and
cuts in intergovernmental aid occur, per capita shortfalls could
exceed $250 for some areas.'° There are already numerous accounts
in the media of rural counties cutting back on essential public serv-
ices such as road maintenance, police protection and garbage col-
lection, as local coffers shrink and taxing limits are reached."

According to a recent United States Senate report, rural commu-
nities could probably manage the loss in revenues associated with
lower agricultural land values, if that was the only drop in reve-
nue but they could well be in serious trouble when faced with the
combined effects of cutbacks in federal aid programs, the elimina-
tion of general revenue sharing and reductions in state aid (due to
existing tight budget situations at the state level).12 Although feder-
al aid, including revenue sharing, comprises a relatively small por-
tion of the local revenue base, between 1980 and 1985, federal aid
to state and local governments fell by 25 percent in constant dol-
lars, with rural governments feeling their share of those cuts. Cut-
backs in state aid, often the largest source of local revenues, can be
anticipated in states heavily impacted by the farm and oil crises,
and by other declining lanai based economies such as timber and
mining.

Although general revenue sharing is only a small part of local
revenue, its elimination will hurt general purpose governments in
agriculturally dependent areas twice as much as those in urban
areas.13 Revenue sharing comprised, on average, 44.5 percent of all
federal aid received by general purpose local governments in farm
dependent areas, compared with a national average of 21.8 percent
for all general purpose governments." Rural areas, also, have de-
pended heavily on general revenue sharing to support public
works. In a recent four state study of rural roads and bridges in
the midwest, 83.8 percent of the townships responding to a survey
reported using revenue sharing funds for rural roads and bridges,
with 84.5 percent of the funds allocated to roads."

However, from the standpoint of the provision of infrastructure
services, short-term revenue shortfalls caused by unanticipated
high rates of property tax delinquencies (or other revenue reduc-
tions) are not a major problem if they are temporary. Local govern-
ments have often sacrificed maintenance and construction of public
works facilities to help ease them through a financial crisis. 1Vore
troublesome is the possibility that, for some rural communities,

9 Ibid. p. ix. (The impact is already apparent in Minnesota, because assessed agricultural landvalue is based on actual market values as opposed to the land'5 productive capacity, which is thebasis for some states' assessments.)
'Ibid.
' I "Rural Counties Struggle to Maintain Services as Economies Falter and Reve ue Sharing

Ends," The Wall Street Journal, November 19, 1986.
"Go verning the Heartland," Op. Cit., p. xi.
Ibid, p. 63.

'4 Ibid, p. 76.
Is Chicoine, David L. and Norman Walzer, "Financing Rural Roads and Bridges in the Mid-

west," U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, 13C, October 1984.
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this represents a fundamental (downward) sh ft in the size of the
tax base which is neither temporary nor accompanied by any de-
cline in the demand for services. More likely, in spite of declining
resources, service demands are rising in response to the changing
demographics of rural areas (e.g. transportation for rural elderly
and increased maintenance and construction costs that rise as cap-
ital facilities wear out or become obsolete.)

A few other distinctions also seem to suggest that rural areas
may be at a greater dieadvantage in dealing with infrastructure
problems than their urban counterparts. First, the small size and
isolated character of rural governments may make it more difficult
for them to obtain (or afford) specialized technical help needed
during this period of change. Second, their size inay also limit their
access to capital markets. Lastly, the impact of recent rail aban-
donment has transferred traffic from rail to roads. In the rural
communities affected, this rail-to-road shift is increasing the wear
and tear on roads. In Illinois, the state thought to be hardest hit by
rail abandonment, 42 percent of the townships reported increased
truck traffic as a result of rail line abandonment. Of those town-
ships, more than 97 percent claimed the effects of increased traffic
as either somewhat or very pressing.16
Alternative approaches to addressing rural infrastructure problems

an increasing State role?
The current federal budget deficit is likely to preclude a major

expansion of federal infrastructure programs In fact, most commu-
nities vri.11 probably experience a continued real decline in the
amount of federal assistance available for public works imporve-
ment. Thus, it is likely that state and local governments will figure
prominently in the development of remedial strategies for public
works improvements.

This section examines several initiatives by states to assist their
local governments in the resolution of rural infrastructure prob-
lems. A also addresses anticipated problems with expanding state
assistance programs.

There is already evidence that the state role is growing in someareas Initiatives in the areas of innovative technology for
wastewater treatment activities, and state-wide financing mecha-
nismssuch as a state lottery in Iowa, and a revolving loan fund
in Washington are examples. However, recent aggregate analyses
of state aid have not shown state assistance for capital projects to
have creased to fill the gap left by diminishing federal capital out-
lays.17 And, there is no consensus about the financial or technical
adequacy of states to rescue local governments faced with an in-
ability to provide needed infrastructure services themselves. Con-
tinued reductions in federal aid for public works will, no doubt, en-
courage rural areas to examine state expenditures in this area.

Two examples of relatively low-cost state initiatives designed to
asskit their rural governments however, are, noteworthy:

'6 Ibid., p. 162.
17 Ledebur, Larry, William Hamilton, Deborah Matz and Lori Anderson, "Federal and State

Roles in infrastructure," A paper prepared for the National Council on Public Works Improve-ment, October 15, 1956.
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Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources Leak De-
tection and Water Resources Technical AssistanceIn response to
the unmet needs of small, rural jurisdictions to improve the man-
agement of their water supply, the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Resources (DER) established a demonstration tech-
nical assistance project in the Susquehannah River Basin (an area
that includes more than one-third of the Commonwealth) to pro-
vide small, rural water systems with onsite technical assistance in
the areas of leak detection, personnel training, water meter man-
agement, and rate structure design. Recognizing that many rural
water systems are simply too small to afford the technical equin-
ment such BB leak detection equipment, or the staff required to
properly maintain their systems, the state is offering to actually
perform leak detection and other management services on site to
assist small, rural water systems in their efforts to supply safe
drinking water at reasonable cost.

North Carolina "This's Local Government Assistance Program.
program, although not new, has expanded to meet the state's grow-
ing need for financial technical assistance for rural governments in
the provision of public works. The program is based on the state's
diagnosis in the early 1930's that many of its municipalities did not
understand how to use the bond market prudently. The state re-
sponded by establishing the Local Government Commission, con-
sisting of the state treasurer, auditor, the secretary of state, the
secretary of revenue and five appointees. Today, the Commission
has a staff of 22 that offers assistance to municipalities in prepar-
ing presentations for rating agencies, issuing financial reports, and
training local officials. The Commission also conducts an independ-
ent audit of the municipalities annually and maintains and pub-
lishes data on the financial condition of local governments.

In addition, the Commission also reviews, approves and markets
local bonds. Local governments begin informal discussions with the
Commission 18-24 months in advance of the sale. The Commission
reviews the proposed bond issue and considers the following ques-
tions:

Can the locality sustain the additional taxes needed to sup-
port the issue?

Can the bonds be marketed at reasonable rates?
Is the issue sufficient to support the projects?
Is the project necessary or expedient?

When the state ensures that these questions are answered af-
firmatively, the collateral backing the issue is dramatically im-
proved. After approval, the Commission prepares the official state-
ments, sets sales dates (so that the market is not suddenly con-
fronted with several bond issues in close succession), actively solic-
ith bids, supervises the sale, and prints and delivers the bonds. As a
result, the Mterest costs to the municipality are reduced by 35-100
basis poLnts, a considerable savings to a municipality.

Numerous examples across the country also attest to state gov-
ernment potential for assisting local governments in:

" ThW example ía extracted from "Financing Economic Development in the South: Public In-
frastructure and Entrepreneurship", paper prepared by Roger J. Vaughan for the Committee on
the Future of the South, Atlanta, Georgia, May 1986, pp. 14-15.
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Infrastructure financing, through mechanisms such as theWashington state Public Works Trust Fund;
Assessing state-wide infrastructure needs;
Stimulating innovation, as evidenced in the implementation

of EPA waste water treatment regulations; and
Facilitating better intergovernmental cooperation through

governmental arrangments such as regional authorities, spe-cial districts and River Basin Commissions.States also can be instrumental in improving the capital plan-ning process, stimulating the development of long-range plans (andintegrating them into the decision-making process), and improvinglocal management of public worlut financing and operationsthrough improved state oversight A recent ACIR report, suggestedincreased state oversight as a means of identifying local fiscal prob-
lems before they reached crisis proportions." Oversight also en-courages standardized accounting practices among local govern-ments, a practice that could assist state and local governments inthe analysis of intrastate infrastructure conditions. As federal as-sistance programs for certain capital projects wind down, such aswastewater treatment facilities, and as local 'governments increas-ingly attempt to finance these projects themselves or through regu-lar financial markets, there may be a greater need for state over-sight and technical expertise.

Factors mitigating the potential State role
The ability of a state to assist local governments may depend onthe state's own fiscal health. Although local governments may viewstate aid as a potential resource during times of fiscal stress, statesmay be forced to reduce aid to local governments if the statesthemselves are suffering from financial stress." Also, the ability ofstate aid programs to assist rural governments experiencing fiscalstress may depend upon the extent to which the aid is distributedaccording to need.21 ACIR recently examined state aid systems inten farm sttes and found that in North Dakota, Iowa and Minne-sota, there was a greater concern about distributing aid to local-ities based on need than was found in the aid formulas of other

states (although the study is quick to point out that results are notconclusive since they did not trace the actual flow of funds).A related point concerns the ability of state aid programs to a-fectively target assistance to specific rural infrastructure needs. Todate, some "innovative" mechanisms have fallen short Of expecta-tions, failing to help those communities for which the assistancewas designed. In Pennsylvania, for example, a 1983 bond issue cre-ated a $220 million low interest loan program for small rural com-munities' water supply needs. The program has had disappointing
results; the number of applications and loans issued fell well belowwhat was anticipated. It is suspected that even the heavily subsi-dized loan rate has not lowered the cost of the improvements to a

ACIR, "The Agricultural Recession: its Impact on the Finances of State and Local Govmerits," Op. Cit.
a° Ibid., p. 51.
21 Mid., p. 56. (State aid can also be distributedon the basis of where it was collected, or it canbe divided in proportion to local expenditures, assessed values or property tax levies.)
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level that small, rural community water systems can afford.22
Similar experiences in reaching targeted populations are reported
in programs in Washington and Virginia.
The changing local role

With or without greater state involvement in the provision of
public infrastructure, rural governments will need to gain a better
understanding of infrastructure conditions for themselves. They
will need to identify the most pressing investment needs and the
community's financial ability and desire to make the improve-
ments. The analysis of the demand for infrastructure services and
the assessment of a community's ability to pay for improvements
has, and will continue to be, the responsibility of local govern-
ments. However, with decreased state or federal assistance, and
with greater competition among juriedictions for more limited state
resources, local governments will need to become more expert in
defining community needs and devising alternative solutions, in-
cluding financial strategies, if they are to fill the gap left by declin-
ing federal resources. In this regard, valuable lessons can be
learned from past mistakes as well as recent model efforts of a few
communites.

Many small communities seriously overbuilt wastewater treat-
ment facilities during the 1970's and early 1980's because growth
projections were too optimistic or because outside funding was
available to cover the construction coste. Little attention was devot-
ed to the future cost of operating an oversized facility. Now saddled
with burdensome operating and maintenance costs, these communi-
ties struggle to provide effective service at reasonable cost Such
examples should provide ample warning to governments regarding
the need to realistically assess community needs, affordability, and
life cycle costs, before public facilities are constructed. It also sug
gests that maintenance costs should be calculated during the initial
project desin and factored into the community's decision about its
ability to provide that service in the future.

Assessing rural infrastructure needs and improving manage-
ment practices

Many examples of needs assessments and capital investment pri-
ority-setting activities exist, but these are mainly drawn from big
city experiences. Rural needs assessments are much less frequently
performed, in part, because rural governments do not have suffi-
cient staff, resources, technical expertise, or baseline data to con-
duct a needs assessment. One unusual approach to counter these
obstacles is observed in the Pennsylvania Agricultural Access Pro-

am.2 3 Here, a broad based, grass roots effort was undertaken to
(1) identify the roads and bridges in the states that were most criti-
cal to agricultural transportation and (2) identify the obstructions
on that network. This and several other alternative local approach-
es to addressing rural infrastructure problems are presented below.

22 Dr. Bill Sharp, Water Resources Center, Pennsylvania State University.
23 William K thilis , The Pennsylvania Agricultural Access Program, The Pennsylvania StateUniversity, University Park, Pennsylvania.
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Pennsylvania Agricultural Access Program. With the assistance
of the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (DOT), the
Pennsylvania Cooperative Extension Service, local representatives
of farm organizations, and township supervisors, a task force was
established to identify those rural roadways most critical to the
transportation of agricultural products. The task force decided that
the most effectiveand least costlyway to identify essential rural
roads was to draw on the local knowledge of farm and planning or-
ganizations in each county. Using the Cooperative Extension Serv-
ice to facilitate the survey process, a small group, including key
representatives from farm and agricultural organizations and
unions, and county leaders, was asked to identify and seek consen-
sus on essential rural access roads, key highways and the obstruc-
tions on this network. Their analysis was based on criteria devel-
oped by the task force.

As a result, nearly, 600 obstructions were identified by the agri-
cultural community, including 489 bridge obstructions of which 312
had weight limit restrictions. Prior to the study, only 88 of the
bridge obstructions were included on the state'u bridge improve-
ments program. Additional bridges are now being c.onsidered either
as future capital projects or as county maintenance projects.

A major advantage of this approach is that it can be implement-
ed relatively quickly and at a low cost. Also, it avoids costly data
collection and analysis that would otherwise be necessary. It also
provides substantial flexibility with respect to criteria used in se-
lecting priorities. Thus areas that are dominated by other indus-
tries, such as mining or lumber, could apply different criteria to
address their special conditions.

Water clinics for small, independent rural water systems.In re-
sponse to recent reports about the poor condition of rural drinking
water systems,2 4 a program was established in Pennsylvania,
through the Water Resources Research Center at Pennsylvania
State University, and in conjunction with the Department of Agri-
culture's County Extension Service, to improve the management of
local water supplies by providing consumers with basic information
on water quality and testing procedures.

"How to" manuals were developed to teach County Extension
personnel about water quality testing and management of small
water systems, so that they could be prepared to answer questions.
Local "water clinics" were held across the state to provide informa-
tion about how to test and monitor water quality and how to cor-
rect problems such as lead and bacteria contamination. During the
water clinics, information is made available to consumers about
how to access the expertise of local labs to perform water quality
tests. Ultimately, the "water clinics" is an edcuational program
through which remedial consumer action is stimulated at the local
level.

z' A national survey of rural water condition conducted by Cornell University in 1983 con-
cluded that 63 percent of all rural water systems in the United States failed to meet all drink-
ing water stan_ ards. Pennsylvania's own testa revealed that approximately 85 percent of the
public water systems were corrosive, 42 percent of the small rural systems were contaminated
with bacteria and other pollutants such as lead, radon and nitrates existed across the state but
had not been scientifically measured.
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As shown in the examples above, grass roots efforts can be used
to identify the most pressing rural infrastructure problems and to
mobilize community involvement and resources. However, this is
usually an alternative born out of necessity. Nonetheless, it is
shown to be an effective strategy in seeking public works improve-
ments. Other strategies, which are not new, but seem to be gaining
greater acceptance as resources available to local governments
shrink include (I) consolidation of serviims (2) sharing of services
between communities and (3) developing more effective and sophis-
ticated pricing mechanisms for public services. The latter involves
charging users according to the amount of service used and the
cost of providing service to that user. Thus, if heavy trucks wear
out roadways 10 times faster than automobilies, and travel 20
times as many miles a year as the average non-truck user, then
they would be charged a fee commensurate with the nature and
level of their use, taking into account the cost to the government of
providing the service.

Fiscally strained communities which have pared down services to
minimum levels only to find it is still too expensive to provide the
needed level of service, are increasingly attempting to reduce their
costs by sharing public facilities and services with neighboring ju-
risdictions. Included are a wide range of examples such as libraries,
schools, police, fire and emergency assistance, parks and recre-
ational :acilities, land fills, and snow removal. The sharing of such
services is usually neither welcome, nor idealfrom the communi-
ty's point of view. Bather, it represents a compromise of local ex-
pectations, often accompanied by a reduction in service levels and
increased transportation costs. Occasionally, it results in improved
services. For example, in some instances when schools are com-
bined they can provide a richer mix of instruction than could be
achieved independently. (Alternatively, rural school districts may
argue that an equalization of per pupil costs statewide, would suffi-
ciently increase revenues in their school districts to raise the qual-
ity of their schools. Similarly, the arguement of equalizing urban/
rural revenues statewide is frequently used to call attention to
funding disparities between urban and rural infrastructure sys-
wma) Ultimately, consolidation and shared services is a solution
that conflicts with traditional, small town desires to preserve a
sense of community. But, many feel that this kind of thinking weds
rural communities to an outdated concept of service delivery which
has little merit given the access these communities have today to
quick and affordable transportation. (We are re minded that the dis-
tance between county government seats was initially based on the
territory one could cover in a full day's horseback ride.)

CONCLUSION

In summary, it would seem that a greater regional orientation to
the provision of basic rural infrastructure services should be ex-
plored as an alternative when town and county level service deliv-
ery mechanisms are unable to adequately meet the demand for
public facilities and related services. However, even regionalization
of responsibilities, accompanied by a considerable amount of plan-
ning, may only go so far in resolving eural infrastructure problems.
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There is a class of rural infrastructure problems which is not well
documented, but is untouched by conventional solutions. It involves
the high cost of providing public facilities to low-income rural
areas. This problem has not been helped much by current aid pro-
grams and probably will not benefit from a reorganization of public
works responsibilities by various levels of governments unless it is
accompanied by improved targeted assistance to rural infrastruc-
ture problems. This issue, while critically important to the well
being of rural America, is somewhat outside the scope of this
paper.

This paper attempted to explore primarily non-financial alterna-
tive strategies to improving public facilities and related services in
rural America. During this period of transition it is critically im-
portant for rural governments to recognize how the changes taking
place around them affect the demand for public infrastructure and
the government's ability to provide such services, now and in thefuture.

Very little is known about the precise condition of rural public
facilitiesor the changing level of demands. This information
simply does not exist at the national level, and exists only sparsely
at the local level. This paper su-gests that the changing nature of
rural demographics, accompanied by changing economic conditions
and a host of other factors, will affect upon the demand for, and
ability to provide, rural infrastructure services. But data are
sketchy at best.

It is clear that such information will need to be generated indetail, at the rural government level, before state or federal policy-
makers are persuaded to re-examine their roles in assisting rural
governments in the provisions of public infrastructure services. The
challenge facing rural governments today is to provide comprehen-
sive and convincing evidence for local, state and federal policymak-
ers about the demands for rural public infrastructure, the priorityinvestment needs, and the consequences of not meeting those
needs. State and federal policy decisions should, at a minimum, be
predicated on this requirement.



WHAT INDUSTRIES FUELED THE RURAL ECONOMY IN THE EIG TIES

(By Bernal L. Green)*

INTRODUCTION

Rural America has experienced an economic transformation of
unusual proportions during the last two decadesa rural renais-
sance during the seventies. Great changes have occurred in em-ployment and income patterns as well as in residential prefer-
ences.' In fact, Calvin Beale's 1975 paper, "Revival of Population
Growth in Non-metropolitan America.' contributed greatly to rais-
ing our consciousness of the changing non-metropolitan environ-
ment: "Population g-rew faster in non-metro than in metro counties
between 1970 and 1973. This trend reverses the pre vious pattern of
immigration to cities." [1] Other trends include employment de-cfines in farming, manufacturing and mining, but large increasesin the services-producing sectors. The current serious condition of
farming and mining (especially energy) are receivMg increasing at-
tention by researchers. [4, 5, 61.

As community leaders consider the implications for policy of
these changes, the question emerges, "Is it appropriate to consider
rural America as a relatively homogeneous unit?" If major econom-ic and social diversities exist and are clustered by large geographic
areas, then policies tailored appropriately for each major area
would be justified. In late 1982 this question resulted in formation
of a research team 2 in USDA's Economic Research Service. Theteam completed its Policy Impacts Project in late 1985. The re-search issue was framed in terms of whether or not each nonmetro-
politan county had emerged in 1980 with a balanced mix of eco-nomic activities as contrasted with specialization in a particular
sector such as farming or manufacturing. The researchers reasonedthat if specialization characterized the new rural economic and
social landscapes, then individual county groupings would experi-
ence widely varying impacts of government policy measures andmajor economic events.

CLASSIFICATION OF NONMETROPOLITAN COUNTIES

The Policy Impacts Project focused on U.S. industrial structure
and associated trends (such as employment declines in farming,

' Economist. Agricultural and Rural Economics Division, Economic Research Service, U.S. De-partment of Agriculture.
This article was prepared for publication (shorter version) by The Council of State Govern-ments, Lexington, KY, and for distribution at Conference on "Coping with Change: Rural Amer-Ica in Transition." Minneapolis, MN December, 2-3, 1986.
Italicized numbers in brackets refer to items in the references at the end of this article. Themain reference report, containing maps of county prototypes, is [2].

2The project lender is Lloyd D. Bender. Other members include Bernal L. Green, Thomas F.Hady, John A. Kuehn, Marlys K. Nelson, Leon B. Ferkinson, and Peggy J. Ross.
(47)
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mining, and other natural resource sectors), the presence of nation-
al and international forces causing pressure sufficient to require
decisive national responses, and the policy orientations of Federal
expenditures for national programs [.9]. National data files were
combined to construct special measures of income, employment and
other characteristics of the almost 2,500 nonmetropolitan counties.
Seven groups of counties, plus a residual group not elsewhere clas-
sified, were identified (Table 1). Four of the seven classifications de-
scribe the degree of economic specialization in broad classes of eco-
nomic activities: farming, manufacturing, mining, and government.
A fifth group includes counties with a high proportion (33 percent
more) of Federally owned land. The remaining two groupsretire-
ment destination counties, and persistent-poverty countiesare
based on social dimensions that are not necessarily related to the
economic speciality of the county, but are of continuing interest to
policymakers. The classification system accounts for 2,073 (85 per-
cent) of 2,443 nonmetropolitan counties in one or more overlapping
types, with 370 (15 percent) remaining unclassified. For the farm
counties, 68 percent were so specialized that no overlap occurred
with the other county types. A similiar pattern appeared for the
manufacturing and mining county groups M.

TABLE 1.CLASSIFICATI0N OF NONMETRO COUNTIES INTO SEVEN SOCIOECONOMIC TYRES

Types Definition
Counties I
(number)

Proporlion of
total (N2,

443)
(percent)

Agriculture Greater than or equal to 20 percent income from agriculture 2 702 28.7
Manufacturing Greater than or equal to 30 percent income from manufacturing 2 ...... 678 273
Mining Greater than or equal to 20 percent Income from mining 2 200 8.2
Government Greater than or equal to 25 percent income from government 2 315 12.9
Federal lands Greater than or equal to 33 percent land federally owned 247 lai
Poverty Persistent low income county 3 242 9.9
Retirement Retirement immigration county* 515 21.1

'About 27 percent of purifies overlapped on 2 or more types, and 15 percent 370 counties) fell into none of the types.
2 Equal to or greater than specified percentage of tater and proprietor income.

Per capita Income in bottom quintile in 4 fime periods.
Equal to or greater than 15 percent 19/040 net immigration of persons aged 60 and OVer,

Source; Ross and Green [91.

These eight county groups show that, while there is much diver-
sity among some counties, economic specialization characterizes
many counties in large geographic parts of the United States. Non-
metropolitan counties are generally too small to develop diversified
economies, thus they tend to specialize in a particular type of eco-
nomic activity (Figure 1) [8].
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The counties in each category have distinct economic, demo-
graphic and geographic profiles that bring into sharper relief the
differing implications of government policies for individual rural
areas. The following comparisons illustrate some aspects of these
profiles: [2; 8]

Farming
Farming continues to be the dominant economic activity in 702

nonmetropolitan counties. These counties tend to be remote from
metro areas and regional population centers, have sparse popula-
tions, and have high proportions of residents aged 65 and over.
Their economies are more often based on a highly capitalized farm-
ing industry and are especially sensitive to agricultural policies,
changing interest rates, and foreign trade. Farming accounted for a
third of their income in 1979. Half are located in the North Central
region, especially the Great Plains. Smaller concentrations are
along the Mississippi River Delta in Arkansas, Mississippi, and
Louisiana, in parts of the Southeast, and in Montana, Idaho, or
Washington. The number of farming counties has declined sharply
since 1950 when there were more than 2,000 such farm-specialized
counties [7]. Population decline characterizes nearly half of the 702
farm counties, based on population change 1980-84 (Table 2).
Ripple effects from the current farm crisis are spreading to other
community components-suppliers of inputs (especially farm ma-
chinery and bunking), mainstreet businesses, and public services.
Indirect impacts appear ominous for local and state governments
because tax revenues are difficult to sustain.

TABLE 2.-POPULATION CHANGE BY COUNTY TYPE

Manioc Inn.
ing (678)

Mining
(200)

Gov't federal Poverty
(315) land (242) (242) (5(5)

Retirement

All
nonmetro
counties
(2,443)

RATE OF POPULATION CHANGE

Percent of counties

Gain Gain 38.3 68.7 69.0 69.8 78.5 62.4 90.5 64.8
Loss Gain 13.4 1.6 6.0 7.3 4.0 6.6 .2 6.6
Gain LOS 18.5 25.4 20.5 15.3 13.8 24.8 8.9 17.5
Loss Loss 29.8 4.3 4.5 7.6 3.7 6.2 .4 11.1

Number of count!, s

Gain Gain 269 466 138 220 194 151 466 1,519
Loss Gain. 94 11 12 23 10 16 1, 163
Gain... Loss 130 172 41 48 34 60 46 461
Loss Loss 209 29 9 24 e 15 2 300

Bureau of the C4r1SlIS; Prepared by [OS, Bernal L G

Manu acturing
Manufacturing has become the major economic specialty in 678

nonmetro counties, concentrated most heavily in the Southeast.
These counties have larger populations with more urban areas. Be-
cause of their reliance on income from the sale of manufactured
goods, they are subject to recessions in goods-producing industries
and are especially vulnerable to foreign competition. The degree of
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specialization in manufacturing is striking in these counties: manu-
facturing accounted for an average of 42 percent of labor and pro-
prietor income in 1979. Nearly seventy percent of these counties
experienced population gains in the 1980-84 time period (Table 2).
Relocations of many types of manufacturing activities to foreign
countries with lower labor and management costs, automated facto-
ries, and protectionist trade policies can influence the economic
condition of people in manufacturing-dependent counties.
Mining

Some 200 counties are primarily dependent on mining of non-
renewable natural resources. These counties are concentrated in
Appalachia and scattered parts of the West. Mining counties have
been subject to wide swings in demand for their products, although
wage rates and average incomes have tended to remain high. In
1979 incomes in these mining counties averaged the highest of any
of the county wroups. Although no data are yet available, the cur-
rent increased supplies of petroleum have probably changed theincome picture in 1986, especially in the Southwest where a
number of counties depend heavily on earnings in the oil and gas
industry. Frequently such counties depend on both energy and
farming for income and employment.
Government

Government plays a major economic role in 315 rural counties
scattered throughout the United States. The dispersed location pat-
tern is due to each state having major government activities such
as universities, hospitals, and prisons. Thus, location of government
functions is tied more to political decisions than to market forces.
Government counties have had rapid population increases, but in-
comes are lower than in most other county groups. Heavy depend-
ence on Federal and state government activities such as national
parks, military bases, prisons, health centers, and state universities
means that shifts in governmental functions and in spending prior-
ities will often affect these counties more quickly than other
county groups. Changes in programs that provide special assistance
to areas with high concentrations of government activities, such as
school aid for federally-impacted areas, will also affect these coun-
ties heavily.

Federal lands
Federal land ownership is a dominant factor in 247 nonmetro

counties, mostly in the western part of the United States. Their
populations have grown more rapidly than most other counties,
even though their population density remains very low overall.
Federal ownership in these areas constrains the types and levels of
economic development that are possible because much of the land
is available for only limited private use. These counties are sensi-
tive to changes in Federal policy regarding payments in lieu of
taxes and in regulations regarding the private use of Federal lands
for livestock grazing, timber production, and other activities.
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Poverty

Persistent poverty continues to affect 242 nonmetro counties.
These counties, concentrated in the Southeast, have ranked in the
lowest fifth in income for the past three decades. They have high
proportions of people with low education levels, disabled persons,
and households headed by females. Minorities tend to be heavily
represented in their populations. Insights about resources in pover-
ty counties (chronic under-investment in education, job skills, and
health services) may suggest that more emphasis be placed on
income transfers coupled with human capital expenditures, such as
education and job training. We clearly need to know about the
levels and categories of assistance to counties at the bottom of the
economic ladder since the effectiveness of past programs is under
increased scrutiny in this era of Federal budget austerity.
Retirement

In the U.S'. the proportion of older Americans (11 percent age 65
and over in 1980) is increasing and will continue to do so, reaching
21 percent of the population in 2030 CM. New retirement popula-
tions are forming in 515 nonmetro counties concentrated in Florida
and eastern Texas and stretching into the Great Lakes area. They
are also in the Southwest and Pacific Coast States. These counties
have grown rapidly for the past two decades. Their populations
tend to be located predominantly in the open country, and many of
these counties are completely rural. Retirement income from out-
side sources fosters development of a wide range of economic activi-
ties and creates new employment of people of all ages. Enticing re-
tirees to move may be one of the few good strategies left for im-
proving the economic viability of many nonmetro areas. Success
will depend mainly on growth in income from Social Security and
other transfer payments as well as enhancement of the major
social and physical attributes that attract retirees. Many retirees
have sufficient income and wealth to afford to live where they
choose. Public officials in retirement destination counties will rec-
ognize that the influx of higher-income retirees offers local develop-
ment potential. But, the features that attract retirees need special
care to keep retirement destination counties attractive to retirees.
Unclassified

The economies of these 370 counties are too diverse to permit
classification into any of the seven county prototypes. On average,
1.7 percent of their labor and proprietor income (1979) was in man-
ufacturing, 16 percent in government, 11 percent in farming and 4
percent in mining. The largest proportion (34 percent) was in serv-
ices-producing businesses. These counties are scattered throughout
the nonmetropolitan United States, except for large areas of the
West where they are absent. Ungrouped counties have high propor-
tions of populations living in urban places. The diverse mix of eco-
nomic activities in the ungrouped counties may act as a form of in-
3urance against major changes in a particular economic sector. For
example, if declines occur in employment in farming, redistribution
of released farm employees to other sectors may occur. This added
stability may mitigate in favor of selecting certain of the un-
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grouped counties as centers or magnet counties for consolidation of
education, health and other services from adjacent counties that
are experiencing severe economic stress and are no longer able to
afford their present levels of services.

TAILORED RURAL POLICY

The advent of New Federalism happens to coincide with major
stress in American farming areas, especially grains and dairy. The
energy counties, due to relatively low prices for petroleum and nat-
ural gas, are also experiencing economic stress as are many manu-
facturing counties. Thus, state and local officials need accurate,
current information about the economic restructuring process,
which covers major portions of rural America, if they are to do effi-
cient decisionmaking.

Coupled with current economic stress, the cumulative effects of
forces shaping rural America during the post-World War 11 decades
are not well documented. Thus, the Policy Impacts team developed
a research approach designed to uncover the socio-economic diversi-
ty among nonmetro areas. They were looking for a policy-relevant
disaggregation of nonmetro counties that would be of high use to
both public and private decisionmakers. The findings in the form of
a typology of rural counties permit a way of seeing where common
features and the differences lie. The differences suggest differential
impacts of proposed policies. The power of the typology is its capac-
ity to capture in a handful of categories an enormous amount of
social detail about rural areas, thus providing important insight
into the current problems and likely futures of large regions of the
United States. [3] by considering important resource similaries and
differences among the county types, together with expected vari-
ations in impacts of structural forces, policies can be tailored to fit
the needs of each county type.
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CAN RunAL CommuNmEs SURVIVE THE FARM CRISIS?

(By Dr. Thomas Stinson)

For three years the nation's newspapers have been filled with
headlines describing the growing farm crisis. The public has
learned of serious financial problems facing America's farmers, and
of the massive drops in real farm income and farm land values
which have occurred during this decade. Attention has been fo-
cused on the direct, often dramatic impacts on individual farmers,
their families, and on small businesses in America's agriculturally
dependent communities.

Another dimension of the farm crisis has been largely over-
lookedthe growing threat to the financial viability of rural local
governments. Declining farm incomes and farm property values
erode the local tax base. At the same time, demands for many pub-
licly provided services increase, creating a squeeze between falling
revenues and higher costs. In many communities this financial vise
is being tightened further by cuts in federal and state aid.

If these trends continue local officials cannot avoid both cutting
services and increasing taxes. In the absence of such actions, local
government revenues will fall short of existing expenditure levels
by $132 per capita on average in the nine agriculturally dependent
Southwestern Minnesota counties examined. Results in seven other
States studied were similar. Under more pessimistic assumptions
about further drops in land values and cuts in intergovernmental
aids, per capita revenue shortfalls of $250 or more were estimated
for some areas. The higher taxes and reductions in services neces-
sary to overcome those shortfalls have the potential to permanent-
ly change the quality of life in much of rural America.

THE TROUBLED AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY

Since 1980, net farm incomes have fallen precipitously. From
1980 through 1984, real farm incomes averaged only $25 billion in
1982 dollars, down nearly 40 percent from the average of the seven-
ties and down more than 25 percent from the average of the six-
ties.

In southwest Minnesota, the losses have been dramatic. Farm
income in the region peaked at more than $372 in 1973. By 1983, it
had slumped to only $141 millionover $80 million less than local
residents received from transfer payments such as social security
and veterans benefits. Farm management records compiled at the
University of Minnesota present a similar picture. The average in-
comes of those participating in the survey (generally though t to be
among the region's better farmers) reached more than S6/ -00 in

Professor. Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics, University of Minnesota.
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1978. By 1981, incomes for those same farmers ave.raged $2,271
1984, $9,871; and in 1985, $5,487.

VANISHING WEALTH

The decline in agriculture income since 1981 has produced an
enormous drop in the value of farmland. Nationwide, agricultural
land values fell by more than 30 percent, or $227 per acre, during
the past four years. Farm land values declined only one other time
in the postwar period, in 1954, when they fell by one dollar.

When viewed in constant dollars, the results are even more so-
bering. Nationwide, between 1982 and 1985, farm land values fell
by $146 billiona loss of wealth for farm land owners equal to the
combined assets of IBM, GB, Kodak, Proctor & Gamble, 3M, Dow
Chemical, McDonalds, RCA, Upjohn, Weyerhauser, and CBS. In
Minnesota alone, the loss in farm real estate value between 1982
and 1986 was in excess of $20 billion, or an amount equal to the
entire value of all farmland in Missouri, Kansas, or Nebraska.

NONFARM IMPACTS

When farm incomes decline, main street spending falls. Jobs in
the local commercial sector disappear, and incomes in that sector
decline as well. Downtown property values reflect the net income
which can be earned from that property, so over time the commer-
cial property segment of the local property tax base also will de-
cline. And, as with agricultural property, these declines will not
occur instantaneously. Instead, they occur gradually over a number
of years as some businesses close and others relocate.

The impact of declining farm incomes on the main street busi-
ness community was estimated using data from Minnesota's CRD7located in the southwestern Minnesota. A simple econometric
model was constructed which estimates changes in local income,
employment and propery values associated with changing farm in-
comes. Some specific findings are summarized below.

A $1,000 change in net farm income produces $190 change in the
net income of the region's merchants. This is substantially less
than the impact from a similar sized increase in manufacturing in-
comes or transfer payments.

Main street employment also depends on the income of the re-
gion's agricultural sector. A long term increase or decrease of
$64,000 in net farm income .will add to, or cutback local commercial
employment by one job. Again, the multiplier for agricultural
income is less than that for manufacturing or transfer payments. It
is important to note, however, that the job estimates are the total
of full and part-time jobs, not solely full time equivalent positions.

Downtown property values decrease by approximately $15 for
each permanent $1,000 decrease in agricultural incomes. The ad-
justment process is slow, however, taking more than 5 years to
complete after the change in income is recognized as permanent.

Impacts of the recent decline in farm incomes depend on the
year chosen as the baseline. If one chooses the historically high
income years of 1974-1977 as the baseline, and assumes that the
level of permanent income observed in 1983 will continue in the
future, then, other things equal, the decline in farm income has
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caused a decline of $47 million in off-farm income, and there are
3650 or about 15 percent fewer commercial sector jobs. Downtown
property values will eventually decrease by about $3.1 million.

When a period with lower levels of agricultural incomes is used
as the baseline, impacts on jobs, employment, and property values
are smaller. If farm income had held at 19794981 levels, other
things equal, local incomes would be $22 million Treater and today
the local commercial sector would employ 1735 more full and part-
time workers. In addition, the ultimate decrease in downtown prop-
erty values would be about $1.5 million less.

These estimates are specific to Southwest Minnesota and do not
take into account impacts which might occur outside the region's
boundries in trading centers such as Mankato, Minnesota; Sioux
Palls, South Dakota, or Minneapolis-St. Paul. If impacts in those
cities were counted, multipliers would have been larger. The esti-
mated impacts are expected to be typical of those which would
occur in other agriculturally dependent regions in the upper mid-
west not containing a major trade center.

IMPACTS ON LOCAL PROPERTY TAXES

Over time this massive devaluation in farm assets will signifi
cantly erode the local tax base in some communities. Those impacts
are already evident in Minnesota where taxable valuations dropped
about 25 percent between 1983 and 1985. In other states, agricul-
tural assessed values have remained relatively stable when meas-
ured in current dollars because assessment systems based on the
productivity of agricultural land are slower to adjust to changes in
market values. Nevertheless, taxable valuations have already
dropped an average of 20 percent since 1981 in inflation adjusted
dollars. With land values continuing to fall, it is only a matter of
time before declines in assessed valuations in current dollars are
observed.

Dramatically increased rates of property tax delinquencies are a
leading indicator of future problems. Between 1980 and 1985,
annual delinquencies jumped sevenfold in the Nebraska localities
examinedrising from $.75 million to over $5.5 million. Delinquen-
cies also more than doubled in the Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, and
Montana communities surveyed.

THE SERVICE SQUEEZE

Rural governments are being squeezed by increased service de-mands as well as falling revenues. Many of the new demands for
services are a direct response to increasing unemployment in the
agriculturally dependent regions. Although national unemploy-
ment rates fell 9 percent from January 1985 to January, 1986, un-
employment rose an average of 10 percent in five of the states
studied and fell in only two.

Rising unemployment and financial stress are taking their toll
on rural Americans and straining social service facilities. A region-
al mental health center in southwest Minnesota reports outpatient
services up 30 percent since 1984; 24 hour crisis intervention activi-
ties are up over 300 percent; and substance and family abuse con-
sultations are up 67 percent. Similarly, overall social service de-
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mands are up 30 percent in northern Io a, despite declining popu-
lation.

DIM PROSPECTS FOR STATE AID

Financially stressed local governments can expect little added as-
sistance from their states. State tax bases also depend on the
health of the agricultural economy, and many states are under
severe budgetary stress. Six of the eight study states had tax reve-
nues grow more slowly than the national average in fiscal 1985,
1986, or both. There were absolute declines in revenues in four of
those states in either 1985 or 1986. Six of the states surveyed were
forced to take the extreme step of making mid-year reductions in
their fiscal 1986 budgets.

FEDERAL AID CUTS COMPOUND THE FISCAL SQUEEZE

Federal aid reductions, past and prospective, are compounding
the impact of the farm crisis on local governments. Between 1982
and 1984, federal aicl to general purpose local governments, exclud-
ing General Revenue Sharing, rose by .1 percent nationwide. In the
eight agriculturally dependent regions examined in this study, fed-
eral aid actually declined by 18 percent during that same period.

The proposed elimination of revenue sharing will hit rural local
governments twice as hard as the average locality. Revenue shar-
ing comprised 44.5 percent of all federal aid received by agricultur-
ally dependent local governments, but only 21.8 percent of the fed-
eral aid received by all general purpose local governments.

POLICY RESPONSES

The fiscal bind confronting rural governments is both immediate
and long term. In the short run the difficulties stem from the rapid
rise in property tax delinquencies. The resulting cash flow prob-
lems are being compounded by reductions in state and federal aid.

Ultimately, the most serious problems will be posed by the dra-
matic declines in farm land values. But, because assessed values in
most states have only begun to reflect the steep fall in market
values, serious long term erosion in public services can still be
avoided if prompt actions are taken at all levels of government. For
local governments this means continuing efforts to "do more with
less," although there is evidence that many have already exhaust-
ed the efficiency gains from cutback management. For state gov-
ernments, it means diversifying and broadening the tax base and
attempting to maintain a constant level of state aid through inugh
fiscal times. For the federal government it means preserving a
leaner, more targeted version of general aid to local governments
and maintaining those portions of the tax code that support local
economic development and self-help.

The farm crisis ranks among the most severe regional economic
recessions since the 1930s. If left unchecked, it has the potential to
seriouslyand in some cases permanentlyundermine the fiscal
foundations of many rural communities. But, intelligent policy de-
cisions made before the situation worsens, can ease the impacts of
transition to a more stable agricultural economy, and rural local
governments can avoid becoming another victim of the farm crisis.
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OCAL GOVERNMENT REVENUES IN FARM-DEPENDENT VERSUS ALL COUNTIES IN 10 SAMPLE STATES,

1982

P outage al all General revenue
counties ag sharing as a percent
depenclent al ail federal aid

I,S, percent distribution, Mi local N.A. 21.8
101113 Dakota:

Nonagriculture 20.6
Agriculture

rwa:
71.7 38.6

Nonagriculture_........ .......... .............. . . . ... . .. . . ........ ......... ................... 25.8
Agriculture

lebraska:
52.5 46.6

Nonagriculture.... . .. . .. ........ 22.6
Agriculture

rkansas:
69.9 49.3

Nonagriculture 29.9
Agriculture..

assas:
........... 37.3 29.4

Nonagriculture ...... ............. 24.1
Agriculture

eorgla:
38.1 51.3

Nonagriculture 21.2
Agriculture

linnenota:
20.1 543

oogriculture 22,4

40.2 42.2

re 32.2

23.2 67.8
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT REVENUES IN FARM-DEPENDENT VERSUS ALL COUNTIES IN 10 SAMPLE STATES,

1982Continued

percent4ge of all
reprihes ag-
deeendent

General revenue
sharing as a percent

Of all fellers! ald

Missouri:

Nonagriculture 183
Agriculture 31.3 32.1

Montana:

Nonagriculture .. .. ... 231
Agriculture 421 33.4

Source: USDA list of counties lhat have 20% or more of all personal Incomt directly Ircr, i g; government finance data Ito U.S. Bureau of
the Census, "1952 Census of Governments, Cerriperdiurn of Gsvernment Finance," Vol. 4. No. 5, table 50.

0

A

ESTIMATED LOCAL EXPENDITURE DEFICITS ATTRIBUTABLE TO LOWER

PROPERTY TAXES AND CUTS IN AID, SELECTED CROP REPORTING DISTRICTS

AR6 IAI KA3 MN? M02 MT2 N93 ND9
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RURAL AMERICA BEYOND ME FARM: THE PROBLEMS OF
UNDIVERSIFIED ECONOMIESTRANSFER PAYMENTS

(By Dr. Daniel H. Garniek)'
Transfer payments to persons are defined as government and

business payments to persons for which they do not render current
services. Government retirement, survivors, disability and health
insurance benefit payments constitute about of transfer pay-
ments to persons. As a share of total personal income (TPI), these
benefit payments are relatively more important in rural counties
than in metropolitan counties.

The tables appended to this paper show transfer payments by
major category of payment as a percent of TPI for the years 1979
through 1984, the most recent year for which the Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis (BEA) has prepared county estimates. The esti-
mates are shown for the Nation and eight BEA regions, by metro
and nonmetro (rural) county summation.

Transfer payments accounted for 17.2 percent of TPI in rural
counties in 1984, compared with 13.0 percent of TN in metropoli-
tan counties. Most of the relative difference in the weight of trans-
fer payments in area TPI can be explained by the relative inci-
dence of retirement-age population. Rural counties tend to have a
larger share of their population in the retirement-age category
than metro areas and receive a larger share of their TPI there-
from.

Some of the other major categories of tranfer payments like un-
employment insurance benefits also represent a more important
source of TPI in rural counties than in metro counties (03 percent
of rural TPI, compared with 0.5 percent of metrol TPI in 1984a
40 percent difference). It is not infrequent that a person residing in
a rural county works in a metropolitan county. That person's wage
or salary income would be reported by the county of employment.
If he or she becomes unemployed, the unemployed insurance bene-
fits would be reported by the county of residence. Because TPI is a
"received income" concept rather than a "produced income" con-
cept, BEA makes a "residence adjustment" to wages and other pro-
duced income to assign the correct total income received to the
county of residence. Thus, when residents of rural counties lose
their jobs in a metro county, the accounting procedure would
entail: (1) decreasing wage income in the metro county, (2) reducing
the negative residence adjustment to the metro county, (3) reducing
the positive residence adjustment to the rural county, and (4) in-
creasing transfer payments to the rural county to reflect the re-
ceipt of unemployment insurance benefit payments to that county.

Aasociate Director for Regional Economia, Bureau of Economic Analyaia, US. Department
of Commerce.
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Even though the job was lost in the metro county, the net effect on
TPI in that county is zero. The net effezt on the rural county is the
difference between the residence adjustment item (which equals
the wages received) and the unemployment insurance benefit item.

Several observations can also be drawn from data not shown
here. The Bureau of Economic Analysis has prepared estimates of
TPI and its components on a regional basis for years going back to
1929, when transfer payments accounted for only 1.3 percent of
TPI. While rural counties, on average, have consistently had a
higher share of TPI originate in transfer payments than metro
counties, both types of counties have experienced a more than 10-
fold increase in the relative importance of transfer payments to
TPI over this long period.

The geographic disparity of income maintenance transfers has
substantially narrowed over this period, while the disparity for
most other transfer payments has tended to hold. Since the 1960s,
the share of transfer payments received in the most highly populat-
ed metropolitan counties has tended to approach that of the rural
counties, reflecting both relatively rising unemployment rates as
well as the relative aging of populations in counties where employ-
ment growth falls below the national average for extended periods.

Employment in rural areas received a special impetus in the
1970s that seems, for the most part, to have been reversed thus far
in the 1980s:

1. There was a slow down in the 1970s in the reduction in the
number of farmers, owing to rising prices for farm output early in
that decade. In the 1980s, farm decline reaccelerated.

2. Labor intensive manufacturing employment grew in rural
areas while dechning, for the most part, in urban areas. During the
1970s, the trade weighted value of the dollar declined vis-a-vis
major trading partners' currencies. This pattern reversed in the
1980s, and manufacturing jobs in rural counties began to fall, repli-
cating the urban experience.

3. Boom and bust conditions took hold in logging and lumber,
and in other raw materials and fossil fuels industries at various
times between the 19705 and 1980s.

4. Related industrial activities, such as construction and services,
amplified the boom and bust conditions in the affected rural coun-
ties.

Retirement and tourist related industrial activities continue to
be an important spur to rural areas in the 1980s, but with the
aging of the small cohort of population born during the depression
years, the increment in retirement population will have a less
stimulating effect on rural growth by the early 1990s .

TABLE 1A.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL PERSONAL INCOME [IPI]

United States 1979 1950 1981 1982 1983 1984

Transfer payments . ... ......... .............. ... .. .... . . . 12 B8 13.80 1194 14.60 14.81 1382
Government payments to individuals . . .. ... . 11 99 12.89 1108 1178 1398 12.99

Re., disall and health ins benefit pay 8.63 905 146 996 1117 988
Old.age, surv and disability insur. pay 5.28 5.50 5.73 5.97 6.01 173
Railroad retirement and disability pay .22 .22 .22 .22 .22 .22
Federal civil employee retirement Pay 67 .72 .15 .77 .71 .73
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TABLE 1A.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL PERSONAL INCOME [TPTI-

Continued

United Stales 1 80 1981 1982 1983. 1984

State and local govt employee ret pay 18 .70 32 .76 ,81 .82
Medical Insurance payments__ . ..... 1.52 1.66 1.80 1.99 111 2.15
Workers' comp. pay. (Federal and State).............. .... . _ . .13 .11 .13 .14 .15 .15
Oth. Govt disab insur and ret. pay.. ......................... .12 .12 .11 .10 .10 19

Unemployment Insurance benefit payment. . .......... ....... .. .. .53 .87 30 .99 97 .53
State unemployment Muir. compensation . . ..... ........, .47 .71 62 .95 .93 .51
Unemp comp for Fed civ ernpl [UCF] 01 11 .01 .01 11 11
Unemp compensation for BR employees--..................... ....,.. .01 .01 11 .02 .02 .01
Unemp compensation for veterans [UCX] , .01 .02 .01 10 .01 10
Other unemployment compensation..................,... . ......... .. 13 .12 05 10 10 10

Fed educ and trng asst. pay (excl. vets) .. . .....,......., ..... .15 .19 .20 .18 .19 .18
Income maintenance benefit payments . ...... ... . . . . . . . .. 139 1.52 147 141 1.43 1.34

SSI, AFDC, general assistance paymeni.. ... .. . .. 19 1.01 .96 .94 94 .91
Suppl. security Income [SSI1 payment..., .. . ........ 36 37 16 .35 34 ,34
Aid to families with dep child. [AFDC]... . .57 58 .54 12 .52 49
General assistance payments N .07 .07 .07 .07 .08

Food stamps . ....,.. 33 .38 .42 .38 .41 .35
Other income maintenance, .07 .13 .10 19 19 .08

Veterans benefit payments 1.28 1.26 123 1.23 1.20 115
Vets pensions and COMp and militaiy ret..... ............... . ... 1.08 1.10 119 1.10 119 .96
Educ. asst. to vets, depend., and surv 13 .10 .08 .06 .05 .04
Veterans life Insurance benefit pay...... .... . ... . . ....... 16 .06 .05 .05 .05 15
Other assistance to veterans ...........- ........ ............ . . ....... ......... .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

Other payments to individuals......... ......... ....... ........,....... ....... . . . .02 ,01 .01 .02 .02 .01
Business payments to lndividuals ... ...... .......... . ......... 41 43 43 45 .47 .47
Payments to nonprofit institutions,........ . 48 47 ,43 17 37 35

Federal Government payments 14 .15 .14 AO .11 .10
State and local government payments .22 .21 .18 .16 .16 .15
Business payments 12 .11 .10 .10 ,10 .10

Begiecal Economic Bureau of Economic Anifysis.

TABLE 1B.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

United Stales-Me ro 1 /9 1980 1981 19 2 1983 1984

Transfer payments 12.27 13.06 13.22 13.80 13.94 13.04
Government payments to individuals......... ... . . . . . . . .......... ....... ... 1141 1119 12.40 1101 13.13 1124

Ret., dub, and health ins, benefit pay..... , . . . .. ... ........ ....., 8 17 8.52 8.93 9.38 9.54 9.29
Old-age surv and disability insur. pay . .................... ...... ... . .. 4,88 5.05 5.28 549 5.50 5.26
Railroad retirement and disability pay... .. .... .. . . . .20 .20 .19 .20 ,19 ,18
Federal civil employee retirement pay.. . . 68 73 76 78 .78 .74
State and local govt employee ret. pay ............ .71 71 .74 .78 12 .84
Medical insurance payments 1,48 1.60 134 111 212 216
Workers' comp. pay. (Federal and State)._ ..... .13 .14 .13 .14 .15 .15
Oth. Govt. dist insur and ret pay 19 ,09 .18 18 .08 .07

Unemployment insurance benefit payment . ............. ............ ,. . .51 .82 .66 .92 .89 .50
State unemployment insur. compensation 44 16 ,58 18 16 48
Unemp oxlip for Fed civ. empl. [UCF]................... 11 ,01 11 11 11 .01
Unemp. compensation for employees..., .. . . . .... , .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01
Unemp compensation for veterans [UCX] . . .. . ....... 11 .02 .01 MO 11 .00
Other unemployment compensation............ .. , ..................... . .03 .13 15 .00 10 .00

Fed educ and trng asst, pay (excl. vets) 15 .19 10 .18 .19 .17
Income maintenance benefit payments 136 147 143 1.37 137 1.29

SSI AFDC, general assistance payment , 1 00 1.01 16 .94 14 .91
Suppl security income [SSI] payment........... .....,.. . , 13 33 .32 12 31 31
Aid to families with dep. child [AFDC] .60 10 .57 14 14 .51
General assistance payments .07 .08 18 -18 18 .09

Food stamps 30 34 38 14 36 31
Other income maintenance .06 .11 .09 .08 .08 .07

Veterans benefit payments 1.22 1.19 1.17 1.16 1,13 19

73
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TABLE 1B.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI-Continued

United States-Metro

Vets pensions and comp, and military ret_ ... . ..... ....... . 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.04 1.02 .90
Educ asst to vets. depend , and sun/ . 12 09 08 06 05 04
Veterans fife Insurance benefit pay . . .. . . .. . ....... 06 06 .05 .05 .05 .05
Other assistance to veterans ..... . . .. .. . . . ....... . .. .01 .01 .01 Al .01 .01

Other payments to Individuals ... .01 00 00 .01 Al .01
Business payments to individuals , AO .42 42 43 45 46
Payments to nonprofit Institutions 47 45 A 1 .35 .36 .34

Federal Government payments.. . .14 .14 .13 .10 .10 .10
Slate and local government payments.... . .......... . ....... .22 .21 .18 .16 .15 .14
Business payments .................... ........... .............. ......... .11 .11 .10 .10 .10 .10

Regional Economic Measurement Dhisloo Bureau al Economic Mays's.

TABLE 1C.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

United Statmvonmotrn 191

Transfer payments , . . . . ..... ,. .... ..... 15 42 16.95 15.95 18.01 18.65 17,18
Government payments to individas . . ..... . .. .. ,..... , 14 41 1591 1598 I709 17.69 1E24

Ret., disab and health ins benefit pay._ ......... . ... . .. .. . . .. . . . . ............. 1057 11.36 11.70 12.43 12.94 12,42
Old.age, sum and disability insur pay............. ...... . . ....... 6.95 742 7.62 802 825 7,80
Railroad retirement and disability pay.. ...... ............ ,. .33 .34 .33 .34 .34 ,31
Federal civil. employee retirement pay 62 18 .71 .74 37 .72
State and local govt employee ret pay ................. . .. .60 .63 .64 .69 .74 24
Medical insurance payments.... ... ................. .......... . . . .... . .... ..... 130 1.93 2.07 231 2.51 2.53
Workers comp. pay. (Federal and State) .. . .... ....., .... ...... .12 .12 .12 .14 .15 .15
Oth. Govt disa& insur and ret. pay................ .... . .. . . ,............. .25 .24 21 .19 .19 .16

Unemployment insurance benefit payment.... . . . ....... ........... .. . . . 64 1 05 BB 1 29 128 30
State unemployment insur compensation 57 .93 10 1.24 1.23 .68
Unemp comp for Fed civ. empl. [UCT] .01 Al .01 .01 Al Al
Unemp compensation for RR empirikeeil Al 02 02 03 02 Al
Unemp compensation for veterans [UCX] .02 .02 .02 AO Al .01
Other unemployment compensation . ,... ........ . . . . ......... 04 07 04 .01 .01 AO

Fe& educ. and Wig asst. pay (excl. vets) .. . .15 10 21 .19 21 .19
Income maintenance benefit payments. _..................... .. . .. ,............ . .., I49 113 1.67 1.61 130 1.57

MI, AFDC, general assistance payment .96 1.00 14 .93 16 .93
uppl, security income (SS!) payment........., , . , .51 .52 49 AB 49 48

Aid to families with dep child. [AFOC] AZ AB 42 .41 43 AI
General assistance payments 02 .03 03 .03 03 .04

Food stamps , . ........... .... . . ...... .44 .55 .58 .56 .62 .53
Other inceme maintenance .10 .19 .14 .13 .13 .11

Veterans benefit payments 1 51 1.53 149 1.50 1.50 112
Vets pensions and comp and military ret 1,31 116 1.33 1.37 1.38 1.22
Edon asst to vets depend., and sun/ .14 .11 09 .07 05 .05
Veterans life insurance benefit pay................... .... .. .........._ . _... AS .06 06 05 05 .05
Other assistance to veterans........ .. . 02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

Other payments to individuals........... .... ........ . 0. .. . . 05 .04 03 06 .06 ,04
Business payments to individuals .46 49 48 .50 .53 .53
Payments to nonprofit institutions. ....... . .. .. .. ............. ...... . ....... . .. . . .. .. ........... .55 .55 49 43 43 .41

Federal Government payments 18 .19 .17 .14 .13
State and local government payments..... . . .. . .....,..... ...... ..., . ...... . ....._ .24 .24 .21 .18 .18 .16
Business payments .13 .12 .12 .12 12 .12

al Economic Measurement ONision, Bureau al Economic

TABLE 2A.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

Transfer payments 13 22 13.56 13.83 14.03 13.84 12.95
Government payments to individuals............ .............. 12.39 12.73 13.04 13.29 13.08 12.21

7 4
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TABLE 2A.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI-Continued

New England 1982 I583 1984

Ret disab. and health Ins. benefit pay... 8 99 9.21 9.70 9.98 9.95 9.61

Oldage, surv and disability Insur pay . .... 5.61 5,75 632 6.17 6.02 5.69

Railroad retirement and disability pay.......... ..... . ... . .... . . ... . . . .12 .12 .11 .11 .11 .10

Federal civil. employee retirement .56 .59 .61 .60 .56
Stale and local government employee ret pay 85 .86 .89 39 .99 39
Medical insurance payments....................... ....... .............. . ... 1.77 1.82 1.99 2,08 2.17 2.21

Workers comp. pay, (Federal and .06 .05 .05 .04 .04 .04

Oth. Govt. disab. Insur. and ret. pay............ ..... ............... ..... .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02
Unemployment insurance benefit payment. .. .. . ... .. . .... .56 .66 .60 .76 .71 ..44

State unemployment inset compensation.. .49 .58 .55 .74 .69 .43

theme comp. for Fed civ. empl. [UCQ .01 .01 .01 MI .01 MO

Unemp. compensation for RR employees. .......... .... .00 .00 .00 .01 .01 .00

theme compensation for veterans RICX] 02 .01 .01 .00 .01 MO

Other unemplopient compensation 05 .05 03 MO .00 .00
Fed. Woe and trng asst. pay (excl. vets) ...... ......... . . .... . .. . .. . . .. .18 .23 25 .22 .20 .18

Income maintenance benefit payments. ... . ... .. ... ....... . . 1.52 1.54 145 130 123 1.11

BSI, AFDC, general assistance payment............................ ..... 1.14 1.11 1.04 .94 .88 .82
Suppl security income [SSI] payment .32 .31 .29 .28 .28 .27
Aid to families with dep. child. .75 33 .67 .58 .53 .47

General assistance payments .07 .07 .07 .08 .08 .08
Food stamps . . . ... .29 .30 .31 .27 .26 .21

Other Income maintenance 08 .13 .10 .09 .08 .08

Veterans benefit payments. ...... ... ............ ... 1.14 1.09 1.05 1.03 .99 .87

Vets pensiens and comp and military ret .96 .94 .92 .93 .90 .79

Ldue asst to vets, depend., and surv 11 .07 .06 .04 .04 .03

Veterans life insurance benefit PaY .06 .06 .06 .05 .05 .05

Other assistance to veterans ... . ......... ...... .... 01 31 .01 .01 MI MI
Other payments to individuals .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

Business payments to individuals.. . .... . . ........... .......... 39 .41 .41 .42 44 44

Payments to nonprofit institutions....................... ..... . . . ... . .. . . 43 42 37 .32 .32 30
Federal Government payments . 14 .14 .13 .09 .09

State and local government payments .20 .19 .16 .14 .14 .12

Business payments .10 .09 .08 .08 .08 .08

usuremen1 Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis.

TABLE 2B.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

New England-metro 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Transfer payments 12 85 13.14 13.38 13.54 13.36 12.50

Government payments to individuals., ..... ..... 12 04 1132 1161 1182 1161 11.77

Ret disab and health ins benefit pay 8.71 8.91 937 962 9.61 927
Oleage, sum and disability insur. pay 5.38 5.50 5.77 5.90 5.75 5.42

Railroad retirement and disability pay 11 .10 .10 .10 .10 .09

Federal civil employee retirement pay .52 .54 .57 .56 .55 .51

Stale and local govt. employee rel. pay...... ....... . . ....... .87 .88 .90 .94 1.03 1.03

Medical insurance payments 1 75 1.80 1.96 2,04 2,13 116
Workers' comp. pay. (Federal and State) .06 .06 .05 .05 .04 .04

Oth. Govt disab insur and reL pay .03 .02 .02 .02 02 02

Unemployment insurance benefit payment ... . ..... ... ........ .55 .64 .58 .75 .69 .43

State unemployment insur. compensation....... ... . . ....... .48 .56 .54 .73 .67 .42
Uneme came for fed civ. empl [UCF] MI MI .01 .01 .01 MO

Unemp compensation for RR employees 00 MO MO .01 .01 MO

Unemp. compensation for veterans [UCX] .02 .01 .01 .00 .00 .00
Other unemployment compensation .05 .06 .03 .00 .00 .00

Fee edue and trng asst. pay (excl. vets).........................., . . . . ... .18 .23 .25 12 .20 .18
[name maintenance benefit payments 1.54 153 144 128 1.21 1.09

581, AFDC, general assistance payment 1.17 114 1.06 .95 .88 .82

Suppl security income [MI] payment .33 31 .29 .28 .27 .27

Kid to families Mth dee chile [AFDC) 77 75 .69 .58 .53 .47

General assistance payments....... ..... .08 .07 .08 .09 .08 .08

75
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TABLE 28.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI-Continued

New En 1979 1980 1981 1952 1983 1954

Food stamps. . .. .. . ........ . ... 28 .27 .29 .25 .24 .19
Other income maintenance 08 .13 .09 .09 .08 .08

Veterans benefit payments. .. .. .......... . . , 1 06 1 01 97 .94 .91 10
Vets pensions and comp and military ret............ ........... ...... .88 .86 15 .85 .81 .71
Educ aosist to vets, depend., and sum., . .10 07 .06 .04 .03 .03
Veterans life Insurance benefit pay 06 06 06 .05 .05 .05
Other assistance to veterans . . ....._. . . . .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

Other payments to veterans__ . .................... .. ..... . . ................. ...... .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
Business payments to Individuals 39 .41 Al 42 .44 .44
Payments to nonprofit Institutions .42 Al .36 .30 .30 .29

Federal Government payments.. .14 .14 .13 .09 .09 09
Stale and local government payments .19 .18 .15 .13 .13 .12
Busineos payments ........................ . .... . ....... . ............. ..... .. . ... . ..___ .09 .09 .08 .08 .08 .08

Regional Economic Measurernent Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis.

TABLE 2C.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

meiro 1979 1980 1981 1953 1954

Transfer payments ..... . . . .. ...... ... . . ...... ..... 15 56 16.27 16.68 17.15 16.94 15.89
Government payments to individuals 14.63 15.34 15.80 16.32 16.08 15.05

Ret disab and health Ins benefit pay . 10 79 11.16 1110 12.29 12.16 11.78
Old-age, sur and disablity insur. pay 7.12 7.35 7.61 710 711 7.45
Railroad retirement and disability pay .19 .19 .18 .18 .18 .16
Federal civil, employee retirement pay.... . . ..... _. ...... .86 .91 .94 95 .94 18
State and local govt employee ret pay .71 .72 17 18 .76 .76
Medical insurance payments 1 86 1.96 2.16 2.33 244 249
Workers comp pay. (Federal and State)............ . .._ ... .03 .02 .03 .04 .03 .03
OtP Gov't disaP insur and ret. pay............. . .. ._............. A2 .01 .01 AI MI .01

Unemployment insurance benefit payment .62 .77 .70 .85 13 .52
State unemployment insur. compensation._. ... . . .54 19 .65 14 .81 .51
Unemp comp for fed civ. erne!. [UEF] ... . .. ..... . 01 .01 .01 .01 .01 AO
Unemp compensation for RR employees .00 .01 AO .01 .01 AO
Unemp compensation for veterans [UCX] 02 02 .02 AO .01 AO
Other unemployment compensation 04 .04 .02 MO .00 .00

Fed educ and Prig asst. pay (end vets) .. . . ........... .16 .21 .24 12 .19 .18
Income maintenance benefit payments.......... . . ...... 1.42 1.58 110 1.40 136 1.22

MI, AFDC, general aosistance payment .95 .96 .91 .87 .85 11
&mot security inceme [5SI] payment....................... ._. . . .30 .30 .29 .29 .29 .29
Aid to families with dep child. [AFDC] 10 .62 .58 14 .52 .48
General assistance payments__ . . . . 04 05 .04 05 .05 .04

Food stamps....-. .. __ . __...............-... . .. . ...... ........ ........ .40 .45 47 .42 .40 .32
Other inceme maintenance 08 .18 .12 .11 .10 .09

Veterans benefit payments ..... ........... ..... ..... . . . .._......... ..... .. . . . ._... ..... . 1.64 112 1.57 1.56 1.54 1.35
Vets pensions and cemp and military ret 1.44 145 143 145 143 1.25
Educ. asst. to vets, depend., and surv........ . ..... .13 09 .07 .05 .05 .04
Veterans life insurance benefit pay 06 .06 .06 MG .05 .05
Other assistance to veterans .01 .01 AI 01 .01 .01

Other payments to individuals 00 AO .00 .00 .01 MI
Business payments to individuals AI .43 43 44 46 .47
Payments to nonprofit institutions. . .. . ...._,............ ........ ..... . ... .. _.._.._..._ .52 .50 .45 .39 AO .38

Federal government payments ..... .17 .17 .15 .11 .12 .11
State and local government payments .75 .24 .21 . 20 20 .18
Business payments 10 .09 .09 .08 .08 .08

Regional Economic Measurement Division, Bureau of Economic kialysis.
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TABLE 3A.-1979- 4 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

1979 1980 1981 1982 1903 1984

Transfer payments-. - .. .. .. ... . 14 13 14 76 14 93 15 41 1543 1411
Government payments to Individuals.... .,.. . . . . , 13 07 13.69 13.93 14.46 1445 1164

Rel disab, and health Int benefit pay........,.......,...... . .. . . . . . .. . 9.53 191 10.40 10.82 1021 1051
Old-age, sur and disability insur. pay 5,65 5.84 6.13 6.33 525 555
Railroad retirement and disability pay........... .. . ... . ............., 22 22 21 .22 21 .19
Federal civil employee retirement pay............ ,. . .74 .79 .84 .85 24 .80
State and local govt employee ret pay 98 .98 .99 114 127 1.11
Medical Insurance payments .. .. .... .............. . . ..... .. 1.66 1.81 1.97 115 226 233
Workers comp. pay (Federal and Stale) .11 .10 .11 .11 ,11 .12
Oth. Gov't disab. Insur and ret pay ... . .... .. ,........ ... 18 .17 .15 .13 .12 .11

Unemployment Insurance benefit payment .76 12 .76 .99 29 ,62
State unemployment Insur. compensation. .. .. .. ........., .67 .80 .68 .95 26 .60
Unernp comp fcr. fed civ. empt [11CF]........... ...... . ............ .01 11 .01 .01 .01 .01
Unemp compensation for RR employees 11 .01 .01 13 22 11
Unemp compensation for veterans [I.1CX] .02 .02 11 .00 11 .00
Other unemployment compensation . . . . ........ .. 1,1. 05 19 .04 ,00 20 ,00

Fed educ and trng asst. pay (encl. vets) . ...... . .. ............ .{../.11. .20 26 .29 .26 .26 .24
Income maintenance benefit payments 112 1.77 1.68 1.60 157 1,49

SSI, AFDC, general assistance payment .. ,....... . 1 32 1.27 1.16 114 1.10 1.08
Sunni, security Income [55I] payment... .33 .32 .32 .31 11 11
Ald to families with dep. child. [AFK]................ ....... . . .82 .77 .68 .66 53 .60
General assistance payments .18 .18 .17 .18 ,17 .18

food stamps........,.. . ....,........ .... .____ . __ . .......- .33 .37 .41 .36 17 .33
Other Income maintenance. . . . ............. . , 17 .14 .11 19 09 18

Veterans benefit payments.. . . . . .......... 25 22 .80 .78 .76 18
Vets pensions and comp and military ret....,... . . .72 11 .70 19 513 .61
Edw asst to vets, depend., and surv. ...... ........ , .. 07 .05 .04 13 ,03 12
Veterans life Insurance benefit pay .... .06 .06 15 15 D5 15
Other assistance to veterans .01 .01 .01 .00 .00 .00

Other payments to Individuals 10 10 10 10 DO .00
Business payments to individualt....... ........... .41 43 .43 .45 .47 .47
Payments to nonprofit institutions... .. .... .......... ... .. ,. . 66 63 ,57 .51 51 .49

Federal government payments 14 .14 .13 .09 .10 .10
State and local government payments .39 .36 ,32 19 30 .28
Business payments .............- . ...- ...... .... . 13 .13 .12 .12 12 .12

-in Measurement DiAston, Bureau of Ec0Romie Analysis.

TABLE 3E-197944 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

Mideast metro 1979 1980 1981 1982 981 1984

Ttnnsttt payments ..... . .. . . . . .,....,, 13.37 1446 1411 1606 1555 14.26
Government payments to individuals. .. ... .......... ... . ... . . . . 1183 13.42 1164 14.12 14.09 13.32

Ret, disab and health int benefit pay 912 9 69 1016 1056 1050 1035
Old-age, sum and disability insur pay. ....., 5.49 557 5.95 E13 655 5.76
Railroad retirement and disability pay.. . .... ....... , 20 20 .20 20 .19 .18
Federal civil employee retirement pay.............. . .75 21 .85 26 .85 .80
State and Iccal govt. employee ret pay........ . . ....... ...... .97 .97 18 112 155 1.09
Medical Msurance payments... .......... .... . . 1 65 1.80 1.95 113 2.24 231
Workers' comp. pay. (Federal and Stale) 11 11 .11 .11 .11 .12
Oth. Govt disab insur and mt. pay_ . .... .... . .15 .14 .12 .11 .11 .10

Unemployment insurance benefit payment................... ...... .. . .. .. . .74 .89 .73 15 .94 .59
State unemployment WM'. compensation .65 .77 .66 AO .91 .58
Unemp comp for Fed civ empl. [UCF] ..... ............ ............. . . .01 11 .01 .01 .01
Unemp compensation for RR employees .01 11 11 .03 .01
Unernp compensation for veterans [UCX] .01 12 .01 10 . .00
Other unemployment compensation.... .. .............. ............ . ..... . 15 19 .04 .00 .00 .00

Fed educ. and Ung asst. pay (exd. vett) .20 .26 19 .26 .26 .24
Income maintenance benefit payments 1.74 1.79 158 110 1.56 1.48

SSI, AFDC, general assistance payment . .............. . 1 34 1 29 1.17 1.15 1.11 1.08
Sunni security income [551] payment 32 .32 11 10 .30 .30
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TABLE 38.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT Of TM-Continued

MnJsI-..ineiio 1919 1980 1981 19132 1983

Ald to families with dep. child, [AFDC] 84 .79 69 .67 .64 .61
General assistance payments_, . .. . .18 .18 .17 .18 .17 .18

Food stamps .33 .37 .41 .36 .36 .32
Other Income maintenance. _ ... . . . . ....... .. ........ . .07 .13 .10 .09 .09 .08

Veterans benefit payments .., . .82 39 37 35 .73 .65
Vets pensions and comp and militag rot 69 .67 .67 .66 .65 .58
Educ asst to vets, depend, and surv .07 05 .04 03 02 02
Vete s life insurance benefit pay ,06 06 05 05 05 05
Other assistance to veterans .01 MI MI MO .00 .00

Other payments to Individuals .... ..... . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
Business payments to Individuals 40 .42 .42 .44 .46 .46
Payments to nonprofit Institutions .64 .62 .56 .50 .50 48

Federal Government payments 13 .14 .13 .09 .09 .00
Slate and local government payments .38 .35 .31 .28 .28 .27
Business payments .13 .13 .12 .12 .12 .12

Regional Economic Measurement Division. Bureau of Economic kepis.

TABLE 3C.-191944 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TM

Transfer payments
17.47 18.64 18.99 20.07 20.48 19.13

Government payments to Individuals 1609 17.25 17.69 113.82 1918. 1784
Ret, disab and health ins benefit pay...-..... . . ,.... .. .... .. ,.... . 12 23 12 84 13.48 14.13 14.37 14.03

Old-ags surv and disability Insur. pay 7 69 809 852 8.91 890 8.54
Railroad retirement and disability pay 45 46 45 46 46 42
Federal civiL employee retirement pay 56 .51 .66 .69 .70 .68
State and local gut employee ret pay............... ...... , . ........... 1.10 1.11 1.16 1.20 118 132
Medical insurance payments 1.77 1.97 2.15 238 2.56 264
Workers comp. pay. (Fe0eral and State) .10 09 .09 09 .10 .10
Oth. Govt diSab insur and ret, pay._ ........ ..._ . ...._64 .50 .44 39 .38 .33

Unemployment insurance benefit payment 1 03 1.35 109 IMI 1.73 .92
State unemployment insur. compensation .94 123 IMI 1.56 1.69 MO
Unemp comp. for Fed civ. empL [IJSF] .01 MI .01 .01 MI MI
Unemp compensation for RR employees .01 MI MI 03 .02 MI
Unemp compensation for veterans [LICX] .02 03 .02 MO .01 MI
Other unemployment compensation 05 07 04 MO MD MO

Fed educ and tin& asst pay (out vets) .19 .26 .32 .31 .28 .27
Income maintenance benefit payments 1.40 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.51 1.55

SSI, AFDC, general assistance payment 1.01 1.02 .99 103 IO2 1.02
Stipp security income [SSI] payment 39 .38 .36 35 .36 .36
Aid to families with dep. child (AFDel ...... . . .. .. _...,....._.. .50 .50 .47 49 49 .47
General assistance payments .12 .14 .16 .19 .17 .18

Food stamps 19 .31 45 AI 46 42
Other income maintenance .10 .18 .14 .13 .12 .11

Veterans benefit payments 123 1.24 112 110 1.20 108
Vets pensions and comp and military ret 109 1.11 1.11 1.10 1,10 98
Educ asst to vets depend., and $11N .08 .06 .05 03 .03 .03
Veterans life Insurance benefit pay , .... .. . ......... .06 .07 .06 06 06 .06
Other assistance to veterans .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

Other payments to Individuals
MO .00 MO MO .00 MO

Business payments to Individuals .51 .55 .54 .57 .60 .61
Payments to nonprofit institutions 86 .84 36 MB 30 67

Federal Government payments .18 .19 .17 .13 .13 .13
State and local government Payments .54 .51 .45 .42 .43 .41
Business payments .14 .14 .14 .13 .13 .14

Re ional Economic Measurement DMsion, Bureau of Ec000inio MaiyriIu.
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TABLE 4A.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TP1

Goal Lakes 1979 1990 1981 1982 19133 1984

Transfer payments . ... , ..... . . .... ..... ... . . .. 11 71 13 59 13.79 15.04 15.37 14.04
Government payments to Individuals . .. ... ... . .. .. . ..... 10 82 1269 1292 14.20 14.50 13.18

Rel., disab and health In% benefit pay 8.05 8.71 9.31 10.12 10.48 10.15
°triage, surv and disability lour. pay 5.17 5.53 5.92 6.37 6.49 6.14
Railroad retirement and disability pay .22 .23 23 24 .24 .22
Federal civil employee retirement pay .33 .36 .39 .41 ,42 AO
Slate and local govL employee ret. pay. ... . ......... .... .64 .67 .70 .77 .83 .85
Medical insurance payments 1.47 1.67 1.85 207 223 2.27
Workers comp pay. (Federal and State) .14 .18 .15 .20 .22 .22
Oth. Govt. disab. Insur. and ret. pay.... ... ... ... .,.... ........ . . .07 .07 .06 ,06 .06 .05

Unemployment Insurnace benefit payment ..... . ..... . .... ......,...... ..... .. . 66 1 63 1 18 1 62 145 .65
State unemployment Insur. comptnSatiOn ... . . .......... ............ . . .59 1.20 1.01 1.57 141 .62
Unemp comp for Fed civ. empL [IICF1 ... .. .. . . ...., ....... .01 .01 .01 .01 .00 .00
Unemp compensation for RR employees...............,..... . ... .. . .. . _ . .01 .02 .02 .03 .02 .01
Unemp compensation for veterans RiCX], . . .. . ..... .01 .02 02 .00 .01 .00
Other unemployment compensation..... ., .. .. ........ .. .. . .. . 03 38 .13 .01 .00 .00

Fed educ and brig asst. pay (end. vets) .13 .18 .20 .19 .21 .20
Income maintenance benefit payments ............. ... ... 1 27 1.48 1.55 1.57 1.67 1.58

SSL AFDC, general assistance payment 95 1.02 1.04 1,04 1.09 1.06
Suppl security income [5.51] payment .22 .22 .22 .22 .22 .23
Aid to families with dep child [AFDC) 65 .70 .70 .69 .72 .67
General assistance payments , . ,...,._,,.. .... , . . 08 ,10 .12 .13 .15 .16

food stamps _ ..... ............. . ... .. .26 .33 .41 .43 .49 .44
Other income maintenance 05 .12 .10 .09 .09 .08

Veterans benefit payments .69 .68 .68 .69 .68 .60
Vets pensions and comp and military ret .55 .56 .57 .59 .59 .52
Educ assL to vet% depend., and sum .. . ....... ......... .08 07 .06 .05 .04 .03
Veterans life insurance benefit pay .05 05 05 05 04 04
Other assistance to veterans 01 .01 .01 .01 .00 GO

Other payments to individuals......... .......... .. . . 03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
Business payments to individuals .43 45 45 47 .50 .50
Payments to nonprofit Institutions .46 .45 42 .37 .37 .36

Federal Government payments .14 .15 .14 .10 .11 .11
State and local government payments ,. 20 .20 .17 .16 .15 .14
Business payments .12 .11 .11 .11 .il .11

Regional (cvOmic Measurement Vivisien, Bureau of Economic Analysis.

TABLE 48.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

Great Lakes-metro 1979 1980 1981 1982 1903 1904

Transfer payments 11 12 12.92 13.12 14.30 14.57 13.39
Government payments to individuals 10 27 1205 1229 1149 1173 12.56

Ret., disab and halth in% benefit pay................ . .. .............. 7.54 8.14 8.74 9.53 9.85 9.60
Oldagp sum and disability insur. pay 4 77 5.08 5.47 5.89 5,99 5.70
Railroad retirement and disability pay 19 .20 .20 .21 .21 .19
Federal civiL employee retirement pay.......... ....................... .32 .35 .38 .40 .41 .39
State and local govL employee reL pay .65 .67 .70 .77 .83 .85
Medical insurance payments 1.43 1.62 1.80 2.02 2.16 2.21
Workers' comp. pay. (Felieral and State).........,..., ...... .15 .18 .16 .21 .22 .23
Oth. Govt disab. insur, and rel. pay .04 .04 .04 .04 .03 .03

Unemployment insurnace benefit payment .62 1 61 1.15 1.54 1.37 .60
State unemployment insur. compensation .56 1.14 .96 1.49 1.33 .58
Unemp. comp. for Fed. civ. empl. (11CF) .01 .01 .01 .01 .00 .00
Unemp compensation fur RR employees .01 .02 .02 .03 .02 .01
Unemp compensation for veterans [UCX].... ... 01 .02 .01 .00 .01 .00
Giber unemployment compensation .03 .43 .14 .01 .00 .00

Fed educ and tmg asst. pay (excl. vets). .. . ..... . . ... ..... .13 .18 .20 .19 .21 .20
Income maintenance benefit payments... . _ . ..... 1.31 1.51 1.58 1.60 1.69 1.61

SSI, AFDC, general assistance payment .99 1.06 Loa 1,08 1.12 no
Sopa security inimme [S511 payment 20 .20 .21 .21 .21 .22
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TABLE 4B,1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI--Continued

Lakes-

Aid to families with dep. child [AFDC] .10 .74 .73 .72 .74 .70
General assistance payments .. .. . . . .10 .12 .14 .15 .17 .18

Food . . ,....... .. .. ... . . . . .27 .34 .42 .43 .49 .44
Other Income maintenance.... ....... ...... ......... .05 .11 .09 .08 .08 .07

Veterans benefit payments.... ,.. . .... 63 62 61 .63 .61 .54
Vets pensions and comp and military ret. ...... .60 .50 .50 .53 .52 .47
[due assL to vets, depend., and surv 08 17 .06 .05 14 .03
Veterans life insurance benefit pay..., ..... .... .. , 14 15 .05 .06 .04 .04
Other assistance to veterans . , ...... ... , 01 11 .01 .01 .00 .00

Other payments to ............ .............. ...... .03 10 _00 .00 .00 .00
Business payments to individuals 42 .43 .43 46 .48 .49
Payments to nonprofit institutions 44 43 AO .36 .35 .34

Federal Government payments,. ,13 .14 .13 .10 .10 .10
State and local government payments....... ......... .19 .19 .16 .15 .14 .13
Business payments ..... . , .. ......... . 11 .10 .10 .11 .11 .11

Regiooai Economic Meastremenl Division, Bureau of Economic Analyis

TABLE 4C.-1979-1984 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

1980 1981 1982 1933 1934

Transfer payments 14.23 16.49 16.64- 18.17 18,83 16.18
Government payments to individuals, 1321 15.44 1524 1721 1122 15.81

Ret., disab and health Ins benefit pay 10.22 11.18 1123 12.64 13.24 12.46
Old-age surv and disabili4, insur. pay 6.87 747 724 8.40 8.67 8.01
Railroad retirement and disability pay................. 35 .37 37 .39 39 35
Federal civil employee retirement pay .39 _43 45 .48 49 45
State and local govt employee ret_ pay 64 .67 .70 .16 24 .83
Medical insurance payments 125 130 208 231 2,52 2.51
Workers; romp. pay. (Federal and Stale) .12 .16 .13 .17 .18 .18
Oik GovL Disab. Insur, and reL pay .. , ... . ... . .19 .18 .16 .15 .14 .12

Unemployment insurance benefit payment 80 1 15 124 115 1.79 .85
Slate unemployment Insur. compensation 74 1.50 1.23 1.90 1.74 .82
Unemp comp. fcr Fed civ, ernpl. [INF) 10 .01 11 11 .01 .00
Unemp compensation for RR employees .01 .03 13 .04 13 .01
linen compensation for veterans [UCX] 12 .02 .02 11 .01 11
Other unemployment compensation .03 .19 .07 .01 .00 .00

Fed. educ. and Bog asst pay (excl vets) .13 .18 .21 .20 .21 .20
Income maintenance benefit payments 111 125 140 143 1.59 1.45
SSI, AFDC general assistance payment .76 .86 21 .88 .95 20

Suppl. security Income [SSI] payment .29 .29 .21 .26 .27 .26
Aid to families with dep child. [AFDC] 45 .53 .56 .56 .61 .56
General assistance payments... 03 .04 15 16 17 .08

Feed stamps .23 .32 .39 .42 .51 .44
Other income maintenance 07 .17 .13 .13 .13 .10

Veterans benefit payrnents ... , . . ,,,. 15 .97 15 17 .98 24
Vets pensions and camp and military ret .81 .84 .83 21 .88 36
(dm asst to vets, depend, and sus.- ... ........ . .. , .09 .07 16 .05 .04 .03
Veterans life Insurance benefit pay 05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .04
Other assistance to veterans .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .00

Other payments to Individuals 04 .01 11 11 11 .00
Business payments to Individuals AB .51 .50 .52 26 25
Payments to nonprofit institutions .55 .55 .50 44 45 42

Federal Government payments 17 .19 .16 .12 .13 .13
State and lccal government payments....... 0 24 24 .21 .19 .19 .17
Business payments .14 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13

mai Ecoossnic Measurement Olemice, Ouseas of Economic me
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TABLE 5A.--1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

Os 1979 1980 1981 1982 19133 1984

Transfer payments._ .. ..,,.._ ._ . ... _. .. ,.................... 13.09 13.03 13.89 14.31 13.08
Government paymenis .. iridividuals 1102 12.22 12.21 1111 13.50 12.30

ReL, disab and health ins benefit pay. .... ......... .. . . 8.56 9.20 9.43 10.13 1150 189
Old-age, suiv and disability Insur, pay..., , 5.64 6.00 6.16 6,58 6.72 6.21

Railroad retirement and disability pay ....... ,..., .. . , .37 38 37 38 38 34
Federal civil employee retirement pay .52 .57 .59 12 .64 .59
Stale and local govt employee ret. pay ............ ..... . 39 .41 .39 42 .46 .45
Medical insurance payments.. .. . , 1.57 1.78 1.86 2.07 2.24 2.24
Workers camp. pay. (Federal and State) .. . ... . ..... , 15 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05
0t1 Govt, disab, Insur, and ret. pay ...... ... .... . .., . .. . .. .02 .02 .01 ,01 .01 .01

Unemployment insurance benefit payment.. .. .... . ..... _______...... .43 .80 .62 35 .79 44
State unemployment Insur, compensation ..... ............. .. . . . .. ._,.. .36 .65 .54 .81 .75 41
Unemp comp for fe1 civ empL fUCF].._ .. . . . ............,... .. . ... .00 .01 .01 .01 .01 .00
Unemp pompensation for RR employees 01 .02 .02 .03 .03 .01
Uneme compensation for veterans [UCX] 01 ,02 .01 .00 .01 .00
Other unemployment compensation____ . ... 03 .11 .04 .00 .00 .00

Fed. edu c. and tmg. asst. pay (cod vets) , 16 .22 .23 .21 .24 .22
Income maintenance benefit payments . 84 .98 .96 92 .99 AO

SSI, AFDC, general assistance payment 62 .65 .63 .59 .63 .59
SuppL security income [SSI] payment .19 .19 .18 .18 .19 .18
Aid to families with dep. child. [AFDC]. .. . . .... . ... ........... .41 .44 .42 .39 .42 .38
General assistance payments 02 02 03 02 03 03

Food stamps .18 .24 .27 .27 .30 .26
Other Income maintenance,... . . . .. .. . .... , .... . .05 .09 07 .06 .06 05

Veterans benefit payments . ..,......... .. ...... ....... 1.02 .100 .96 .98 .97 .84
Vets pensions and comp. and military ret 83 .84 .82 .85 .85 .74
Educ assist to vets, depend., and surv .13 .10 18 07 .05 14
Veterans life insurance benefit pay.............. .........._ ..... .. . _ . .06 A15 .05 05 05 05
Other assistance to individuals .01 .01 11 .01 01 .00

Other payments to Individuals ..... . . .. . ._..,...........,............. ..... .... . ....... .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 11
Business payments to individuals .40 43 .42 43 .47 46
Payments to nonprofit Institutions 43 44 40 .34 .34 32

Federal Government payments..., ...... ....... , , ..... , . . .15 .16 .14 .10 .11 .11
Stale and local government payments 18 .18 .16 .14 .13 .12
Business payments.. . .... . . . .. . . .. ...,.........,............. , . .... . ......... .11 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10

nic4i-i Economic Measurement Division, Bureau of Economic Anaipis.

TABLE 5B.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

Mains-metre 1931 1982 1983 1984

Transfer payments
. ..

Government payments to individuals. , ... ....... ............. .. ,

10 50

9.71

11.42

10.62

11.60

1183
12.14

114I
12.29

I154
11.39

1165
Rel., disa1 and health Ins benefit pay 7 39 7.78 116 163 8.79 8.43

Old-age, surv and disability insur pay ..... 415 435 5.10 5.37 5.39 518
Railroad retirement and disability PaY 34 .35 35 35 .35 31
Federal civil employee retirement pay 55 .59 .62 34 .64 .61
State and local govL employee ret. pay .40 .40 39 .42 45 .45
Medical insurance payments 138 1.53 133 1.79 1,90 I92
Workers' comp. pay. (Federal and Stale) 06 .05 05 05 .05 05
Oth Gevt disab insur and ret, pay 01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

Unemployment insurance benefit payment 41 .82 64 .84 .75 .40
State unemployment Insur. compensation 34 .62 .54 .79 .71 38
Unemp come for fed civ. empL RICO Al .01 11 .01 .01 AO
Unemp compensation for RR employees..... .. .... 01 .02 02 .03 02 .01
theme compensation for veterans [UCX] . . . 01 01 AI AO Al AO
Other unemployment compensation 04 .16 07 AO 00 AO

Fed educ and trng assL pay (excL vets) .15 .20 .21 .19 .21 .20
Income maintenance benefit payments .83 .94 .95 .89 .94 .87

SS1, AFO1 general assistance payment 62 .65 .64 .59 52 .60
Supp security income [SSI] payment 15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15
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TABLE 5B.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI-Continued

1984

Aid la families with dep. child. fAF .45 .47 .46 .42 .44 .41
General assistance paymentS .02 03 03 03 03 .03

Food stamps 18 .22 .26 .26 .28 .24
Other income maintenance .03 .07 .05 .04 .04 .04

Veterans benefit payments.. ........ ....... ........ ..... .93 .88 .87 .87 85 .74
Vels pensions and camp and military ret .73 .73 .73 .74 .74 .65
Educ asst to vets, depend., and surv .13 .10 09 07 06 04
Veterans life insurance benefit pay 06 05 05 05 05 05
Other assistance ta veterans 01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .00

Of.,e payments to Individuals .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
Business payments to Individuals ... ... .. ...... ......, . . ...... .39 Al .40 .42 .44 .44
Payments to nonprofit Institutions .40 .39 .36 .31 .31 .29

Federal Government payments 13 14 .13 .10 .10 .10
Stale and local government payments...-. ....... ......... .... 16 16 .15 .13 .12 .11
Business payments 10 .09 .09 09 .09 .09

a _ urement Division, Bureau ol Economic Analysis.

TABLE 5C.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

Transfer payments., . _ . , .. 13 83 15.64 15.08 1E52 17.50 15.63
Government payments to individuals ...... , . . 12.92 14.66 14.21 15.67 1E59 14.78

flet, disab and health ins benefit pay 1027 11.39 11.26 12.41 1119 1209
Oldege sum and disability insur. pay 7.08 7.77 7.68 142 8.81 793
Railroad retirement and disability pay .40 43 .40 .43 .44 .38
Federal civil employee retirement pay .49 .55 .55 .59 .62 .56
State and local govt employee ret. pay 38 Al .38 42 .47 44
Medical insurance payments ....... . . ... , , ..... 185 2.16 2.19 249 2.79 2.71
Workers comp. pay. (Felieral and State). .... ......... . .... ... , .04 .04 04 .04 .04 .04
Oth. Govt disab insur and ret. pay 03 03 02 02 02 02

Unemployment insurance benefit payment 45 .77 ,59 .87 86 49
State unemployment Insur. compensation .39 JO .54 .83 .81 .47
Unemp comp. far Fed civ. empl, [11C9 MO 01 Al MI 01 .00
Unemp compensation far rr employees 01 02 .02 .04 03 01
Unemp compensation far veterans [OCX] 01 .02 01 .00 .01 MO
Other unemployment compensation._ . 02 02 .01 .00 .00 MO

Fed edue and Brig asst pay (excl. vets) 18 25 26 25 .27 .25
Income maintenance benefit payments ................... .... ... . .. . . , .. . .... . . .85 105 38 .97 1.08 .95

SSl AFDC, general assistance payment Al AG Si .60 .65 .59
Suppl security income fSSII payment. .25 .25 .23 .23 .24 .23
Aid to families with dep. chili [AFDC]...... .34 AO 35 .35 .39 .34
General assistance payments ,01 02 .02 .02 .02 02

Fed stamps 18 .25 .27 .29 .34 .28
Other income maintenance ....... . .. .06 .14 .10 .09 .09 .07

Veterans benefit payments
1.15 1.18 109 1.14 1.16 .98

Vets pensions and comp and military ret. , ... ,96 1.02 .95 101 1.05 .89
Ethic. asst. to vets, depend., and sun/ .12 .09 .08 .06 .05 04
Veterans life insurance benefit pay.- .. .. . . .... ...... .06 .06 .06 .05 .05 .05
Other assistance to veterans.,...... ...... ..... . 01 .01 .01 .01 MI .00

Other payments to individuals 03 03 03 03 03 03
Business payments to individuals ..... .........,......., ..... ..... . ............ , .42 .47 44 .46 .51 48
Payments to nonprofit institutions .49 .51 .44 .39 AD .36

Federal Government payments .16 .18 .15 .12 .13 .12
State and local government payments 20 .21 .18 .16 .16 .14
Business payments . . ...... .....,. .12 .12 .11 .11 .11 .11

Regional Economic Measurement Divisian, Bureau ol Economic Analysis.
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TABLE 6A.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

Southeast 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1934

Transfer payments... .... .. . .. .. , . ... 14 45 15 36 15.47 15.98 16.16 15.03
Government payments to Individuals 13,58 14,49 14,65 15,21 15.37 14.25

Ret, disab and health Ins benefit pay 9.56 10.06 10.44 10.89 11.08 10.69

Old.age, surv. and disability Insur, pay....... ....... ........... .... 6.04 6.30 6.47 6.70 6.76 643
Railroad retirement and disability pay .26 .26 .25 .25 .25 .23

Federal civil employee retirement pay .92 .99 1.03 1.05 1.05 .99
State and local govt. employee ret. pay .49 .51 .53 .56 .59 .60
Medical Insurance payments......................, .......................... 1.57 1.73 1.91 110 2.20 223
Workers c.OMp. pay. (Federal and Stale)... ... ..... .08 .08 .09 .09 .10 .10
Oth. Govt disab. Insur. and ret, pay .20 .18 .16 .14 .14 .12

Unemployment Insurance benefit payment . .. .. . .41 .63 .53 .80 .78 43
State unemployment insur, compensation .35 .54 .48 .77 .75 .41

Unemp comp. for Fed civ. empL [UCF1 .. . . ........ ..... .... .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

Unemp. compensation for RR employees .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

Unemp compensation for veterans [UCX1 02 .02 .01 .00 .01 GO

Other unemployment compensation 03 05 .02 .00 .00 .00
Fed edue and trng asst. oay (exct vets) . ,14 .18 .17 .13 .17 .14
Income maintenance benefit payments.,

SSL AFDC, general assistance payment

1.44

81

1.60

.81

1.55

.78

1.43

.75

1.42

.74

1.30

.71

Suppl. security Income [MI] payment,. .......... ......... .... .50 .50 .49 .48 .47 .47
Ald tO families with dep. child. [AFDC] .31 .31 .28 .26 .26 .24

General assistance payments .00 .00 ,00 .00 .00 .00
Food stamps ................. ... . ...... .. . ._......... .. ..... ............. .....,..... . . .55 .64 .66 .58 .59 .51

Other Income mainienance.. .08 .15 .12 .10 .10 .08
Veterans benefit payments 2.03 2.01 1.96 196 1.91 1.68

Vets pensions and camp. and military ret 1.76 1.79 1.76 1.79 1.77 1.56

Educ asst to vets, depend, and surv. .18 .14 .12 .10 .07 .06
Veterans life Insurance benefit pay .06 .07 .06 .06 .06 .05
Other assistance to veterans .02 .02 .02 02 .01 .01

Other payments to Individuals............................ . .. . ._. _ .. . ..... .... . ...._ .00 GO .00 .00 .00 .00
Business payments to Individuals .41 .43 .42 .44 .46 .46

Payments to nonprofit Institutions 45 45 .39 .33 .33 .32
Federal Government payments .17 .17 .16 .12 .12 .12
State and local government payments.... ........... .. ...... .. . .. 18 .17 .15 .12 .12 .11

Business payments 11 .10 .09 .09 .09 .09

Regionel Eeoissmiti Measurement Divisicer, Bureau 01 [mimic Analysis.

TABLE 6B.--1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

uthratt-rvotro 1979 1980 1981 1932 1983 1984

Transfer payments 13.28 13.97 14.11 14.56 14.64 13.66
Government payments to individuals._ .. .. .... . .. . . .... ........... . ...... ...... .... ... ., 12 48 13.17 13.36 13.85 13.90 12.94

Ret., Disab and health Ins benefit pay ............ ..... .... ....... ... . . .. . . . . ._. 8.88 9.27 9.63 1006 10.18 9.84
Old-age, SRm . and disability insur. pay 5.49 5.68- 5.83 6.03 6.06 5.78
Railroad retirement and disability pay . . ........... .. .25 .24 .24 .24 .23 .21

Federal clvil employee retirement pay 1.02 109 1.13 1.15 1.13 107
State and local govt employee rel. pay. .... ... 47 48 .50 .53 .56 .57
Medical Insurance payments............. 1.50 1.63 1.79 1.97 2.06 2.08
Workers' comd pay. (Federal and State) .08 .08 .08 09 .09 .09
Oth. Govt. disab. Insur. and ret. pay.... .. .07 .07 .06 .05 .05 .04

Unemployment Insurance benefit payment .31 49 .41 .62 .61 .34
Stale unemployment Insur. compensation .26 .41 .37 .59 .58 .32
Unemp comp. for Fed eh% empl. (UCF) .01 .01 01 01 .01 .01

Unemo compensation for RR employees 01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

Unemp. compensation for veterans (UCX) .02 .02 .01 .00 .01 .00
Other unemployment compensation .02 .05 .02 .00 .00 .00

i'ed educ and trng asst. pay (excl. vets) ........... ..................... ... 14 .18 .16 .13 .16 .14
Income maintenance benefit payments 1.11 1.23 1.19 1.09 1.07 .97

$St AFDC, general assistance payment .61 .61 .59 .56 .55 .53
Suppl. security Income [MI] payment . ............ ..... .34 .34 .34 .33 .33 .33

83
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TABLE 6B.-197 44 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF WI-Continued

1979 1980 1931 1982

Ald to families with dep. child, ,26 .27 .24 .23 .22 .20
General assistance payments .01 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

Food stamps. . .44 .51 .52 .45 .44 .38
Other income maintenance...-. ........ .... ,06 .11 Mo 07 .07 .06

Veterans benefit payments 2.04 2.01 1.95 1.95 1.88 1.65
Vets pensions and comp and military ret,,,........ ........ ........... 137 1.78 1,76 1.78 1,75 1.53
Educ asst. to vets, depend , and sin 18 .14 .12 .10 .07 .06
Veterans life Insurance benefit pay 07 .07 06 06 .05 05
Other assistance to veterans .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 01

Other paymee., to Individuals.......... . .... ...... ..... .00 .00 .00 MO .00 .00
Business payments to Individuals .39 .41 .40 .42 .44 .44
Payments to nonprofit institutions ..... .41 .40 .35 .30 .30 .29

Federal Government payments......_....... . . . . . .. .15 .16 .14 .11 .11 .11
Stale and local government payments 16 .15 .13 .11 .11 .10
Business payments .10 .09 08 08 08 08

Regional Ee0nOrrde Measuierrierd DMsion, Bureau ol EconOmic Malysis.

TABLE 6C.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF WI

_Must-Dorado 1982 1983 1984

Transfer payments....,........... _______________ . _ .. ....... ... __ 17.13 18.68 18.72 19.42 19.94 18.43
Government payments to Individuals 16 11 17.63 17.75 18,51 19.00 17.50

Ret disab and health ins benefit pay 11 12 11.96 12.36 12.89 13.32 12.80
Old-age, surv and disability Insur pay 7 31 7.80 8.00 8.30 8.50 8.05
Railroad retirement and disability pay. .28 .28 .28 .28 .28 .26
Federal civil, employee retirement pay .59 .75 .79 .82 .83 .79
State and local gov1 employee rel. pay 53 57 .58 .62 .67 .67
Medical insurance payments____, . ..... . . ...... 1.73 1.99 2.19 2.40 2.56 2.59
Worker's comp. pay. (federal and State) .10 .10 .10 .11 .12 .12
oth. govt. disab. Insur. and ret. pay 50 .47 .41 .37 .36 .32

Unemployment insurance benefit payment .62 96 .82 1.24 1.22 .67
State unemployment insur. compensation.... .. . ... . . .55 .86 .75 1.20 1.17 .64
Unemp, comp. for Fed. civ. empl, [UCF] .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01
Unerno compensation for RR employees .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01
Unemo compensation for veterans [UCX] .02 .02 .02 .00 .01 .01
Other unemployment compensation .04 .06 M3 .00 .00 .00

Fed. educ, and trng. asst. pay (excl. vets) 15 .19 ,18 .15 .18 .16
Incerne maintenance benefit payments.... ..., 2.21 2.50 2,41 2.25 2.31 2.12

MI, AFDC, general assistance payment ...... . ..... 1.28 1.30 1,23 1.19 1.19 1.16
Suppl security income [SSI] payment 87 .88 .85 .84 .84 .83
Aid to families with deo child. [AFOC]..... .40 41 .38 .35 .35 .33
General assistance payments .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

Food stamps . . ... . . ..... . . ... . . . ..... .80 .95 MO .96 .83
Other Income maintenance. .. .. ... . . ....... . .13 .25 .17 .16 .13

Veterans benefit payments 2.00 102 1.97 1.98 1.97 1.75
Vets pensions and comp and military rel 134 !MO 1.78 1.80 1.82 1.62

Educ asst, to vets depend., and surv.... . ...... ... . . . .......... .18 .14 .12 .10 .07 .06
Veterans life insurance benefit Pay 06 06 .06 .06 .06
Other assistance to veterans .02 02 .02 .02 .01 .
Other payments to individuals .00 MO .00 .00 .00 .00

Business payments to individuals 46 49 .48 .50 .53 .53
Payments to nonprofit institutions .56 .56 .49 .41 .41 .39

Federal Government payments__ .. .. ... . .. ... ...... . .. . .20 .22 .19 .14 .15 .15
State and local government payments .. .23 .23 .19 .16 .15 .14
Business payments 33 .12 .11 .11 .11 .11

Regionai Enonornie Measmiemenl Division, Bureau el Ecouurnic Analysis
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TABLE 7A.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

Soiulhwnsf 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

.. ... ,. ... . .. . .. .. . .... . . .. . .. ...................... . . . ... .Transfer payments.................... . 11.35 11.75 1144 11,81 12.44 11.62
Government Payments io . ndividuais . . . .. ... ...... ...... .............. 10.51 10.89 10.63 11.05 11.66 10.85

Ret., disab and health ins benefit pay.... .... .. .............. ,..... ,........... 7.38 7.60 7.59 794 8.32 8.09
Old-age, sum . and disability insur pay 4.60 4.68 432 436 4.94 4.76
Railroad retirement and disability pay,................ . . ... . . . ... ..... . . . .20 .20 .19 .19 .19 .17
Federal civil employee retirement pay,. .. .. . ... ....... .74 .78 .79 .79 .81 .78
State and local govt. employee ret, pay,.............. ..... .42 .44 .46 .48 .54 .53
Medical insurance payments.................. . . ..... ......_... . .. . .. . ... .. 1.30 .139 1.35 163 1.75 1.7'
Workers comp. pay. (Federal and Sia(e).. .11 .10 .09 ,08 .09 .1d
Oth. Gov't Disab. Insur, and retirement pay 01 .01 .01 .01 .01 01

Unemployment Insurance benefit payment 19 29 .23 .48 .68 .36
State unemployment insur. compensation .16 .25 .21 .46 .66 .35
Unemo cr3ffip. for Fed civ. empl. RICO......... ...... .......... 01 .01 .01 01 01 .01

Unemp compensation for RR employees .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 MO

Unemp compensation for veterans [UCX]......... ..... . ..... . ..... 01 .01 .01 .00 .01 MO

Other unemployment compensation__ .. .......... . . . . .... .. ..... . ... .01 .01 .01 MO MO MO

Fed educ. and (nig, asst. 133y (excl. vets)... . _ .... .........., .12 .15 .14 .12 .13 .13
Income maintenance benefit payments . ..... ........... ......... . .90 1.00 .91 .83 .89 .83
SSI, AFDC, general assistance payment .48 .46 .42 .39 .41 Al

Suppl security income [SSI] payment....... ....... .32 .31 .29 .27 .27 .27
Aid to families with dep. child. [AFDC] .16 .16 .14 .12 .14 .14
General assistance payments.................. . . .00 .00 MO .00 MO MO

.34 .41 .39 .35 .39 .35
Other income maintenance 07 13 .10 .09 .08 07

Veterans benefits payments....-...... .... ................ .. ..... .... . . 1 88 1 82 1.72 1.66 1.61 1.42
Vets pensions and comp and military ret 1.62 1.61 1.55 1.53 1.50 1.32

Educ. asst. to vets, depend., and sum. .18 .13 .10 .08 .06 .04
Veterans life insurance benefit pay .06 06 .05 .05 .05 .05
Other assistance to veterans .02 .02 01 01 .01 01

Other payments to Individuals 04 .03 03 .02 .03 .02
Business payments to Individuals .43 .45 .44 .45 47 AB
Payments to nonprofit Institutions .41 Al .36 .30 .30 .29

Federal Governments payments__ ............. . .. . .. .... ....... ...._.,..._ , .15 .15 .14 .10 .11 .11
State and local government paymenis .16 .16 .13 .11 .10 .09
Business payments.. .. .. ... .. ........ ....... .. , , . ,. , 10 .10 09 .09 .09 09

Reoeiaf Economic Measurement Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis.

TABLE 7B.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

Southwest-metro 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

'ranger payments 10.21 10.49 10.23 10.57 11.09 10.33
Government Payments to individuals 9.41 9.67 946 9.84 10.35 9.59

Ret., disab and health ins benefit pay 6 52 6.67 6.68 6.99 7.29 7.08
Old-age, sum and disability insur. pay .. .. . . ... . ... . . ,.................. 3.96 4 00 4.04 4.07 4.22 406
Railroad retirement and disability pay .17 .17 .16 .16 .16 .14
Federal civil employee retirement pay 72 .76 .76 .76 .78 .75
State and local govt employee ret. pay .41 .43 .45 .47 .52 .52
Medical insurance payments . ............... ........

'Sfa.te)

. . . ... . ..... . ...... 1.14 1.21 1.18 143 1.53 1.52
Workers' comp. pay. (Federal and .10 .10 .09 .08 .08 .09
Oth gov't disab. Insur and retirement ray 01 .01 .01 .00 .00 .00

Unemployment Insurance benefit payment .18 .26 .21 43 .64 .34
State unemployment inva. compensation .......................... .... .15 .23 .18 Al .62 .33
Unemp. Comp. for Fed civ. empl [um .01 .01 .00 .01 01 MO

Unemo compensation for RR employees 00 .01 .00 .01 .01 .00
Unernp, compensation for veterans [Oa)._ .................... ... .01 .01 01 MO .01 MO

Other unemployment compensation ......... . . . .. . ......... .01 .01 01 MO .00 .00
Fed. educ. and trng. asst. pay (excl. vets) ...... _ .. . .....,................. .12 .14 .14 .11 .13 .12
Income maintenance benefit payments .............. .......... ... . .. 74 .82 .76 .69 .73 .69

SSI AFDC, general assistance paymeni .37 .36 .33 .31 .33 .33
Suppl security inceme [MI] payment. ........................ .23 .23 .21 .20 .21 .21

8
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TABLE 8A.-197944 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

Day Min 1979 1980 1901 1982

Transfer payments-- ..... ......, ........ ........ .. 11.19 11.69 11.86 12.49
Government payments io Individuals ........ ... .. . . 1029 10.79 11.01 11.67

Ret disaM and health hs benefit pay., 7.42 7,64 7.94 833
Old.age surv and disability InsuL pay 426 4.37 4,48 463
Railroad retirement and disability pay_ . .3 6 .36 ,35 15
Federal civil employee retirement pay MI .97 1.01 1.03

Slate and local govt employee ret pay 49 .52 .52 .56

Medical Insurance payments......,................ .. . . ...... 105 1,12 1.19 114
Workers comp pay (Federal and MAP 3 0 .26 .35 .38
Oth. Govt disab hum and ret pay 06 .05 .04 14

Unemployment Insurance benefit payrimil 39 54 .55 18
State unemployment hser. compensall 33 48 .49 12
Unernp comp for Fed civ. empl. [DCII 02 .02 ,02 .02

Unernp. compensation tor RR employees. . .01 .02 .02 03
Unemp cempensatIon for veterans [De] 01 02 01 00

Other unemployment cempensation_ 02 .01 .01 .00
Fed, educ and trng. asSt. Pay (excl. . .... . ... .16 .21 ,23 .21

Income maintenance benefit payments........................... ..... ...,... .75 .86 MI .18

SSL AFOG0 general assistance payroonl........... . . .. . . . . .49 .50 .47 .46

Suppl security income [551] payment.... .. ............,....... ,19 .20 .19 .19

Aid to families with dep chili [41991.,..... ........ . .30 .30 .27 .26
General amsistance .01 .01 .01 .01

.. 20 .26 .27 .26

Other income maintenance......................._.. .. . . .... 05 .10 .07 .06

Veterans benefit payments .... ....... ........... .... 1 54 1.51 1.4 6 146
Vets pensions and comp and mililaiyrsl 1.30 1.31 1.28 1.31

Educ asst to vets, depend., and stn.. .17 .13 .11 .09

Veterans life insurance benefit .. .......... ........ ... .06 .06 .05 .06

Other assistance to veterans ... ..... .01 .01 01 .01
Other payments to individuals 03 03 M? .01

Business payments to individualm..... . ........ ........ .41 43 .43 44

Payments to nonprOfit institutions .. ..... .. . ... . ....... ... .48 .46 42 17
Federal Government payments. .... .... .. . .. ..... ........ .15 .16 .14 .11

State and fecal government payments.... . ... . .. ....... ... .20 .19 .1 6 ,15

Business payments ..... ,.. ,...,... . .13 .12 .12 .12

Regional Economic Measurement Etnisioo, Bureau al (oak Sansit.

TABLE 88.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

1933 1934

12.90 12.14

1209. 11.33

365 8.53

4.75 4.64

.35 .32

115 1.01

13 .63

1,43 147

AO .42

14 .03

.95 .56

.89 .52

02 .02

.02 .01

MI .01

.00 .01

.21 .21

.83 .78

AS 48
.19 .20

.28 .26

.01 .01

.28 .25

.06 .06

143 1.25

1.30 1,15

.07 .05

.05 .04

.01 .01

MI .01

46 47

.35 .34

.11 ,11

.12 .11

.12 ,12

Rocky Mln-metro

Tranetv payments. . ....... .. 10.40 10.84 11.03 1 1.40

Gwernment payments to individuals... 9,55 10.21 1 0.62

Ret, disaP and health inm benefit pay 6 68 6.87 7.1 5 7.44

Old-agz sum, and disability insut pay . . ... ..... 162 3.72 3.82 3,90
Railroad retirement and disability pay 32 32 .31 .31

Federal civil employee retirement pay . ... .99 1.06 1 09 1 10

State and local govt employee ret. pay- 46 .49 .49 .52

Medical insurance payments .95 1.00 1.05 1.20

Workers' cramp pay. (Federal and ..... .30 .26 .36 .39

Oth Govt disab insur and ret pay 03 03 .02 .02

Unemployment insurance benefit payment__ ... .31 .44 .44 .67

State unemployment insur. cempensalion.. .26 .39 .40 .63

Unemp. comp. for Fed. civ. empl. Ncri ..,.. .01 .01 .01 .02
Unernp cempensation for RR employeet........... ... . .. MI .01 .01 .02

Unernp. compensation for veterans .. . .. ........... .01 .02 .01 .00

Other unemployment cempensation..,-.. . .... ..... .02 01 .00 ,00

Fed. edu c. and trng asst pay (excl. .15 .20 .22 .20
Income maintenance benefit payments .. 72 82 .78 .74

SS4 AFDC, general assistance payment... ..... 49 50 .4 8 .46
Sunni security income [SSIJ patron 17 .18 .18 .18

86

1 1.66 l0.88

10.88 10.12

7.66 7,49

3.97 3.85

.30 .27

1.11 1.05

.59 .58

1.27 1.29

.41 .43

.02 .02

.73 .41

. .38

.01

.02 .01

.01 .01

.00 .00

.20 .19

.77 11

.47 ,46

.18 .19
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TABLE 70.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI-ContInued

Southweil- 1979 1900 1981 1982 1983 19 4

Ald lo families with dep. child. [AFBC]..... . .14 .13 .12 .10 ,12 .12
General assistance paymenis......... . .........,......_ .00 .00 10 MO ,00 10

Feed stamps. , .. . . .. .31 .36 .35 .31 ,34 .30
Other income maintenance. , .06 .10 .08 .07 ,07 .06

Veterans benefits payments-........... ...... _ _____ 1.84 1,77 1.67 1.62 1,56 126
Vets pensions and comp and mililary ret, . . 1.58 1.56 1.50 148 1,45 1.27
Edue asst lo vets, depend., and say., .18 .13 .11 .08 .06 .04
Veterans life insurance benefit pay-- . .06 06 .05 04 ,05 .05
Other assistance to veterans , .. ,02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

Other payments lo individuals . .00 .00 10 10 10 .00
Business payments to individuals_ .... .... . 42 44 43 .44 46 46
Payments to nonprofit institutions ... .. 38 .38 .34 .29 .28 .27

Federal Governments payments .. . . ,..., 14 15 .13 .10 .10 .10
State and 1001 government payments...-. .15 .14 .12 .10 .10 .09
Business payments ... . .. .. . .. 09 09 .08 .08 .08 .09

Regional Economic Measurement Division, Bureau of Norte naalysla.

TABLE 7C.-1979-MIMNSFER PAYMS ENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

Southwast-nonme 1979 19130 1981 1982 1983 1984

transfer payments . , 15 27 16 29 15 79 16,33 17.48 16.51
Government payments to individuals , . .... . ... 1432 15.29 1486 15.46 16.58 15.61

Rel., disah and health ins, benefit pay...-..... ....... . 10.34 10.95 1089 11.39 1238 11.93
Old-age, Sun/ and disability insur. pay 6.80 7.13 7.15 7.23 7.63 740
Railroad retirement and thsability hay ... 31 32 20 .30 31 .29
Federal civil employee retirement pay....... ... . ..... .. 11 .87 .88 19 14 .91
State and local gad, employee ret pay,_ . .. .45 48 49 .52 .60 .61
Medical insurance payments... , _ 1.82 201 114 233 2.58 2.60
Workers comp. pay. (Federal and Stile) - 11 11 10 .09 .10 ,10
Oth. Govt disab insur and ret pay .... .03 .03 .03 .02 .02 .02

Unernploment insurance benefit payment 25 AO 24 .65 .86 .4
State unemployment Irmo. compensation .21 .35 20 12 12
Unemp comp, for Feel civ, empl. (MEL,. .... 01 Ol .01 11 11
Unemp compensation for RR employees .01 12 11 12 12
Unemp. compensation for veterans [UCX] .01 .01 .01 .00 .01 . 0
Other unemployment compensation. ...... .01 ,01 ,01 .00 .00 .00

Fed ohm and IR asst. pay (excl. vets)._ .14 ,17 ,16 .13 .15 .15
Income maintenance benefit payments. ., ...... 144 1.63 1,46 1.34 147 1.38

SS4 AFDC, general assistance payment ... 86 .85 36 .69 33 .71
Super security income [MI] payment. , .61 10 .54 .51 .51 .50
Aid to families with dep. chili [AFDC] .25 .25 21 .18 ,22 .21
General assistance payments...... ... .. .. 10 MO 10 10 .00 .00

Food stamps.., gi . ........ e". .46 .57 13 .50 .60 .54
Other income maintenance ... -_ .11 .21 .16 .14 .14 .13

Veterans benefit payments__ ....... . ... .......... ... _ 2.00 2.00 1.90 114 1.81 1.62
Vets pensions and comp and military ret ... -... 1 75 1.79 1.72 1.70 1.69 1.52
Educ asst to vets, depenC and stn.. --. .17 .13 .10 07 15 14
Veterans life Msurance benefit pay 06 17 16 .05 15 .05
Other assistance to veterans . . _. 02 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01

Other payments to individuals .16 .14 .11 .10 .11 .10
Business payments to Mdividuals 45 .50 49 .50 .52 .53
Payment to nonprofit institutions,...... ....... . 1...i . .... . 5 0 .51 44 37 .38 36

Federal Government payments,..... . ...-._ .18 .19 .17 .12 .13 .13
State and local government payments , . . .. .20 .20 .17 .14 .13 .12
Business payments .12 .11 .11 .11 .11

nt Division, Bureau of Economic hatpin.
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TABLE 88.-197944 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI-Cantinued

Racily Mtn-metro

Aid to families with dep. child. [AFOC]............. . .... .31 ,31 .29 .27 .28 .26
General assistance payments .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

.19 .24 .25 .23 .24 .21
Other Income maintenance .04 .08 .06 .05 .05 .05

Veterans benefit payments.... .. . . ........ ............... . . . ........ .. . . 1.69 1.66 1.60 1.58 1.52 1.32
Vets pensions and comp. and military ret 1.43 1.44 1.42 1.42 1.40 1.22
Educ. asst, to vets, depend., and surv .19 .14 .12 .09 .07 .05
Veterans life Insurance benefit pay ............. .. .06 .06 .05 .05 .05 .04
Other assistance to veterans .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

Other payments to ...... . . ..... .......... .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
Business payments to individuals .40 .42 .42 .43 .45 .45
Payments to nonprofit Institutions .46 .44 .40 .35 .33 .32

Federal Government payments .14 .15 .13 .10 .10 .10
Stale and local government payments . 19 .18 .16 .14 .11 .10
Business payments .12 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11

ai cuiionric Measurement Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis.

TABLE 8C.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

Rocky Mln-...ronmoli 1919 1580 1 81 1982

Transfer payments 12.60 13.20 13.38 14.54 15.32 14,66
Government payments to individuals 11.65 1224 12.47 13.67 14.43 1376

Ret., disah and health Ins benefit pay, . ........ ........ 8.77 9.03 9.37 10.03 10.55 10.59
Old-age, surv and disabikly Msur. pay 541 E53 E68 E03 E28 E23
Railroad retirement and disability pay .42 AZ Al .43 .44 .42
Federal civil employee retirement pay .77 .81 .84 .90 .93 .92
State and local goyi, employee rd. pay .54 _57 .58 .63 .71 .72
Medical insurance payments 1.23 1.34 1.44 1.61 1.75 1.84
Workers comp. pay. (Federal and Stale) .29 .26 .33 .35 .38 Al
Oth. Govt disah insur and rel pay 11 .10 .08 .08 .07 .07

Unemployment insurance benefit payment...... .....,... . . . . ....... ..... . .53 .74 .74 117 1.38 .85
Slate unemployment insur, compensation 46 .65 .65 1.19 1.29
Unemp comp for Fed civ. empl . ,...... .. . . .02 .03 .03 .03 .03
Unemp compensation for RR employees .02 .03 .03 .05 .04 .02
Unemp compensation for veterans [UCX] .02 ,02 .01 .00 .01 .01
Other unemployment compensation .02 .02 .02 .00 .01 .01

Fed educ and ling asst. pay (excl. vets) 17 22 .24 .22 .24 .24
Income maintenance benefit payments 80 .93 .87 .87 .96 .92

SSI, AFDC, general assistance payment .51 ,51 .46 46 .51 .52
Supyl mturity income ESSII payment .22 .22 .21 .21 .22 23
Aid to families with dep. child. [AFDC] .28 .29 .25 .25 .28 .27
General assistance payments . 01 .01 .00 .01 .01 .01

Food stamps .23 .29 .31 .32 .36 .33
Other Mcorne maintenance .06 .13 .09 .09 09 08

Veterans benefit payments 1.28 1.25 1.21 114 1.25 1.12
Vets pensions and comb and military ret.... , ..... 106 1,06 104 1.10 1.12 1,01
Fduc asst to vets, depend., and VP .15 .11 .10 .08 .07 .05
Veterans life insurance benefit pay ,06 .06 .05 .06 .06 .04
Other assistance to veterans .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

Other payments to individuals .08 07 06 04 .04 03
Business payments to individuals 44 45 45 47 .49 .51
Payments to nonprofit institutions .52 .50 46 .41 AO .40

Federal Government payments .17 .17 .16 .12 .13 .13
Slate and 10Cal government payments .22 .20 .17 .16 .14 .13
Business payments .14 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13

Regional Economic Measurement Division, Bureau of Economic An
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TABLE 9A.-1979-B4 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

for Wel 1979 1980 1981 1582 1983 1984

Transfer payments . . .......... ...... ............. . . 12.41 12.96 13.38 14.05 14.17 13.39

Government payments to individuals 11 59 12.15 12,60 13.30 13.40 12.63

Ret., disab, and health Ins. benefit pay. . ... 7.98 8.19 8.69 9.11 9.25 9.15

Old-age, surv. and disability insur. pay 4.36 4.47 4.70 4.88 4.91 4.79

Railroad retirement and Msability .......... .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .13

Federal civil employee retirement pay............. ..... ........ . . . .67 .71 .74 .76 .76 .72

State and local govt. employee ret. pay..... ........ ..... .87 .87 .91 ,99 .99 1.02

Medical Inswance payments 1.48 1.57 1.75 1.87 1.98 2.03

Workers comp. pay, (Federal and State)_... . _ .. ............... ..... .26 .24 .25 .25 .27 .27

Oth. Gott disab. Insur and ret pay .19 .19 .20 .20 .20 .19

Unemployment Insurance benefit payment Ag .68 .68 1.01 1.00 .61

State unemployment insur. compensation 44 .61 .62 .98 .97 .59

Unemp. comp. for Fed. civ. empl. [UCFI. .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

Unemp compensation for RR employees .00 .00 .00 .01 .01 .00

Unemp. compensation for veterans [UCX]....... .... .01 .01 .01 .00 .01 .00

Other unemployment compensation .03 .05 .04 .01 .01 .00

Fet ethic and trng assL pay (excL vets) ........ ..... ..... ............. .10 .12 .14 .12 .13 .12

Income maintenance benefit payments 1.63 1.79 1.74 1.73 1.74 1,64

SSI, AFDC, general assistance payment ............ 1.37 1.45 1.40 1.41 1.41 1.36

Suppl security income [SSI] payment 59 .62 .58 .57 .53 .53

Ald to families with dep. child. . . . _ . .75 .81 .79 .81 .83 .79

General assistance payments .03 .03 .03 .03 .04 .04

.20 .22 .25 .23 .24 .20

Other income maintenance .06 .11 .09 .09 .09 .08

Veterans benefit payments.... . . .. ..... ..... .... 1,38 1.35 1.34 1.33 1.28 1.10

Vets pensions and comp, and military ret 1.17 1.18 1.18 1.19 1.15 1.01

Eduo asst to vets, depent, and sum .. .15 .11 .10 .07 .06 .04

Veterans life insurance benefit pay .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .04

Other assistance to veterans .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .00

Other payments to Individuals .01 .01 .01 .00 .00 .00

Business payments to individuals........... . ...... ..... .40 .42 .41 .43 .45 .46

Payments to nonprofit institutions .42 .40 ,36 .32 .32 .31

Federal Government payments._ ....... .. .. . 13 .13 .12 .09 .10 .10

State and local government payment .16 .16 .14 ,12 .12 .11

Business payments. . ......... .13 .11 .11 .11 .10 .10

Regional (ozonic Measurement Division, BUttas of Economic Anatol

TABLE 9B.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

Far west-Metro 1979 1980 1961 1982 isna 1984

Transfer payments . . , .. . . 12 16 12.66 13.03 13.66 13.78 12.99

Government payments to Individuals .. . ..... . .. 11,36 11.85 12.26 12.92 1102 12.24

Ret , disab, and health ins benefit pay 719 7.98 8.45 8.82 8.95 8.84

Old-age, surv. and disability Insur. pay 4 20 4.30 4.51 4.67 4.69 4.55

Railroad retirement and disability pay 14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .13

Federal civil, employee retirement pay...._.. ..... ........ .66 .69 .72 .74 .73 .69

State and local govt. employee rel. ........ .... . .87 .87 .91 .99 .99 1.01

Medical Insurance payments 1.47 1.55 1.73 1.84 1.95 2.00

Workers' comp. pay. (Federal and State) ... ...............,......., .25 .23 .24 .24 .25 .26

Other Govt. disab. Wm, and reL pay .19 .19 .21 .20 .20 .19

Unemployment insurance benefit payment.... ..... 46 .63 .62 .95 .95 .57

State unemployment Insur. compensation. .41 .56 .57 .92 .92 .56

Unemp. comp. for Fed. chi. empl [UCF] .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

Unemp compensation for RR employees. .00 .00 .00 .01 .01 .00

Unemp. compensation for veterans [UCX].. . . .. .. ....... ........ .01 .01 .01 .00 .01 .00

Other unemployment compensation .02 .04 .03 .00 .00 .00

Fet educ and tmg asst. pay (excl. vets) ....... .10 .12 .13 .12 .13 .12

Income maintenance benefit payments 1.64 1.79 1.74 1.73 1.73 1.53

SSI, AFDC, general assistance payment 1.38 1.47 1.42 1.43 1.42 1.36

Suppl. security Income [SSI] payment .50 .63 .59 .57 .54 .54
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TABLE 9B. 1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI-Continued

1934

Aid to families with dep. child. [AFOCI.. .... 75 .81 .80 .82 .83 .78
General assistance payments ...... .. . 03 .03 03 04 04 04

Food stamps . .. .. ..... . . . .20 .21 .24 .22 .22 .19
Other income maintenance__ .... ... ..... . .. .... ........ 06 .11 .09 AB .09 08

Veterans benefit payments. . .. 1.37 1 34 1.32 110 1.25 1.08
Vets pensions and comp and mifitary rel.......... . ..... ........... 1,16 1.16 1.16 1.17 1.14 .99
Edw asst to vett depend., and SUN . .. ... .15 .11 .10 .07 06 .04
Veterans life insurance benefit pay.... ..... 05 05 .05 .05 05 .04
Other assistance to veterans. ...... .... . . .... . ........ Al .01 Al Al Al AO

Other payments to individuals MO .00 .00 .00 .00 MO
Business payments to Individuals 39 41 Al .43 AS 45
Payments to nonprofit institutions , ... .41 AO 16 ,31 .31 .30

Federal Government payments .12 .13 .12 09 09 09
State and local government payments .... ... . .. . .. 16 .15 .14 .12 .12 .11
Business payments ... .... . . 13 .11 .10 .10 .10 AO

Re Enotiomic illeasuiement Oloision, BlITUll DI Economic Analysis.

TABLE 9C.-1979-84 TRANSFER PAYMENTS AS A PERCENT OF TPI

r wtnmetr o 1979 1930 19 1982 1903 1984

Transfer payments._ ... . . . . ..... .......... ..... . ............. .. . .. . . . . . . . 15.24 1659 17,54 18.98 19.13 18.57
Government payments to lndMduals . ...... . 14 31 15.64 1E62 18.10 18.22 17,64

Rel., disab and health Int benefit pay 10 17 10.78 11,66 12.69 1102 13.16
Oldago, surv and disability insur. pay____________ 6.18 6.55 7.00 7.57 7,72 7.73
Railroad retirement and disability pay... .. ....... . ........... .22 13 .24 .24 .22
Federal civil employee retirement pay . .... . 84 .91 98 1,05 1.06 104
State and local govt employee ret pay. . 84 88 94 104 102 106
Medical Insurance payments......... ... . ...... . 1.56 1.72 1.99 Z20 2.37 2.48
Workers romp. pay. (Federal and Stale)... ...... . . .........., Al .37 .40 45 48 .50
Oth govt. disab, Our, and ret pay . 12 .12 .13 .13 .13 .13

Unemployment insurance benelit payment 90 1 34 1 45 1 79 1,58 1.12
State unemployment Insur. compensation........... .. . .77 1.18 1.24 168 149 108
Unemp comp. for Fed, clv, ernpl. NCO .01 .01 02 02 02 .02
Unemp compensation for RR employees.,... Al Al Al .01 Al AO
Unemp. compensation for veterans (UCX)... . . 02 .02 .02 .00 .01 .01
Other unemployment compensation. ..... ,........, .......... ....... .10 .12 .17 .07 .05 .01

Fed educ and trig asst. pay (excl. vets)
. .11 .14 .16 .15 .16 .15

Income maintenance benefit payments . ... ......,.... . .... 1.57 110 134 120 1.83 117
SSI, AFDC, general assistance payment 1.21 1.30 1.19 1.26 1.28 1.30

Suppl security income ISSI) payment . 49 .50 47 .48 AB 47
Aid to families with dep child. [AFDC] .71 .78 .70 .76 .79 AO
General assistance payments .02 .02 .02 .02 02 .02

Food stamps ......... .... ..,....., ......... ............... ,27 .34 .43 .42 .43 .36
Other income maintanence..._... _ ...... . . . . . .. ,08 .15 .12 .12 .12 .10

Veterans benefit payments 1.52 1,54 1.58 1.64 1,60 1.42
Vets pensions and comp. and military ret 1.31 1.37 1.42 1.49 1.47 1.31
Fduc asst, to vets, depend., and surv .14 .11 .10 .08 .07 .05Veterans life insurance benefit pay ,05 .06 .06 .05 .05 05
Other assistance to veterans .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01Other payments to individuals 04 03 .03 .03 03 03

Business payments to IndivIduals . . . .. .... . ....... . . .. ... 44 46 47 .49 .51 .53
Payments to nonprofit institutions . ... ., .49 .48 45 AO AO AO

Federal Government payments ........... . ... ..... ... .15 .16 .15 .12 .12 .12
Slate and local government payments . .19 .19 .17 .15 .15 .14
Business payments .15 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13

I Fca,mu ic Meanurmnivfl Dinith', Buteau 1 Econornie kratynln
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DIVERSIFICATION: AN ICONOCLASTIC NTII.V

(By Monroe Newman, Ph.D

Going back for at least a quarter of a century, Appalachia has
meant at least two things in tho popular press and consciousness
it has meant economic distress and a program too° overcome the
deep seated problems that produce it. However, lilt is more than
that. It has also been a testing ground for ideas abc=vut how alterna-
tive proposed remedies might work in practice. A pirt of all of this
has been a class monitoring of the economy of th Region and of
the counties that comprise it. And this monitorin has led to the
questioning of some of the most deeply held belief about the eco-
nomic performance of regions, A look at the data for Appalachia
makes it clear that satisfactory economic perforrizmance cannot be
assured through diversification Some diversified counties in the
Region have done poorly, some specialized counties have done rela-
tively well.

In the tables that are to follow, the data that rele_te to that asser-
tion are presented. Rather than use the brief tim that has been
allotted foi this presentation exclusively for dissorecting the data
with you, I would prefer to focus first on some lesons that seem
evident to me.

Customarily, we have come to measure satisfactor=y economic per-
formance by growth in real income, growth in por=pulation, growth
in employmentall relative to some standard, usuaiadly the national
rates. However, standards such as these can mislea_d us. For years,
counties in Appalachian New York and Pennsylvm=iia have experi-
enced out-migration rates above the national avrage. Yet data
show that 11 (out of 12) New York counties and 18 (F-Tsout of 52) Penn-
sylvania counties have unemployment levels below -rthe national av-
erage. That's good, you say. And as is true of the national pattern,
incomes in the northern parts of Appalachia tend to be relatively
high. What sense is there to thishigher incomes lower unem-
ployment are not usually in the same set without migration? The
answer, it seems to me, is thatthese areas are achiving a new bal-
ance between their opportunities and their resource=si. They are cap-
italizing on their physical infrastructure, their loctional position,
and on their human resources. I would be the last *to minimize the
personal and social disruption that accompany ou_r-trnigration. But
to view outmigration as necessarily an unfortunate economic char-
acteristic is to misread the implications of the data.

Another commonly sought goal is economic stabittity and the test
for its presence is again usually the national pe.. formance. The
question becomes a comparison of the cyclical stabbdity of the area

Senior Economic Adivisor, Appalachian Regional Commission.
The opinions expressed in this Paper are purely personal and do not rex---nect the personal opin-

ion or institutional viewpoint of any others,

(04)
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with the nation's. In other words, an area is considered to be doingwell when it does no worse than the nation does. Going back to1982 we do really mean that a country is doing well if it "only" has
9.7 percent unemployment? I doubt it. Moreover, the national rate
is a composite of some industries that are increasing employment
while employment is falling in others, Quite clearly, a county could
have the same level of unemployment as the nation but have all its
sectors losing employmentor gaining it. Do we really want mim-
icking the national performance to be used as a standard of judg-ment? Put this way, I am sure that it's clear that you can't talk
about the stability or desirability of economic performance withouttalking about the structure of employment, that is, the industriesrepresented.

Are we back then to talking about the virtues of diversification?I think not, though it may sound that way. Let's visualize two
counties with identical economic structures. They have the same
percentages in agriculture, manufacturing, services, government
employment, etc. We can even go a step further and say that they
have the same per capita incomes. It is still possible for them to be
in very different economic boats. There are two reasons for this
one obvious, one less so.

The obvious reason for their potential differences is that one may
be concentrating on products or services whose markets are disap-
pearing while the other faces markets that are burgeoning. Clearly,
equal diversification does not mean equal potential for the future.But less obviously, there can be another important difference. Dif-
ferent industries encourage different types of services and require
different types of skills. For example, the industries of one area
may ship their goods in their own vehicles, forestalling the develop-ment of contract transportation services. The result is that this
area will be missing a feature that encourages new firms to devel-
op, The other area may have an industrial structure that relies on
contact carriers, an enticement to further development. Or, to takeanother example, one area may have an educational system or pro-vide a range of on-the-job experiences that encourages versatility
and adaptability in its labor force while the reverse is true else-
where. Counties in New England that have high tech industries at-
tract a disproportionate level of legal, professional, and other highvalue added services than those with diversity but whose diversity
is in apparel, textile, wood products, food, etc.

To put it simply, diversification iB not always the key to success-
ful development. But let's look at the obverse. Is specialization a
sure harbinger of future problems? The temptation is to say yes,but that is not true either.

The coal economies of Appalachia, the one-crop counties of the
Midwest, the oil areas of the Southwest, the one-product economiesof Silicon Valley all seem to say that you shouldn't put all your

gs in one basket. Whatever truth there is in that can be found ifthe focus is on the nature of the basket. All across a map of theUnited States that portrays relative economic performance can befound what look like islands of relatively better performance sur-rounded by less well-performing neighbors. A closer look finds thatthese better-performing areas are highly specialized. They tend tobe college towns, the site of major health facilities, government-
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dominated economies, and the like. Those are not bad baskets in
which to place your eggs.

The point to this is not that every town in distress should start a
college. The point is that specialization is not necessarily bad, just
as diversification is not necessarily good.

Having made these generalizations, I'd now like to use some of
the remaining time to review some data about Appalachia that
support them.

Let's turn first to a list of diversified Appalachian counties. This
is a selected list of those that have a predominance of rnanufactur-,
ing across at least five industries with a substantial share of each.
If these counties are large, they are usually SMSAs and therefore
will have high levels of trade and services as well. Looking at their
population experience for the first half of this decade, it is evidenr
that diversification in economic structure and population growth
are not highly correlated. For those same counties, imploymént ex-
perience is also diverse. Not that they have employment growth of
as high as 33 percent and as low as minus 24 percent. Perhaps
other definitions of diversification would lead to other lists of coun-
ties and other measures of change, but overall, the message is
clear. Diversification is not an assurance of favorable economic per-
formance.

If that point needs further emphasis, the next table presents em-
ployment data for the Pittsburgh metropolitan area, surely one
with a highly diversified structure. Note that of the five counties in
the SMSA, one had an employment gain of 20 percent in the last 6
years while another had an employment loss of 34 percent. More-
over, it is obvious that the five counties as a whore lost employ-
ment in a period when the U.S. economy was growing Note also
that all the counties in the SMSA lost population during this
decade. A likely response to these data is that this is a biased basis
for an argument After all, it is common knowledge that Pittsburgh
is reeling from the loss of employment in basic industries. That is
true, but is is also diversified. The example was picked to make the
case. Diversification and relatively good performance are not the
same.

To establish that point further, look at the unemployment rates
among the diversified counties in the Appalachian sample of coun-
ties. For the first half of this year, the average ranges from 4.1 per-
cent to 16.1 percent. And look at their rates of per capita income
growth for the first four years of the decade. They range from a
high of 43.3 percent to a low of 22.6 percent.

Turning attention now to specialized counties, there are many of
those in Appalachia too. Focusing on the coal counties, let's see
how they have done. For the first four years of the decade, they
show a range of per capita income growth from 11.5 percent to 39.0.
percent Their employment change during this decade ranges from
plus 38 percent to minus 39 percent. And not a single one experi-
enced notable population growth while many had important popu-
lation loses.

It seems obvious to me, and I hope it is to you, that reducing the
roblems of economic devleopment to a few simple ideas is not
elpful. Just as diversification is not a cure and specialization a

curse, so too is access or infrastructure or enterprise zones or ven-
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ture capital alone not the answer. The things we do know aboutthe development process confirm the belief that development is acomplex web of the tangible and the intangible. It consists of theinteraction of what are customarily identified as economic factorswith a host of cultural, social, attitudinal forces which distinguishindividuals and areas from each other. The very complexity of theprocess should warn us against attempts to expect rapid resultsfrom the most well-meaning and well-structured programs. Impactsof programs are usually incremental over time and diffused. Oneeasy fix never works. In addition, the range of events that impacton the fortunes of an area are so large that we should not be sur-prised by a statistical or even conceptual inability to isolate theimpact of any set of public actions on the goal-oriented measures ofincome, employment, or population change.
Experience should also warn us of something elsean excessive

concern with the fortunes of an areas. We can become so concernedwith the data for an area that we lose sight of the people of thearea. Though there is some congruity of interest between thepeople of an area and the institutions in an area, they are not syn-onymous. There are numerous examples of this, but perhaps theclearest case is the need for heavy and even burdensome invest-ments in education in areas whose young people are prone to out-migrate. While it is true that superior educational programs andthe students they produce can be powerful forces for assisting thegrowth of area economic activity, that is not the primary reasonfor expecting or desiring quality educational programs. The pri-mary reason is concern for the future of the people of the area re-gardless of where they may choose to live. That concern maydemand sacrifice in an area to achieve benefits that may not be ex-perienced in it.
Less obviously, improving the economic performance of an areais likely to have a greater beneficial impact on some parts of thelocal population than on others. Those with highly immobile cap-italthe banker, the undertaker, the local merchant, for exam-pleare more likely to benefit to a greater extent than are others.We can expect from them a greater devotion and attention to theimprovement of the local area's performance. But we should nottake their interests to be fully congruent with the interests of allwho reside or work or hope to work in it Those with highly immo-bile investments in an area are, for example, not likely to favorgrograms that lead to a new equilibrium of performance at a lowerlevel of activity. But just as I believe this type of adjustment can beread into the data from New York and Pennsylvania that I men-tioned earlier, so I believe that programs for graceful decline maysometimes be warranted though they may not have vocal spokes-persons among those with immobile resources invested in the area.Seeking diversified viewpoints on the appropriate strategy forarea economic development, is, I believe, essential. Seeking &versi-fication of the local economy is, in my view, not essential for itsfuture prosperity.
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TABLE 2
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County 11000

-
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FINDINC LOCAL MARKETS FOR FARM PRODUCTS IN SOUTHEAST
MINNESOTA

By Loni Kemp) 4

Rural Minnesota is suffering from severe economic problems as a
result of the crisis in agriculture. These economic reversals are
forcing communities to take charge of their own survival. Rather
than waiting for rescue, many communities are initiating a wide
range of economic development activities on their own. One of the
themes that arises over and over is diversification, as a way to
avoid over-dependence on a single economic sector that is subject to
fluctuation, such as mining or agriculture. There is also a tremen-
dous amount of interest in diversifying within agriculture itself Di-
versification of crops and creative strategies for marketing agricul-
tural products can help put the profit back into farming That
helps farmers, and that helps rural communities.

The Minnesota Project is a non-profit organization with a goal of
stable, economically Niable communities in tural Minnesota. Com-
munity-based development in rural Minnesota is fostered through
public information and education, technical assistance, and leader-
ship development Nearly eight years of research and experience
have borne out how crucial the health of the farm economy is to
the health of small communities.

When the primary economic activity of our regionfarming---is
threatened by loss of revenues and foreclosures, the entire local
economy is threatened. Our rural communities are being crippled
by loss of jobs, loss of retail sales, loss of tax-base, reduced local
government services, hurting schools, damaged banks, and loss of
spirit.

Even small actions to stem this tide can help. The Minnesota
Project believes that part of the answer to the current agriculture
crisis and the longer-term health of rural Minnesota depends on di-
versification of crops and creative marketing of agriculture prod-
ucts. By reducing heavy dependence on just one or two products,
farmers can reduce risk by deflecting some of the fluctuation in
prices and demand, and improve overall profit.

In order to explore the economic potential for farm diversifica-
tion in southeast Minnesota, the Minnesota Project Itidertook a
study entitled "Agmarket Search for Southeast Minnesota".

A market survey was sponsored by The Minnesota Project, to
find out if area bulk food purchasers, such as restaurants, grocery
stores, schools, and hospitals, are willing to buy any of over 100
food commodities from local growers. A striking 58% say they are
willing to buy from local farmers when the crops are in season.

Director, Southeastern Office, The Minnesota Project.
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In all, 348 bulk food purchasers were contacted. Thirty seven per-
cent (130) responded, representing over $9 million in annual food
purchases. The study area includes the four counties of Fillmore,
Houston, Olinsted, and Winona, plus the city of LaCrosse.

These buyers .are willing to more than double their purchases of
food Products from local farmers. Respondents reported that they
would be willing to purchase an additional 23% of their stock from
local growers, beyond the, 18% they already purchase locally. The
'potential new market for area farmers is worth about $2 million.

Interestingly, about half the identified market is for meats, pri-
marily beef. About a fifth of ,the market is for miscellaneous prod-
ucts, mainly vegetable oil and whole wheat flour. Vegetables, dairy
products, and poultry each represent about 8% of the potential
market, followed by fruits and nuts at 4%. Little Ideal demand was
found for grains.

The survey looked at buy.'er attitudes to see how local merkets
could be expanded. On the plus side, it was found that quality and
price are the most important criteria used in purchasing decisions.
Other criteria which local farmers would fmd much harder to
meetsuch as year-round availability, dependable quantities, and
packagingare not nearly as important to buyers.

On the negative side, the majority of buyers do prefer to deal
with a single supplier, rather than many individual farmers. While
direct marketing can work for some farmers, the survey suggests
an opportunity for local farmers and wholesalers to explore how
thy can work together to meet buyers' needs .

inding a market must be the primary consideration when farm-
ers decide to diversify. This research produced detailed listings of
area buyers, volumes of commodities they buy, and what products
are sought from local growers. We hope the survey will begin the
process of bringing local farmers and buyers together, ultimately
resulting in agreements to produce and buy.

While full-scale conversion from field crops to specialty crops is
not expected, the Minnesota Project does hope that area farmers
will begm growing and marketing products that return greater
profits than corn. Even a small venture into diversification can
provide a valuable supplement to farm income, once the market is
identified. It is important to note that specialty crops are not a
panacea. Obviously, everyone can't switch to the same product, or
that market will disappear. But the point is that diversification can
provide small but significant opportunities to a small but signifi-
cant number of farmers. In general, the experience of the Minneso-
ta Project working with many communities on many development
issues is that there are no big fixes. Healthy, viable rural commu-
nities will result from many small actions. It is the creativity of
the grass rootsboth farmers and rural communitiesthat's going
to revitalize rural Minnesota.

A part of the problem is overdependence on a limited number of
crops. Four commoditiesdairy products, hogs, corn, and soy-
beansrepresent over 85% of Southeast Minnesota farm cash re-
ceipts (Austin Tech. Institute).

At the same time, much of our food is imported, with consumer
dollars flowing out of the local economy. Based on the USDA na-
tional average of $1,200 per capita, the TeopIe of the Survey region
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nt approximately $276-nni t . But over 85% of
the Minnesota's supply of live vege;ables comes from
outside the state. On the ----de, 44% of its food
("A Study of the Food Sy3i4,,,.. in Minnt a , Cornucopia Project,
1984).. Thus, apbroxirnatel spe f,-. in this region on
imported food. A significs.(1L- -ion of fof, could be grown lo-
cally:'

When farmers produce f'-r local ma re are many advan-

Farmers and buyers cfir fit from t1-.1 reduction of transpor-
tation and handling cost

Farmers are' less dependent a i 'trial monetary and trade
policies, and foreign maerkitts.

The' local economy reap,- iiefit f increased dollars genera-
, ed. For every dollar of agrcul 31 product that is kept in the local
area, the multiplier effect Lre: _M-itional benefits, as money cir-

tes through the local ecuilumy This can be a significant boost
t(-3 -a economy. And these dollars mean new jobs.

Retailers, food processors, dna preparers benefit from having
fresher foods for those they serve.

Consumers benefit from tastier, more nutritious, and ultimately
less expensive food.

All indications are that farmers are interested in diversifying. A
1985 Iowa Department of Agriculture study found that 52% of
7,000 farmers surveyed were itherested in diversifying. When asked
what they needed to make some changes, the biggest proportion
(80% of respondents) said they needed marketing outlets. Also
needed were educational information (77%), capital (61%), and
equipment (46%) (1985 Ag DiversificationFarmers' Survey).

This AgMarket Search is a first step toward diversification. The
Minnesota Project decided to look first to the markets close to
home, focusing on the bulk buyers, and looking at the entire array
of commodities which actually can be grown in our climate and
soils even though many are not grown at this time. Farmers need
this market information to begin profitable diversification of their
operations.

The summary report, entitled "AgMarket Search for Southeast
Minnesota", contains a full description of research and recommen-
dations, and is available, for $5.00. The detailed printout of buyers
and commodities costs $15.00. Request copies from The Minnesota
Project Southeast Office, Box 4, Preston, MN 55965.
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THE CREDIT CRISIS AND THE CREDIT UNION ALTERNATIVE

(By Charlie Hopkins)

COULD CREDIT UNIONS FELL THE FINANCIAL GAP IN RURAL AMERICA?

With the recent move of major chain banks pulling out of rural
areas it is felt that a good portion of these lost lending institutions
services could be filled by and or enhanced with the credit union
alternative. Even though there is a great vacuum between those
that have fmancial resources to invest 'and those that do not. There
is still a need for monies to capitalize argri-related businesses.
Those that have capital are, in this day and age, looking for alter-
natives that will pay high returns on their mvestments, but are
sound investments. Credit Unions are insured up to $100,000.00 per
account by National Credit Union Insurance Fund (NCUA), a fed-
eral regulated insurance agency, much like FDIC and FSLIC. The
whole point of starting a credit union is, to in a self-help manner,
get the local dollars reinvested into the community in an effort tc;
help both depositor and borrower to grow vfith the community. The
Credit union, because of its very nature of being a nonprofit
member owned cooperative, fills that gap and hopefully as the
saying goes "they all lived happily ever after."

WHAT IS A CREDIT UNION?

"A Credit Union is a cooperative society, incorporated for the
two-fold purpose of promoting thrift among its members and creat-
ing a source of credit for them at legitimate rates of interest for
provident purposes." (According to Minnesr,ta Statute KS. 5201)..

A Credit Union can be formed by seven people with $5.00 each.
Each member owns one share (usually $5-10.00) and has one vote.
A Board of Directors, Credit Committee, and SuPervisory Commit-
tee are elected from the membership. All members serve on a vol-
unteer basis. A volunteer agrees to serve as a manager and the
space office equipment is donated. These volunteer committee
members duties are normally spelled out as follows:

(A) Board of Directorsthe board sets operating policy,
terest rates and dividend rates.

(B) Credit Committeeis comprised of five members. They
will make decisions on granting loans to their neighbors based
on Character, Provident Purpose, and Networth.

(C) Supermory Committeetheir function is to serve as a
watchdog to oversee :the operation, to ensure that the credit
union principals and operation are sound, and in compliance
with all standards.

Principals of a Credit Union.

Founder, Fulda Credit Union, Fulda, Minnesota.
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(1) Voluntarism;
(2) Self-help;
(3) One memberone vote;
(4) A "Common Bond"An association or geographic area

that has a common need;
(5) Consideration of a persons character as well as net worth.

WHY WOULD A CREDIT UNION WORK IN RURAL MINNESOTA?

Historical application of credit unions
In 1846, Germany was in the midst of the "Great Famine". Rural

residents had lost everything. A new beginning was impossible be-
cause the traditional credit sources was not available. The farmers
ar d towns people were not able to meet the, conventional standards
of "credit worthiness", the only alternative was loan sharks. The
formation of credit societies was introduced into the rural environ-
ment Wealthy patrons from the cities tried to help out by sending
fundn to capitalize the rural credit groups in an effort to offer a
new beginning. The result was a complete failure. The individuals
borrowed the funds, but felt there was no need to repay the
wealthy patrons. In 1848, the credit societies reorganized and this
time, the idea was simple: by pooling our OWN funds and making
loans to neighbors and co-workers, people could achieve a better
standard of living for themselves and the community. Loan approv-
al was decided by a credit committee Comprised of peers. Approval
criteria was based on character and the ability of the borrower to
turn the loan proceeds into a productive enterprise that would be
mutually beneficial. Net worth and collateral were minor aspects
of loan approval as they were net applicable to the situation. Com-
mitment :to repay was present, the fund borrowed belonged to
friends and neighbors. It was a success and by 1864, the idea of
credit unions became widespread in the European farm areas.

The credit union idea spread to Canada in the form of Peoples
Bank and today every Canadian town has a "Peoples Bank". In
1909, the first credit union was organized in the United States.
Growth in ,the U.S. was not rapid until 1929 and the onslaught of
the "Great Depression'. Credit Union numbers grew dramatically
in the 1930's and in 1934, the Federal Credit Union Act was
passedthe regulator wan "Farm Credit Administration". In the
early 1950's, (Post WWII), credit unions experienced another
growth period and doubled in numbers. Again we had a recessed
economy and people returning from war without the conventional
credit history to satisfy conventional credit sources.

In the last ten years only five credit unions have been chartered
in Minnesota. Only one is still a viable insfitution. This lends credi-
bility to the fact that credit unions only begin successfully in a de-
pressed economic environment, when need becomes overpowering
and traditional loan sources are not available.
Fulda, a parallel to the past

As with the other historic periods of economic instability, such as
Germany's economic collapse caused by the great famine, the many
European economic upheavals, American and Canadian depres-
sions and recession, and recently the recession of the 1980's in the
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United States. Fulda and the surrounding communities, found it-
self caught in a economic upheaval paralleled only to, some say,
the "Great Depression" of the.1930's. This economic upheaval has
been devastating'Ao the 'local economy, in the cost of lost farm and
busirieis through bankruptcies and foreclosure& This type of eco-
nomic failure, which is so %side spread, cuts into the very fabric of
all social structures and strata in rural America To _`which, it
leaves only destruction and despair of personal life and the belief
,in a' rural systems ability:to support itself both socially and eco-
nomically.

In order to look at ways to help rural people out of their prob-
lems, one must look at the people you wish to help. Rural people
whether farmer, businessperson, or labor, are a fiercely indePend-
ent lot; and look at help from the outside as something to be
shuned. For they have been brought up on the notion that "a man
worth a plug niclde can make his own way in life no matter what
they throw at you". On top of this, the path to:self reliance should
be done with a minimum ,of help from the .people in your own
circle, and to ask for much help is considered a sign of weeness.
This attitude is cause for considerable stress among rural people.
For at this time, a major portion of the population is in need of
some sort of financial, mental and phyical support

By examining some of ,these ideas, you can see that finding ac-
cepted dolutions to a-way 'out of this economic caous is at best diffi-
cult Far the ideas that come to mind as logical and forthright solu-
tion are not normally accepted. This is especially time if the solu-
tions look at all like a hand out; or if they look as though you are
going to tell these people how they could better run lives and busi-
nesse&

As the Farm crisis ,began to set in, during 1982-83 it became
clear aid Washington' neither understood the problem nor did it
care. To make matters worse the dogma of the last 15 years made
an indelible impression upon all who were involved in the farming
industry. The tpkited notion of becoming bigger in an effort to pro-
ducing more and more farm products finally reached a critical
mass, with seemingly no one to stop it Government, industry, and
lending institution all urged the farmer of grow and become that
cut above the rest, for there was no tomorrow and land was at an
all time price high. Becoming big, bigger, the biggest became, for
some farmers, 'an obsession. To reach this point:of prestige among
fellow farmers became the ultimate 'and businesses and govern-
ment catered to the biggest using them as an example of what
could be accomplished.

Therefore, Government could become in the eyes of the agricul-
tural industries, both' a God sent friendly provider and a Godless
money grubing enemy all in the same breath. The latest election of
local, state and federal positions shows the distrust and displeasure
in what government has or has not done in the past few years to
help out in rural areas.

When the crush of the 'Farm Crisis" finally came, people were
left in a numb state of shock for many months they refused to be-
heve it had come and was here to stay. Even lending Institutions
were not certain that what was happening, could actually happen.
For bankers it was scary, because in the rural areas a sizeable'por-
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tion of their lending portfolios were invested in the agricultural in-
dustries.

The closing of the Fulda State Bank brought the realities of the
"Farm Crisis" into full focus to all in rural and greater America.
For here was a graphic illuatration of how far down the path to
economic destruction we all had gone. The timing of the closing of
the Fulda,State Bank in many ways was the hardest toxin of all to
swallow. For it happened in the end of February, the time of year
when many farmers and businessmen obtain their annual spring
start up and planting loan for the coming season. With the 'closing
of the Fulda State Bank, a lending, panic started among area bank-

, ers, subsequently credit dried-up overni4ht. On top of this, the Fed-
eral DePositors Insurance Co. (FDIC). was working to close down
and recoup its losses on-those loans it was left with after the sell-
ing of the old bank and the subsequent change over to the new
bank owners.

All in all, the year of 1985 was not one the resident of Fulda
would soon forget But it marked a new beginning and a willing-
ness of the towns and country-people to fight to retain their way of
life.

WHO WOULD BE INVOLVED IN THIS CREDIT trrnoN?,

This and many other queitions were put forth by a Small group
of Fulda area residents 'to Debby Ellingwood and Torn Nord of the
Minnesota Association of Credit Union (MACU). Debby Ellingwood,
the major archited of this prdjedt, after Watching Dan Bathers
"Trouble On the Land" news documentary, felt the credit union
philosophy -of selfhelp could he the answer to theie rural oriented
credit problems. Ellhigwood, Executive Directer of MACU, .0ontact-
ed Commissioner of Commerce, Mike Hatch, and eiplahied her
idea about starting a rural credit union pilot project Sighting the
fact that, a need for an alternative credit eysteih was needed now
more than ever for these people. Commissioner Hatch was very re-
ceptive to the idea and put Rochell Bergen his agricultural special-
ist on the assignment.

THE FULDA CONNECTION IS MADE

While this communication was going on between the Department
of Commerce and the MACU, several Fulda residents were also
looking for ways of again Opening credit for the Fulda Area. Ted
Winter and Larry Green had made several trips to Mike Hatches
office in MPLS looking for ways to get the credit situation in Fulda
elevate& Commerce Commissioner Hatch had turned them over to
Rochelle Bergen explaining she was more familiar with Fulda's sit-
uation. Bergen was very familiar with the circumstances surround-
ing Fulda's credit problems, being one of the examiners that
worked on the Fulda State Bank closing and subsequent FDIC
house cleaning. Rochelle expalined the situation with Fulda's cur-
rent lending situation and then made the suggestion of looking into
Debby Ellingwoods proposition concerning a credit union. The con-
nection was made, a meeting was arranged in Fulda with officials
from local government, private business, and farmers. After hear-
ing Ellingwood proposal and asking many question about the

105
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nature and design of a credit union the welcoming committee de-
cided to go for it.

This began a series of meeting that was aimed at talking with
area people interested in the possibilities of starting a credit union.
Informing the public as to what a credit union could do for them
and their community. A Steering Committee was established,
which in turn developed into the basis for the credit unions first
Board of Directors, Credit Committee, and Supervisory Committee.

This prcicess in6orporated, 6 months of very intensive work by, a
highly dedicated group of Fulda area residents, MACU personnel
and members, local -government personnel, the Governor and his
office, Department of Cornmerce, federal and state legislators, and
the National Credit Union Insurance Fund.

The Fulda Area Credit Union is still a fledgling credit union and
has, from its inception, hurdeled many a pit fall and has been
working hard on its way to becoining a complete success.

WHEN WOULD THIS CREDIT UNION BE ABLE TO HELP?

The Fulda Area Credit Union has already beg= the task ofhelp-
ing the rural economy rebound from the "Farm Crisis". To date, it
has a very active lending portfolio, pays a higher interest on depos-
its, offers free checking with no minimum deposit and pays interest
on checking accoutns with over $300.00 in deposits, and many other
innovative lending practices. The credit unions financial structure
is growing right on target in relationship to the projections set up
prior to credit unions opening. By next spring the credit union will
be able to handle agriculture loans, offering for the first time,
usage of an innovative computer software lending package. It is
hoped this software, which couples lending practices, production
models and artificial intelligence, will help steer the lender and
borrower away from the problems recently experienced by other
lending institutions involved in the agriculture industry.
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why
economic
developmen

Economic developmentit tinned.' fancy and
complicated lb some people, the words =ate plc-
tures of polluted communities and tuhan sprawl.
But, when carried out properly, economic develop-
ment cm be straightfonvard and unobtrusive.

This chapter introduces economic development,
luting concepts that mike some to the leaders of
smell communities. It !tarts with a definition and
clx reelein for doing econoWe development. Then

Weltent five useful eCenOMIC deVeloinneni
dons ior small communities. The chapter sets
the stage for future economic development
discussiona.

what's economic
development?

What is ccormmic developmentf Basically, It is
an activity load governmente underide in co-
operation with Mahlon and industry. There rtre
two gods of economile development: to Inatome
load revenues aod to main and/or create Mal, par-
=tient jobs.

What does economic development nsean for your
smell town? Development might mem attracting
e major indusim or promoting real estate invest!
went. Yet, what is far more likely is a kind of
economic development that is especially CAM-
patible with the needs and resources of small com-
munities. Perhaps your version of economic
development will produce a few new or expanded
commercial businesses or a light industry which
employs 15 workers.

You say that economic development isn't need-
ed or wanted In your co=sunity7 Maybe you're
right if the town is raising eufficient revenues and
providing enough johe for Its admire.

But maybe you're wrong. Sometimes town of-
finials reject OCOIMMIC deyelOpMeni too Mildly.
They Mink that the activity is only imitable for large
cities with a professional staff and attractive tax
subsidies to attract limn.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

six sensible reasons
Travelling through the nation'a smell com-

munities, NATST has uncovered six eeneible
reasons why smell towns should be contemed
about economic development Let's review these
reasons and see how they apply to your
community.

The young people am leaving our lawn.
Graduates caul dey to ralAal families hams]
there ere no jobs. W. need more employment
opportunities for our yews people.

Creating permanent load jobs for high school
graduate. is a major Incentive for local develop-
ment. M BOUM 11111, Va. (pop. 4.400). loosIofIlciels
undertook a 10-year business expansion and job
training program precisely for that reason, The
towm joined with the load chamber of conunerce,
nearby community college, local planning end
development commission and two state agencies
to create about 500 jobs during the past decade.

Ln the small farming community of Canova, S.D.
(pop. 150). 26 high echool students placed an
unused ed In emend Midwedern newspapers. The
students offered to work one month free for any
company employing et lead 25 people, If the
business would reloate to their area. One etude nt
explained. 'Wm the future, end we have to save
our hometown.'

The economic recovery hasn't arrived In our
town. Several businesses have doeed or cot
back some of al ere skilled in mandectur-
Ins jobs that no longer exist. We need new
butLeese acthity,

In the late 1060s, the unemployment rate
hovered mound 3 percent. It hasn't fallen below 7
percent since 1980.

Rural unemployment is a puticululy sticky
problem. In the Nodlmast, mral unemployment
rates have surpassed urban rates since 1070. Smell
communides in Illinois, Ohio. Pennsylvania and
especially Michigan continue to experience
jobleseness of eight to 11 percent.

Particularly harmed is the smell town that has
relied upon one or two Induetries especially
mmuleauring for chasm? employment. For
yens. Ely. Nev. (pop. 4,8130) dapt laded ma the cop-
per industry for its primmy support since the
mine, m111 and smelter closed, the total's economy
and population have declined steadily. Ely's
loaders formed a local improvement development
committee to begin to diversify the local economy.

Underemployment is WIG a problem. Trained
workers are accepting menial lobe because their
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skills are no longer demanded by area employers.

* Our commuutty Le p.brteally opladtural.
Hut fmaing elms am no or uthetanklai-
ly utmost the Lows. We wed La vary our local
accetany and offer more (Affirm supleptaut
opporbmities.

According to tha US. Omument of Agriculture.
over SO percent of toisl fum findy bxeme nation-
wide is derived from off.farm mum.. Farm Iamb
ly member]) am seeking employmem DE the farm,
in area hisinesurt. But often the }ohs are not them
or are limited.

Whet rural communities need IA a balanced load
aconomy. Tumors in many areas us dependont
on a diversfflod rural economy Decline in oWfami
employment opportunities Or a Wine tO VOW is
detilmental to wadi fauns.' eixplatis Univenity of
Illinois economist David adenine. So the god Ls
not to classify towns as apicultural or non-
agricultural, but in mete blended economies.

a Our town needs to raise addidosal revittne
but increauna residential propwly laws is Kai
an option. We need au alterwative Wotan' Wis
_seding Use local tax haw

Small communities need wannest° ouppeft ex-
panded local services and facilities. Economic
development is a mows of robing funde usually
without Mains local property taxi.

The town of Comb% Conn. (pop. 7,050). bes a
plan to Increase ite local tax hue thrall& develop.
lima First Selectman David Russell and a team of
private volunteers me working to attract multi-
family housing and businew prospects to Crackly.
Taxes paid by then new commercial and residen-
tial occupants will supplement revenues, without
ovabadening owners of Anglo-tunny homes.

The quelity of Wahl nor coitn10 IN speold.
We want to pruserys it. Aud We on Wiportant
met In encouraging businws growth.

Quality of life to a koyinient for suCcessful
economic development. wd It is &indent in many
small communities. Oxford Towymbip. Xan. (pop.
2.500), is using its country &mato create. it hopes,
a was of rural specialty shops sewing local per:
hle and visiting tourists. Small-erele retail trado
ud tourism would preserve too totem's rural quid.
Sty. while adding to its economic hoW.

no county te dr=uag up some plans for
development be our term Uwe dorsi plw our
own economic future, it may bs plumed for

maybo not to our Liking.
Without a well-thought-out economic develop-

ment anategy. omit MIMI are subject to decisions
made outside. the Ormintuntry. Sumatbnoa, ithe

economic intereirts of the town conflict with Um in-
tercets of the region.

An economic development fantasy ia rate-
ment of wtmt a to be accomplished, how ft la In
be accomplished and whan certain things am to
happen. It need not bo long. A few written pages
us Era. An economic plan for the future could
help save Um towu from &Fluted' summation
deCisions and environmental changes. 0
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incwasing economic
adivi
five options

No angle economic development pawl= can
we a town's stagnating economy.
,filem Polar agrimIturel economist at the

Universly of Wiscomin at Madison. proposes five
options for economic developmenL A comprehen-
sive local development (tangy for your town will
comprise di five approaches.

Imparve the rommrmiWs Ability to ceptnro ea.
lathe Income.

Dollars flow in and out nfm toad economy. A
healtly economy limits the economic out-flows. or
leakafrs from the community Lexgeo result
when ireci residents make rrehaaan at regional
ehoppims mane, emotion awm fsom home, haat
ID outs:if-totem businesses' and real etude or pay
wages to commuting workers. Obviously, no com-
munity can keep ell of tho dilate Oat flow Into the
local economy. But local leaders can work to plug
some of the leakeges.

Dump and assessment tools help officials to
find the holes and develop stratagem for rotating
ihnOrne. Such etrateides may =phaeton dowranwn
revitalization lob sail training specti commthnity
mint, housing development or other development
techniquei .

thyme the afficitmcy of Weals favass help
muoll bmineseee to reviled, meatin,g additional
local jobs.

Research cenducted by the Musachtmetts In-
outute of Technology oted the Brookings Institution
shows that 40-eft percent of fob mynah comes from
the expansion of emelt businesses.

Load hinders often overlook the Mathes/es
already in their communities. Ithavard-thinking
leaders visit with local firms, listen to that con-
come and learn of their plam for the futurc By
knowing where to locate buslnass assataami
specialists md how to encourage bakupomsored
thane, officials cen mike their load nennOndaa
mom COMpaddan and productive.

Encourage the formation of new busineases.
There are more entreproneuriel enefifies in small

communities than you might think. New
businesses are continually needed to meet dung-
log needs. Young firm" can cepture some of the

l I 1
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dollars currently leelthig to other communities and
offer new local fob opportunities.

Nat home-bead businames an particularly
compefible with the small tnwn lendscape. in its
inits study of homegrown enterprises, The Min-
news Pinjict repute that new homiebased firms
tire flountahing In rural areas.

Business formations need three things: capitol
and ffitang), hiker (flexibly. special-

1,71-48) and technology (computer anomalous
am now possible Loosen remote. Fool areas). Coro.
minty maws, inventorim balsam twining sal-
aam thilp from experienced retirees and banc .
sponsored loan pregame can help local leaders to
inspire new business row*.

Affixed beak employes,.
Although buainess recridtment hos waved

more attenfion than it deserved, it is a ashle
development option. Basin employers len goods or
services outside the commmily, which gentle:as
theme to be dispersed among local citizens. Then
this income Is somt on other goods md inrideas
neaanMed Inc*, creating ea mom Income and
employment.

Thdars new iota as coming hum service.
producing industries, not Luge manufacturing
opmetiono Among the now boar employers ira th.
swat* companies, resetrch amd development
laboratolies, wholesale businfiam, tramporation
&ma, business *admit remeafion and tourism,
colleges and universities, hospitals military
establishments and non-local governent offices.

Iowan &modal aid malted torn ember
governments.

ft to the economic advantage of COMMUnitiei
to Madan MOM* lathe money texed away by cam-

, state and federal goverments. There are two
s of financial midi individual neuters mealy-

by dams (soda security, public ushemaceacd
pensiorw) mod coimennitylevel transfer'. guch mm
Lams, loans end contacts

Sanka government grant§ storied to comp
moulds§ for stems, water and NeWar, health pre
pow, education, park' nod recreatirn, and home
ing provide the rismanry infrastructure for
bustheas development. And often, Umbras waiv-
ed from inthvidual trameers are spigot on local
goods and services, contributing to the enmmithi.
y's economic health.

The &rot four strategies am dammed in de
in the following chaptea. One mpect of the _
aramaLommaing conmounitylevel thalami is
cited briefly in the finel guidebook chapter. 0
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community-wide
participalion

Indhldual excellence broods Olympla memthan
zombis. But it Lakin fintonte teamwork to produce
a World Soria vnuor to Addams commuthty-wide
economic development mummies.

Cm the bell Cold or hi the town hall, the goe is
the same: to win through the combinhd Wont of
a diverse uoup of layers.

This chapter Li thot monition for Economic
delopmeItwhy. when mci how tc organize tho
pinyon auoowdully. Efforts ta meats 1041 lobo or
busesse femme& often fail became no armada&
LMn is in place to any out the community's
Agenda. It's lie conathucting a sky-edam without
mums the condole foundation.

Otgentaing may sound caw but It lint It Mks'
time, plonn and Ids of hard work. Tet building
im organization = he it 4 formel local development
corporation cc an Leanne' clithem committeeis
the fink and maybe tiro most ClUdli 130130n:1011
010 take to Wider locel econoW0 development.

leadership through
teamwork

'Mod effective action Ls accomplished by team'
working humid common goals. Tham am captains,
of totew . but tievenateat requires the talents of
more than dolga Individual. says Kettering
Foundation scholar Mho Adam], Ono of the mo.
tor romans fot formig an organization is to
capitate on the unique abilities and power posi.
tiorn of some commuthty loadon.

A nocond mum for munition is to mean a
logitimato foram for IthimartMg impothart com-
munity thrum. largathmtion mambas con work to
retch a consensus an questions lam is economic
growth desl rable? if so, what kind of growth Is
compatible with the community? what fimancial
Lanolin will In pined from now mowth? how 04n
we ensure that the finencthl benefits outwear the
cotter

Succossful orgarattomt produce producta, not
lust &Wantons. Tho third mason for organizing
0 30 raw many people accountable to achieving
somothini real.
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The tint product might be a community
econoralco anion or kcal turygy 0100mmordel
desires or Ishor skills. It really dome matter.
Wham imporbad Is that the gmup warm an agen-
da, makos a commitmont adios midwithin a
short tiros produces on sc`olevemont.

The greeter the number of organization peal&
pods tiro bettor. Of couno, not everyone need" 03
be 4 key momben hopefully, there are tosk form and
subcommittee opportunities

identi4r participants
So citizen participation is impodtut but how

dom one foster it? Celine 40 bodies in a room is
a beginningbut only e *Wring.

There ere at lout fom ways to identify would-
be leaden and build a reputable. &verso otgardm-
lion. Tilt esch method Wthvidually or combLao
them.

loon Stato Ithimrsity sociologists dilemma four
methods. In the baditionsl method. coMhawnity
leadon are !dentine:illy 11ELalall people who hold
forme authority positions in the community. It is
anutned that au& people have 030 powor to nicks
koy decisions and regularly 010 it

Iniluentle positiont ere hold by local elected of.
&lob, appointed offides, smell =Tame and
birgo business leaders, dumber of commerce &rec-
tors, community banker', local tenths agency

utafty eompmy penannel. regional or mote
government doffs. school hoard =mho hnt, religious
leaden. media roprosentativet imd othors. Direc-
tories of officers are helpful in entEng condition's
for m organization.

A socond, ma less Mime. way to solicit citizen
puncipation Is to consider poople who are wall
respected in the commty, but who may not hold
positiom of authority. In this method, tbe social
intorconnections mitten

Ofton. Miluentiel %Mere work behind tho scenes
to olioct community dm:Islam To Mont* this
hod of loader, ask pmple holding fonuol positions
aimed above) to elfin thoir fugue:loot. Ws not tin.
portant that the taosition holders /mow thoir can-
didates personally.

A third way to build citizen organizations is to
invite the key participants in previous community
decisions to Min. Important community decisions
were made when tho health clinic was ohnblith-
ed. a new Industry moved in. a (Khool board
referendum or bond bon was pissed, a manumit.
ty Mum opened and so on. By undying those dff
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ferent decisionn, influeng l.puthup. untapped
people resumers Can be gathered We the process.

Soliciting mullothation from local voluntary
anociatione is the friugh way to organize citizens.
The aseumptl on is that power to affect community
deadens Is gained t4ough panicipetion and
holding offices in Weal easociationa.
Surely, nrkey economic development athievements
grew out of the town's Lions Club.

A Het of male voluntary amociatlona is almost
endless. There are numerourt assocntiene falling
under the broad headings of health, ecurromicx/
bualness, politico. religion. education, ger-
ViCetreatration, sectrIlete and ft-eternal/patriotic.

Econo Inlet John Pentagons ['aye that seleMing
grOups of people to be Involved in an organization
Is not enough. It in equally important to considet
the qualities of indlvidua4.

According to Fernstrom, the moat helpful
orgairizanon members me individuals whm me per.
orally Intereated lo economic deirelOpMent; are
Or Will Ise affected by development aunt-titles; have
knowledge about the problem; will communicate
with others in the COMMUnity during their time of
service; are committed to nerving on the organize.
tion; are willing to change, lichens@ Ii necessary;
have a posInve ettitude and enthumemn; and ale
able to work well with others.

forgetting anyone?
Emmons community unmans helve been

achieved &rough the leaderehip of women, youth
and mignon. When building an economic dove 93-
mont organization, don't forget these groups

Rock County, Wile., axtension Saralee &mit
Alfred Finger eau that woman are edynaro Ic force
In settIng community goals achieve& 'Women
speak out and form lect4 pressure groups. Twenty
women might merth intra a city council meeting
to plead for brprosernents to the small downtown
area, Finger explains.

Young people ere a second bountiful sOurce of
community improvement energy. phil Scharr*.
regional planner at the Montage@ Valley Antilop
ity rptrAh belleves solindly in youth leadership for
economic development. Tlecause young people an
deeply concerned about local lobe. they am par-
ticularly motivated to work to etthance the com-
monttle economy.' says Scharr&

The TVA planner recommends involving
students early in the process. 'Young people can
wove on survey planning committen, Write COM-

petitive antigen describing Ways to create eddltional
employment attn much more.'

University of Wiszonsin rual sociologist Cents
Summers is enthusl antic ebout the (along of retired
people. 'Retirees aro often overlooked when feral,
fog COMMUnity organizations, Ye they offer a
multitude of skills, mmerience, connections as well
as income.'

Scott Crerleff, director of the National Mein Street
Center, offers a aecond reason for involving retired
engross. 'Elderly venire don't want their taxes
raised. Often they oppont bond issues for economic
development. Yet if they are involved from the
start, there Is less of en _incentive on their part to
oppose development.slated expenditures.'

should the orgamz' sten be
informal or forma?

Organizations vary fromendounly. The state-
chartered local development corporation may
sound nothing like the Lion* Club's economic
development committee. Yet the two organUanone'
priorities and activities could run parallel. Often,
organtratiOna for ecollOrair development begin an
informal groups and later Lrow, U needed, to
beanie formal structures.

Forms' organizations are sometimes preferred
hormone they lend mom authority and credibility
to the development agenda. Also, formal corpora.
emu rmd commissions often have the legal stand.
ill required to conduct certain activition that are
beyond the :mope of local government and value-
fair alsoCiationa.

loca or region
Economic development organizations aimed at

business atUnCtion May target their activities
locally or regionally.

Constructing a local organization is often the
easiest. but regional epprOnches have at least two
advantagea over local Strategi ea. many small com-
munities lack the money and expertise needed to
direct their own development programs. And
business owners select locations primarily on the
banner regional chmacteriatics, not local attributes.
Yet. If the organizationo goal is to help existing
small businesses to remain and expand, a local
strategy should work well.
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select a struzture
There ere numerous structural notions to can.

shier when buildinn en economic development
organization. NATaT has uncovered five organizes
lion types: of course the list Is not limited to five.
Refleot upon a town's needs a id resources before
selecting a structure for oh emir ornic developmedt
organization

Nen-ProBt Local Development Corporations
apd Economic Development ConsoratIons

(FDCa). Concerned citizens form Lhose private, tax-
exempt development organizations, and charter
them under suite awe:union laws, Nem-profit
LDCs and EDCA-- they sometimes go by other
namesare eligible for certain federal, sMte Of
private grants and loans.

forvftefit Local Development Corporatione end
Economic Development Corporates* Concerned
citizens also form them private. but not tex-exempt
development organizations. and charter thern
under Mate corporation laws. FOPetefif LOC! and
MCAalso called by other Oliffleoefe ablo to mine
capital quickly by selling sham of stock to ins
wrested Investors,

Local Government.Appointed Committeel.
Thrum are, usually. informal economic develop.
ment committeee appointed by the townl elected
leaders and restricted to the activities permitted of
local governments. Such conimitteeS Lire easy to
form, but sometimes difficult to sustain. Elected of.
ficiels rnust provide committees with dem direc-
tions end timetables. If the organizations are to
succeed,

Subcommittees of the local Chamber of Conn
merce, Committees ere often developed under the
leadership of the chamber Mordants At:so-Mateo (a
Washington consulting firm which etudied
chamber attivity for severa) years) !opens that
chambers are Increasingly Involved In active
business recruitment and expansion activities.
These committees work best when loud govern-
ment Is a solid pelicipant.

Special Committee* of Voluntary Associations.
:Milo groups such no the Lions Club, Relafy Club,
ele., talfeellales spearhead special grotms. In lud.
N.D. (pop. lie), the Lions Club was the key in .
tumor of local development activitlee, Later, the lu d
Area Bettennent Corporation, a for:sprain local
(400013mnd corporation, was formed to sponsor
the town's investment projects. Them committing
ate especially useful in eluting the ball rolling In
small communities.
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nexl step: get educated
The economic development organUatton is form-

ed end anxious to move forwent. Now, which way
Is forward?

Unless elected officials am trained in economic
development, the answer may not anise spon.
teneously. No problem: get en economic develop.
mem education.

Luckily, enormous numbers of bloollrelte eta
aVellable to help design a community's economic
development activity. Mon training opportunities
are practical and highly motivating, Receiving
guidance along with other local-government of-
Eclair: le far mom inspiring then digging through
development textbooks.

Economic development naining sessions me
regularly conducted by the state's development
agency. department of community affairs,
cooperative extension officae end town or city
government essocietions. The American Develop.
went Council, based In Schiller Park, III, runs er-
creditation programs In eeveral Winn, usually in
cooperation with the extension Bernice.

Martha Greenweld, director of The minnesota
Project, ft nonprofit. community development
organization, euggeste Lhat, after gaining Borne
background. officials Invite all likely economic
development tOSOUlta providers toe town meeting
and let each one give a pitch. 'The smorgasbord
approach worked well in Babbitt, Minn, (pop.
2,400),' says Greenwald. 'The city Is now using e
host of resources to help trade email businesses,
tourism and industrial promotion.'

Another educational strategy is to put ilve local
leaden Into a station wagon and haul them to a
neighboring community where economic develop-
ment has produced results. There's a Brent deal to
be teamed thrones examples. Neighboring officials
are all too pleased to show off their successes and
explain how new jobs and reveouee were created.

Don't forget the nearby county cooperadve exten-
sion resource agentn their skills well exceed corps
meal production. Many specielists can offer
guidance on economic development planning,
community surveys, trade analyses and industrial
attraction snategles. And, resource agents are
knowledgeable about resources end private
connitants.C1
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two small towns
produce results

if you think of local development corporations
[Won as big ity-type economic development
molt think again. Md read what's gars on In two
small. moil towns of North Dakota.

jud's experience
in the summer of 1880. citizens of hid com-

plimented themselves on a sucoessful nth cfilebra.
don a the town's founding md turned their atten-
tion to the next project.

Some folks sensed local dissatisfaction with the
amount aid the kind of items available for purphicse
In tos.m. AA the small community of bode, local
businesses showed signs of deteriomtion. jud
households seemed to be spending more and more
of their dollars in cities 28 to 30 miles away. Timm
was a fast that jud might become an isolated ghost
town.

To find nut If such concerns were justified. Inca)
leadem and civic orgaWsations surveyed corommi-

ty attitudes, with help from the North Dakota
Cooperative Extension SeMce. Survey results.
compiled In the fall of 1880. highlighted specific
gaps. The 88 percent of residents responding to the
survey said that jud needed a larger grocery store,
a beauty shop and a local bank.

Hearing these findings. the led Lions CIO= sWp-
pad up Its involvement Club leaders Invited
Cooperative Extension staff to conduct three com-
munity developmeot seminars, mapping out a con .
ante plan fo: rebuilding Inds business Sector.

At the final sentinel. the 60 jud participants
voted unanimously to create a new vehicle for rein-
ing local capital: An LOC MAKI Ahe jud Area Bot.
torment corporation.

A mini mall became the first poled of the cor-
oration. Foul development wants mounted a
ending campaign by golfing 180 shares at $200 a

piece. thus borrowing $32.000 from jud-orea in-
easter!. Supplemented by donations and profits
from local fund-raisers end property sales, (he coo
poration raised ever 582.000 to finance its mini
mall.

Thday, jud boasts a well-stocked grocery store.
a now Weuty shop. BA imbrued cafe (gaffed by
local volunteers) and the community's first branch
of the Contra! Dakota Bank, all In the new mini.
mail building. Community Waders say that the ac-
tivity spirited by the LDC has rauvenated local in.
vestment and has created at least six new lobs.
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Wimbledon's story
A rough shot In the arm forced the small corn .

munity of Wimbledon. N.D.. to rethink its
aCOnOolic future. In rho winter or 1070, a heavy
snowstorm Mused u We Street journal repot-ter to
bo *topped In his tracks In rural North Dakota, lb
pass the lime, tho reporter photographed
Wimbiodon's snow.covered, deserted downtown
and wroto a story about this Inactive. Isolated city.

When the story hit the newsstands, the
townspeople were outraged. According to com.
munIty Ioador Mike Schlecht, Wimbledon citizens
decided Lhon that it wai time to stick their necks
out If thoy wanted the town to be around for
another 20 years and boyorid.

Like lud, Wimbledon started by conducting a
community attitudes survey end utilized on LOC
which had been cremod eeveral years culler: tho
Wimbledon Community Improvement Corpora.
Um Since 106O. th o Lhun holped builds small,
nirt-finstmed housing complex, reconstruct a
grain elevator which was damagod by fin, retain
a needed lumbelyard In Wimbladon's downtown .
open e satellite health clinic, and mOra. With ita
nonpsofit stetus, the commotion roceivos dona-
tions. benefits from fundwaisers and has on duos-
paying members.

14

lessons for aM
Don't expoct miraclaa overnight.. It takes Ulna,

cereful planning and some tisk.takIng to stimulate
local eConitmic activity.
* Don't ercpect that outside itnanclol assistanco will
be readily evailablo to launch a project. Some LIICs
have been successful In getting snifter funds from
such goatees as the °mall chime community
Development Block Gmnt program, But, les usually
bettor ta count on local suppoft los mmitoltsina,

Sob, LDCs fail miserably. rneny Woos bocauso
a community collocti a pot of dollars and then
waverg over What to do with Ito fund. It Is impor .
tont that LL3Co ho formed for o particular purposo
and he committed to achisMng certain resulte.

Don't underestimate the communitys bility to
how tme altruism in JIM, ion abfireholdore helm
invested 312,000 In sho LDC, without rho promire
of personal financial gains or tWr write-offs. To
these citizens. such contributions am a sitortInahlle
Ioaaarroont In a hopeful, produalvo futurm
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collecting
mid assessing
community data
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gathering
information

ffn the nation's economy this month, Industrial
production rose 0.6 percent. the GNP remained
steady and consumer prices lumped 0.2 percent.
The local economic picture is um. um...."

Often tha nation's heat economic statistics tell
local leaders little about their communities'
economic healththe potential for creating new
jobs and generating additional revenues. To pro-
duce road maps to guide the community's better-
ment goals, Information about the local economy
must be extracted front available deta or gathered
firsthand and evaluated. Sound overwhelming? It
doesnl need to be.

This chapter deacribes how information that a
community aseembles through a basic economic
evauation Can Steer Its Beano elle-development ac-
tivities. It also offers specific guidance for design-
ing evaluation toolscommunity development
checklist,. resource inventories and citizen
surveys.

the right questions
Questions abound when tocat econorntc-

development organizations get *Moue about bring-
ing new jobs to town. Community leaders wonder
about such things ea: what parts of the local
economy are growing Or decliningagriculture.
numufacturing, atc.; what services ere citizens pur-
chaaing 30 miles sway, and which might he offered
in town' how many people are unemployed. wid
what Brothels akille; what me the community's op-
tions for improving tts economic health, and whicli
option should be pursued first?

Through various checklists and Citizen surveys,
community economic evaluation =mem these
questions and focuser' the town's economic
development agenda. An evaluation gives local
leaders im opportunity th place the community
under a microscope end see how It functions. In
terms of Its economic base.

Of (nurse. evaluating a community's economic
condition does not manufacture Immediate solu-
tions. It generates the Information required to mato
important decisions. For this reason, local elected
f&ials havoc unique. essontial role to play in

transforming data into community decisiona. They

le
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should be involved eady, to learn how to interpret
the information. Idordify the town'e strengthe and
weaknesses, end constrUct an achievable
*ConoMICAMalopment workplan. 'Only elected of-
finials can use the informatiOn to initiate needed
zoning chanee seek public or private grants end
loans, exercise the loeal government's financing
powers and more.

information guides action
Data allernbled on the local economy should be

used. precticrily, In order to move Ma town beyond
the subjective wishful.thinking stage of ecenomic.
development planning. Often small town
expension afforte are batted more on hopeful
thoughts "we need a shoe storeand commun-
ity pride"this la a good place to raise a family--
than on en objective assesement of a particular
business' profit potential In the community. Hy
Obfierving the community's economic mechanics,
Incal leaders can gain a more objective view.

Consenaus for the communitys economic
development etretegies can be built, most
realistically, through well-planned citizen surveys
and other public forums. Most residents feel that
they're making an active cuntribution to the town's
economic future when their views tun solicited and
aired. In time joipproducing activities am being
iponsored not by a trio of Lions Club volunteero .
but by the town al a whole.

three goals
Reduce read leakage. Sites where dollars leak

out of the local economy can ba isolated, and later
plugged. annual, local aufveya of consumer buy-
ing habits. Retail leakage occurs when a small
town's limited merchandise selection encouteges
local residents to shop elsewhere for basic goods
and seniors. As rest dente bevel out oftown to pur-
chase an item that is not available locally they tend
to buy other gooda that they otherwise would have
bought at home. The moult is a blow to all local
bustnesses.

With few leaks, dollars can circulate in the conr .
munity. maintaining and generating jobs and
revenues. Thirkk of the local economy as a house.
With money and goods like air, circulating in and
out through doors and windows. It Is expected that
a Certain amount of dollars or err. Will leah out
But. If too many dollars pour out, through drafty



retail gaps, tha economic activity flowing in will
have little effect. It's like heating a home with the
windows opent Yet, if somo of tho leaks are
pluggedby ogpanding Om town's basic marchan.
din' selectionmore local dollars will remain in
tho locel economy to circulate continuously.

locol loader.] can use the community oconornic
evalustIon to construct an effecilve campaign to
reduce retail letvkage. Thu result might be 4 new
medical clinic, hardwara store. community bank
or on enlarged pocary store, any of which could
be supportod by tho local economy.

GWda and moult bminees, Observations about
tha communitya economy can be useful guldoposta
for @slating hueinesu Citizen demand for a aervico
that Is Only available 30 miles from town might
ho lp Justify A beak 10&11 to axpand a load business .

burvoys of citrons' atOtudes toward business of-
ferings could pivot existing firms tho confi doom to
altar or diversify their products, As local businesses
hecomo more competifive, they am more viable and
obi@ to amounts new job opportunities.

Business recntitment activities rely heavily on
a good underatandWg of the town's economic and
physical resources. A community Invontom will
help evaluato Um town's rosources against tho
danAnds of potential nawcomers.

Witt business atimMion camptdons fail because
the plane mchltecto worn unrealistic. Maybo the
commuoity wanted only light, clerm Industry. Yet
it didn't have the required lahot, inumportation ot
capital to =kr] a deal protteble for the firm.

Improve deriliononaking. A roalistic picture of
the community's mummies can be a tremendous
asset to local elected officials. Pluming for a host
of public decisions will he improved through o
clearer undemtanding of Lbe local economy.

Noarly all public and prIVate grant md loan pm.
warm require oceUrde doeUteKeltstierl of nom.
triunity chuncteristica like population, overarm
Partonai income nd labor form participation.
Some compotitions ask for listings of avallablo In
duotrial slice, skills of unemployed or
rndemroployad workers and evidence of citizen
support for business devolopment activities, This
information must ho exnactod from availablo data
sources ormore oftengathered firsthand, ID

17

where to begin
and how to condone

Don't mart by constructing a mad that's already
been pavod. At least pan of the community's In.
formation pronto will ho avollible from local, state
or nationsl loyal data amoral. Plod out whom and
what information exists bofore launching local
Surveys.

public intemation
Most cooporative axtermion offices, county plan-

'ling department!, regional plansang and develop-
ment district], public libraries, state department'
and othor agencies haveor con obtain usoful
publications from the U.S. Bureau of tho Comes.
The cansus smtplea households In the nation and
offors a dotallod summary of the dam by the
community.

BUSIMOSS plefillere may he intorestod in throe con-
sus population Immo: totA population. nurnber of
houmeholds and average family Aro. Census
estimates of personal income mai project the poten-
tial purchasing power of people wlthin the com-
munity's trado tho geogrephic area from
which the community draws the majority of Its
retell trade custoteets.

Labor form Mutinies am powerful Indicators for
any oconomimdevelopment activity. Tho consus
and the U.S. Bureau of Labor Stan/Ohm psovide two
Indicators of the availability of labor within the
community: dm unemployment rate and the female
labor forco partDipation rata. If the town's
onomployment rate Is considerably hiihtirthm the
county and state morgues, tho community has a
better chance to qualify for Mote and federal
economic-devolopment assistanco.

when mdsting data
isn't helpfid

Unfortunately. Information compilod by ready
sources doesn't always fit the bill, for a variety of
masono. Often community-level data ii not
available for mall farisdictions. And thane may he
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so much data in the original 0001te Oka inlineting
foam it would take too much time.

Simibmly. the Infomisfion may be too old to usa.
The census la only coniucted ovary 10 yams, with
somaziodic updates.

T cal problems may inhibit a community
from using publishad data. SIMI@ information
systems redone computers or other Wiliam to pro-
coaa the daddies. ffowort might circumvent this
problem by using tha facilities of a naarby univer-
sity, school system. county or similar offlco. to for.
mat (he information.)

For all of these reasona. communities are wise
to initiate thair own data collection systems. Does
thbr aleikil that the local elected offici4 travels door-
to-cor. gatharing figures for weeks on end? No.
Dots collection can be ahead among the members
of a broadly.based organization (sea Chapter 2) uul
any timber of local, regional or Mato agencies can

lechnkal support.
Of come. not all communities will have the

stardna td direct gamy one of theft averCigij§.
. The rule of thumb ls do what tbe community

can do. 0

I a

smveys,
catAogs,
inventmies

Town meetings rarely tell local loading enough
about chicane attitudes toward business develop-
ment. Thom vocal rosidents might Miriam that the
community maids a medical clinic. But do the
townspeoplo in senora! amee?

Survaymg attitudas toward iodating and
prospective busineases can answer this question.
Maplewood and executed surveys draw the corn.
murdty, as a whole, into economiadevolopment
activitlea They are ml opportunity to roach beyond
the lindsiore voluntaora of load orgadvations and
tap the quiet pommies views.

Suneys might ask maidents to rote tha general
appearanco oitha community's small downtown,
the adaquany of shopper parking and the availtbili.
ty of particular retail itemsClothing, medicina .
ban:Wm% groceries. etc. How well local retail
prices camprnn with mbar communitlaa In the rues
can be evaluated. Citizens can offar their Maws on
the availability of financIM sandals, the condition
of the streets, tha quality of rocreallon factlitios and
programs, and more.

infonnation compiled hoot nirvey will deter.
mine priorities for the community'a economic-
development efforta.

catalog local labor skills
nualnessea considering rolocation or expansion

will want to know filo skill levals of the local labor
market. Often, this information ts not availabla in
full from the state depudinant of amploymant. A
survay of local labor skills can fill the iforritation
gap.

The indthitrial development board of Motor, Mo.
(pop, 2,030). recently conducted a confidential
gamey of area labor skills. The smessmont WIS pan
of a 10-you effort to bring IIMY Mbs to Slater. The
questionnaire asked all residents over the ago of in
to complete the survey.

Clasen surveys might ask about the individual's
present work status, educational level, technical
training, and type and local of lob skills. Potanual
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workers could Indicate the lowest pay they would
accept and whether they are willing to undertake
specialized training for a new job.

In publicizing the survey to residents stress that
the questionnaires me not applications for employ.
merit. Otherw Lem unemployed rmd underemployed
citizens may be sorely disappointed .

invontoty facilities
Does the community have ready Industrial sites,

recreation facilities. and an adequate water and
sewet ayftemr &mimeses thimking of moving to or
expanding in a town will want to know. Hy Mom-
toryIng the town's reaeurces and facilities, a com-
munity profile or an attractive brochure can be
developed. systematically fisting the tewn's assets.

Many county planning commisslona and state
&moments of community/economic development
have emoted standard community profile forms for
town leaders to complete. Often. the Information
is computerized and easily reviewed by business
prospectu .

codified communities
Specific guidance In gathering and promoting

community data la avaiiabla from state-aponsored
certified cities Of community preparedness pro.
gram'. About 17 states have established these pro-
grama to promote statewide development and to
ready the towns leaders for negotiations with
businesn prospects in hada for coming the com-
munity through a series of development
preparatory stem the data diapatches likely
business candidates to town.

For example, to receive the Minnesota Star Cities
daalanation. a community must; form a loud
development corporation: Inventory and assemble
local data in & comprehensive commtinity profile:
develop a five-yero,pbm for economic development
and complete a one year work program; create a
video presentation to market the oammunity to pro-
am:salve businesses: collect local labor statistics;
construct a flee year capital improvement plan:
prepue u community fact book: direct an armual
visitation survey; and entertaln a complicated.
mock Industrial Inquiry.
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improve and expand
e "sting business

Realistic mcniage4mikers set LheU sights on
hometown eweethearte not on the world's Mmilyn
Merinos and Cluk Cables.

The realism that creates nuptials also pays off In
"secreting local lobe. Economists mport that a Imp
majority of a town's new employment comes frorn
the growth generated within local fume, not from
the relocation of new businesses. Rule one for plok-
Ing up buelneesee: oozy up to those hometown op-
portunities before costing a glonce at big-city
Industry.

'fieckymd development' Is the business reten-
Bon/expansion term coined by Dr. Larry ladehur.
economic development oxpert and principsd of
Asian Associates, a research and technical
assistance olganization. According to Ledehur,
communiff es can generate jobs In their own
bac-IL-Yards by fostering entremoneuffel activity and
encootaging existing fIrme to invest in new capital
equipment. ThU chapter proposes why and how
small towns can identify mid cultivate develop-
ment opportunities In their omn backyards.

myth of business relocation
Surely. many locol leaders would like nothing

better than to Wu) credit for the succeseful Mom-
Bon of a business. Best yet tho new floe should
hire ism unemployed worker& uso little water,
need minimal sewer service, emit no noxious
fumes and remoin In the community forever,

But these wish-list Industries axe few cnd far be-
tween. Small Business Administration (SBA)
Senior Economist Bruce Phillips reports that there
is little in- and out-migration of businesses.
especiolly the small firm,. 'Most hueinessownere
are tied to their towns and often will not move,
unless they are offered an exceptionally attractive
oPpoOnnity. According lo Phillips, the bigger
threat to communitial Is business closure.

Through Its !much, soA has learned that com .
ponies do not relocate without a good session. Woo
migrations are due to Minders In ownership or
mergers.° says Phillips linfoounately, communi-
ty leaders are rarely able to influence these factors.
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There is another reason why busineeses do not
move willy-nilly. Most suppliers of business finan-
cing offer firma few Incentives to relocate within
their home state's boundoles or to resettle Inn new
region without exhanding their labor force. Often,
a requirement for receiving a loan is the net pro-
duction of new jobs .

nurturhig small firms
Thme arguments have persuaded numerous

small towns to invest their limited economic-
develop ment reSourCes In encouraging businessee
to start-up. remain, and expand at home. The SBA
says almost three-fourihs of the nallref s businesses
ere very smell firms-40mo theo 20 employees.
Wise community leaden have taken note of this
fact and incemorated smdl-business development
Into their overall economic development scheme .

business visitation
Sensing the risk and expense of exclusive In-

dustrial attraction campaigns many smell com-
munitles am adopting a balanced approath to job
madam Smolt husineedindustrial visitation pre0
Mina offer IMMO an oppornmity to maintain and
expand the local economic hase, without taldng blg
Chances.

In 8 husinese visitation program, local-
goverorhent leaders visit small cod large businessee
In the area io collect up-to-date, confidential data
on their needs, problem& concerns and plane. This
information is then exhanded into a comprehen-
sive strategy for retaining and expanding locol jobs
and revenue opposhmAtles.Owffig the proem& the
local government conSiders hOw to mute an an-
Moment that encourages home-grown fisme to
prOsper and expand.

more than public relatiow
The primary aim of business visitation programs

ts to improve the efficiency of existing enterpriSee.
'The mom efficient locol firm am, the mote com-
petitive they can he In the refacing State and na-
Ronal moksm,' explana Ohio State university Ex-
Mallon Economist George Morse. 'Wed the MOM
net Income businesses will return to the local
economy.'
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la a recent survey of 33 active bushing vigia .
liati efforts In Ohio, Me state's extemion service
learned about additional goad and accomplish-
mend of community programa Small and large
tows alike _said that cleitation program is pm.
ticularly effective in showassing tint communitys
pre-bustnese Matilde. Also, satisfied local firms can
ba the tovm's best adverdsement In attracting now
business.

Identifying and resolving problems requiring
10=1-government action was the second mast Im-
portant objective. local leaders reported hat
regulu butane= visestione permit them to help 1174-
isting firms locate sites or buildings for expansion.
remedy zoning conflicts, alter traffic pattems. ar.
range for Improved safety services, acquire public
funds for business development and more,

Useful as well le the visitation program's ability
to offer insights Into he obstacles iimt local firms
are likely to face during the next five yams.
Technologiod Innovations, foreign competition
and Gomm= taste changes ere manurial throats felt
by many hometown busivesses. ',Whether there la
an *tempt to =ye a plant through an employee
stock option plan of a dectelon to find a new
business to replace the old one, leaders need time
to prepare au effective reaction,' d3Mmente visite.
tion expert Morse.

A fourth priority of 011101 community program!
Is to alert local firms about fineecing and technical
assistance avdlible from variety of stab e. federal
and private sources. 'Roughly haif of the local suc-
cess studs are the result of visitation programs
linking small firms to useful mete or federal
grams,' reports Morse,

organiidng for visitadon
The first Map Is to recruit volunteers for the

heftiness visitation team. Ohio Extenstan Agent
Sam Crawlord sheens that dun memllers should
be the lown's 'movers ad shams.' who show en.
tharam, Mien& mid commomeni Likely to=
participants are respected businessowners and
Mu Agars (active Of railed), elected =fickle, com.
munity ben,,ers, chamber of commerce leaders,
vocedonel education specialists, wend extension
agents, regional plenffing agency guff members,
area universitykollege facul=, school board
members, and private Industry council members.

Madly, the program &mild establish at least
three teams of two members each. The Ohio visite.
don teams found that acceptance of the program
by lout firms is Improved by peiring public WC-
tm representative with a local business leader.
Also, visits me MOM likely to stimulate follow-up

assistance and to reap tangible results If at least a
feW team members are petal staff (e.g., of extension,
regional planning, etc.).

Teams fire often organded and apormored by the
town or county chamber of commerce. But soma
teams are creatures of the locel government or of
a non-prof% community Improvement commotion.

getting a business
education

Occulting street-wise about elate and hiders'
business aasistmice programa Is the wand team ac.
Witty. 'Visitation memhers should know enough
about avellable resources to feel comfortable in
distributing fact sheets and encouraging the firm's
owner to explore the prayrams, says George
Morse. 'But calends= cum= become prop= ex.
parts Ws perfectly acceptable to say to the firm's
owner, Tm not certain how to answer you ques .
tjon, but ru be eme that our visitation coordinator
gets back to you ASAP.'

flow do team Members get so mut? Visitation
experts recommend due loud coordinators =guts,
ly Invite representatives of key date cad federal
agendas to conduct a show4md-tell and dIstribute
program fact sheets.

se1eflng, visiling firms
'When scheduling visits, don't Ignore the

moiled firme warn' Ohio Emension Agent
Crawford. 'Frequently. tuna locally owned
businesses are the ones mosein need of assistance
and the (ones that have the) &mated potential for
future growth.' Crawford ado recommends giving
priority to those firma which sell their products OT
serVicea outeide the community, bringing income
back Into the local economy.

Eviintuay the prudent should reach all local
businesses, scheduling visits with one or two firms
per month per team, But CM Mini be taken In
assigning clads to team volunteers. 'Tio member
should Interview a business competitor, pollees]
rival or even a key client,' caudoos Cameron!.

reviewing W.dustry trends
WI:rich of the community's industries are likely

to exprmd their employment during the nexl five
meg Which businesses ma likely to reduce
employment or clued? What mukedng develop.
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menu. populefion changes and technological
Mnovations are meeting now opportunitiesor
applying new pressuresto local flung Them
questions can be answned, in part, by reviewing
the U.S. MfluttriW Outlook, en annual gidde to cin-
rent end future industry trends.

By describing bonds In msny business #130.011.
the MS. Industrial Outlook helps team members
to understend the business they me visiting. Such
a mounding is a key to structuring s productive in-
WitleW. Ai MOM exTdains, 'Asking the right wow
tiom is essential to getting the right answers.'

The 11100 U.S. Industrial Outlook IN available by
sending $2! check or money order to the Super-
intendent of Documents, U.S. Government Print-
ing Office, Washington. DC 20402. Indicate stock
number 003-008410107-1.

lips on business visits
The team arrives, following a brief letter of in.

troduction, and at a time selected by the
husinessownertme.nager. In a low-key fashion. the
team shoWd Mcomplish four reeds &ring this first
visit: (1) teem al Muth MI possible about the pow
ducts or services of the firm; (2) listen for clues
about the business' short- and long.tarms plum (3)
stress that the team's itarlden conildential: end
(4) avoid meing any commitments that cannot be
fulfilled.

Ohlo, a three-page questionnaire is used to
guide the dialogue. 'But the interviewers should
not IU in the information during the appointment.'
stresses Ckewfurd. 'Mat wmAd Inhibit an Informal.
relaxed meeting.'

As soon m the interview is over, perhaps In the
car, the team members should complete the
questiomalm. Then an infomnd omen can be
compiled, noting the Mterviewers' person4 deer-
vatiom and deicribing any problems identified
during the discussion.

The team hes en obligation to cosy any unresolv-
ed corium to potential problem4olvers quickly.
'No matter what's involved Ln correcting the pro
lam, keep the firm informed of your work on its
behalf.' recnmmenthi Crawford.

If visits are conducted regulorly et least once
per yearrespect for the buennis retention raid ex-
pamion program builds. Amd the community
which once was shocked by a plant closing or
oblivious to a small business expansion passibili-
ty, gains essential irtsight into im economic
future. ID
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create new lirms
within the towla

Entrepreneurial may be the urban buzzword of
the Mans, hut the concept behind the term is rooted
in anal Anierielill traditions.

Competent, canative runsl people have develzed
end suitained small firms for decodes Even t_ ay.
sms11 businesses me the lifeblood of msny rural
towns. In certain regions, smdl Maims Is the only
business in tom. According to the Maine State
Planning Office, firms with fewer then 10
employeeS account for 02 percent of the businesses
in that overwhelmingly rural state.

the struggle
betbre success

The typical smell busicess struggles long and
hind before it mosses the IlliCCOss line. MiLny flints
don't succeed at al. The Mines may be particular,
ly common among mei smell businesses.

Deis analimed by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's Rennomic Research Service indicate
that ennepreneurial activity is more difficult to sus.
taln in mral mem than In urban IMO. Researchers
found that between 1970 and 1000, the rates of
growth among firm employing fewer then 20
workers were 30 percent in metropolitan counties.
but only 10.5 percent in non-metropolitan
counties.

Apparently, the stumbling blocks for small
businesses located anywhere are especially
obstructive for smell business in rural areas. flag-
ging problems ILke inadequate capital financing
and undeveloped management skills may be more
difficult for new firms to overcome in mod com-
munities than in metropolitan communities. In a
1000 survey of 134 small businesses In Wisconsin,
rand economists found thet half of the firms
surveyed had or emected to have difficulty In se.
gutting cepital.

M. Kelly Lombardi. a member el' the Maine
Govermofs Rural Development Committee, says
that firms with small capital needs of $1,000 to
$10,000 have a tough time borrowing funds.
Plivilte Widen rarely finance entrepreneurial
projects.
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lifelines for small firms
As =mamma of tho management and finonrial

wruggios of small Ilona Imo grown, now asalsonce
programs have aprouted up. Local-govemmant of-
ficialo can primate sustained =All business
dovelopment hy linking loco] entrepreneurs with
helpful mourrom. The goal lo not to become a
business growth even but to he an ambassador
of tho proific motor.

Tho Small Rosin= Development Later (SBDC)
program, oponsorod by the U.S. Small Business
Administration (SHA) Ic e cooperative, effort of
universities, the fodeml govemment, mote and lorAl
governments, and the private sector. SUDCO offer
spociollutd maxiagentont counseling, training. mid
technical maistance to small Orme in 09 =too, Con-
tact the merest SBA office fisted in the telephone
directory under U.& Government.

Tho Corporation of Salmi= Development
(MD) of Witohington, D.C. and tho Entmproneur-
ship LoAltute of Col=hus, Ohio axe two nonprofit
orgaffizaUono dodlcatod to community-based en-
trepronouriol dovelopment. CffiD publishes a
monthly raviow of entorprise development
thatogies, often highlighting Movativa nxral pro-
locto. The Institute apousors twInday educational
forums lor community lesders tmd Is tho hood-
quart= for al national network of entrepreneurs.
Both organizatiom ongage In otbar training and
esstsianne Projects to atlmulate and otabilini now
firms.

tunawide community devolopmont corporations
=Cul can Woo oft =moment, educational and
invostment servicto to mai enterprises. Qua ox-
ample la !Moot &wen, Eno., a sevon-county CDC
that hda holped ruml firms t hwastran Macon
An since 1070. This CDC offers higb-riek louts to
low-capital industrial. finances speculatIvo
building fin cooperation War local loaders]. runs
semindm for null honkers on antrepranouifid finan-
cing, and more.

niral business
starts at home

Cimbage Patch dolls and Apple computers have
something in common; hoth originated as producto
of binliaMied b115111011Bea and 80011 became
lucrative indushlea. It 111 not unusual for paroonal
motivation, Ingenuity mod innovatlon to rioutiSh
at home. Whether the husinem venturo grows to
employ many workers or remains as a one- or two-
Person shop, economic development happens.

The 1980 corms figures indicate that almost
throo portent of all employed Americana dre now
conducting huoinoss from their residonces. The Na-
tiortel Allianco of lioroohosed Huainosawomen
(NAM, based in Norwoo& Now ferny, says that
the actual number of home-blood entorprises rimy
be wall shovo that figure.

In a tummy of rural, hoornhamd businesses.
development consultant liquid Sauer found an
enormour variety or occupatioda Bauer uncovered
enterprisel such as frenlamo wTiting. folk-art
painting, homo food procosaing, tmehing. ntnIJ
order fulfilling. houseplant doctoring. weaving:
building musical instrumento and many more.

name work on the rise
The homniumed work movomant I. tramming,

modally ln rural meas. Thorn are five reAOrtS for
this growing trend.

HoMe work offers flexible work schedules: no
more 9 to S.

Homnbasod occupations permit workors to com-
bine child-rearing responaibilities with the lob.
With tho Ingo Inagua in two-patent working
[millet', home work la an attractive option.

Tex wito-offs non parmittod for borne workers.
many entropreneurs deduct a beolthy portion of
their ofility and rent or mortgego payments. me wail
ao other specific expenses of the bushman.

The oppoffittnity to eliminate commuting time
and costa la a major draw to home-bawd work.
Transportation arrangements can he particululy
troublesome and expansion in mrsi =as.

Mediu home computers and easy elechodic dam
manganesian ore adding toaditlonal. professional
occupations to the list of home-bawd businemos.
Although we are a far my from thdere of olechonic
cottages, homnbased computer work is on the riso.
Tlio Mpact of now technologies can ha felt even
In remote, twat areas.
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examine zoning laws
Win tOwn or township officials publicly supped

local economic development mil can identify the
key somas of business financing. But In the cate
of homethased busineu irrowth, local loaders need
to tako one more step. Atoording to the American
Flaming Association (AFA), many local coning or-
dinances Ire inadequate to deal with the current
multitude of homethased occupations. A beat ex-
culpation of them mammas is wantMd.

The NAM md the APA recommend that or-
dinances enforce performance standards rather
thsn permitfing or prohibiting specific occupa-
Mut. For mample, a home Warless that the resi-
dent operates aa an accessory use of the dwelling
would-be permitted if It ma such standards st no
visible alteration to the residenUal chancier of the
dwelling; no oblational noise, noticeable vibration

or noxious odor at the property lines; no In-
terference with radio or TV reception in the vicini-
ty; no display visible from the street. except signs
as allowed by regulation; employment of no more
thrrn two people who ane not residents of the
premises; aufficient olbstrat perking for residen .
tic and business use as defined in local reguia-
tions; etc.

Minnetrists, Minn. (pop. 3,230) recently updated
na home occupation regulations to accommodate
limited commercial activity in a non-commercial
none. The city permits the accessory use of a
residence as a place for the operation Of a business
or profession, provided the occupation is clearly
secondary to the principal use of the home as a
rtaildanaa. The home must continue to look and
function AA a residence, and cannot Compromise
the character of the surrounding neighborhood, be
it urban or rural. 1:1

-g gaNZEPT
MIME SPECIALS
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Magnets would sell for a pratt penny, if they
could successfully attract new, basic employers to
small towns.

Charming new businesses can be a trying,
eornetimes fruitless endeavor Hundreds of corn .
militias are falling hi their recruitment campaigns
because they're taldng Ure wrong pethsnoglecting
to sort out which types of buf masses am suitable
for the town, falling to prepare fore long-run In-
vesuaent and anticipating a hig.hang eolution that
rarely arrives.

This chapter offers guidelbuts for designing and
running effective business attraction projects as
part of an overall economic development strategy.

why outside firms?
Sometimes retaining and expanding existing

firms end initiating new businesses alone will not
produce the volume of revenues end jobs needed.
Floyd Snyder town supervisor of Lockport. N.Y.
fpop. 13.0001 feels therea a need in his commun.
ity to attract jobs from outside saurus. "For loverW
yews, he said. 'our town has been experiencing
tramming mmensei and decreasing population.
You can't ask fewer and fewer people to pay more
and more taxes. Economic development ts
Lockport's way to Magma the Loral tax base while
creating new employment opportunities.'

Rftearch recently completed by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agricultime's Economic Development Divi-
sion tettiforces the reason why nual development
leaders should try to enact aniPloYers- "AMU
than hell of the new jobs in trual moan are created
by branch plants of large corporollons and by large.
independent ftrma.' notes Eural Business Section
Economist lames Miller. Miller recommends that
a retention and expaneion strategy he combined
with luring branch plants of =dor comorations,

a long-term, assets strategy
As much as business attraction Is a valuable

schema for small towns, the competition for new
firm Itt exceedingly lough. Today's recruitment
game is much more competitive than that of the

loolis and '70s. The world economy hes chmiged
from manufacturing to service indusWes and hes
slowed.

What's a small town to do. thenf 'Sod out which
businceses are suitable for the community, be
propmed fore it:ulras% inveement and madras thet
ihe days of the big-hang solution ere over.' advises
Eon Sheer, University of Wisconsin community
development monomial

A targeted plan for marketing a town to business
prospects arises from identifying and capitalizing
on tho community's unique assets. Mat uni-
queness may be the presence of s valuable natural
resource, a snategic location in serving a given
population (e.g., elderly citizerw). 8 BC-88Ic
ty, pleasant climate or pleasing uchltecture or a
combination of these and other values,' according
to a publication of the Western Rural Development
Center. a regional center for social scienCe and
community development.

rally areavvide involvement
To ace rad capitalize on the connections between

firmsfor example, the business that might move
in because its chief customer le anchored nearby
the entire community must be involved. An dim-
Uve local development organization seeks frequent
leads and mggistions,

"Mt offer of a $1,0a0 award to the person who
successfully refers a now employer to Broek-fleld.
Mo. (Pon. 3.500) hasn't yet produced a commit-
ment.' reports Brookfield Indusbnal Development
Authority member lorry Elem. 'But we've stirred
up a lot of activity. Everyone is taking part.
Aires-dy, we've made presentations to several good
prospects.

-cre used to be a lot of opposition to the idea
of our town banding together with nemby nem-
murales to recruit new employers.' continues
Elton. 'But opposition has decreased sharply.
Everyone knows that the region needs jobs badly.
SO prookileld just joined a 14-county northwee
Missouri development group."Eager.md operominded tram leaders are pump
ing 8 cooperative approach to job growth, for th-TOO
=Or [08801n. First, by banding together, WAWA
stair md abundant volunteer notourcee um be used
productively. Second, huatnesses usually select a
location based on regional, not local, chAracton
Mks. Finally the rural labor force is highly
mobile if jobs can ba brought to the region most
workers am willing to commute. 0
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a town
to new indush7

'Industry targeting hae been called the rills lone
shot], rethor than the rnotilun ap .
proach to ecenomic development. The idea la to
go after what you are likely to get.' The6 the
recommendation of Plato D. MIlip I of the Fan-
tus Comprny, an industrial site selection firm,

phillipe le not alone in mbig local leaders to
target business attraction ventures. A blanketing-
threregion-with.brochures approach rarely boars
knit and quickly exhausts a mall town'o meowase.
A more senaible strategy involves surveying what
the community offers (see Chapter 3). beefing up
its Milocihn qualities and mmketing the towres
meets to likelY business contender..

Industrial site location =pods so that most
businesses *agonize five factors when mrking an
investment decision. All five factors me rilitically
Importent; the relative weight of earn do
upon the needs rnd resource. of individual

access to markets
Market proximity br a major business location

factor. A superior location 111 close or accessible to
the business' production contras, major wholemlas
mrd retailers, imd a thriving consumer muket. few
communthee or regimes min offer all three ingre-
dients. Yet, one influentild market chrhacteristic
often can he identified mid capitalized.

'The trick la to watch for Interconnections,' says
economiat Shaffer. Tor example, an Industry that
oaw a growloA motet in the Southwest for Its paper
products recently relocKed from Wimonsin to the
Etallas.F1 Woill WM? Moho* a WW1 economic
developer anticipated and took advantage of the
connection.

industtial sites
"An updated inventory of available sites and

buildings is a cornerstone of marketing the corn .
munily to potenteil employera,' says Indust-ILI
developer Paul Meriden of Cmholmilte, an Indust:dal
site assistance consulting firm.

Exports stress that attractive sites are properly

20

zoned, preferably under local.government control
and priced definitely and competitively. 'If the
government cannot or will not purchase tho pro.
party, the towns should take 4 long-term option on
tha land,' Phillips of the Paulus Co. niggests.
Mara a legally binthng agreement thet the prop-
efty can be purctused at X price, by Y date,'

Economic development consultant Xemneth C.
Wagner 'millers' local leaders against pilcing prop-
erly too high. 'The commuillty's profit comes not
from the We of the land, but from the jobs, payrolls
and tax revrnues dig result from that sale,' And
the property must he available at an established
sales price, not contingent upon Farmer Jones' will
or good humor.

Zoning is not a dirty word to responsible In.
dustries. 'Most quality Industrie* feel that proper
zoning *fiords them protection. Businemtes want
their immediate neighbors to be clean end consis-
tent.' gays Phillips. By zoning hod for induetrial
um only or by establishing rai industrial puk, local
loaders create clear buffers between business and
realdential neighbors.

local facilities
Community Infrastructure is the loans tem for

local Invoices and facilities muds, schools, roma.
(154 mut cultaral programs Ready and usable
facilities are demrnded hy most businesses.
although aome firma will share the cost of pro-
trilling necessary inirmiructure.

Slater. Mo., made the most of its quality In-
frastrurntre in ail:radios &cue Company. 'Because
Slater is located along a good state highway, of .
fared developable land adjacent to the Illinois Cen-
hal Gulf Railroad turn was willing to push other
governmental =ham aside temporarily to make
room for the Elmo Company welanderil.he firm
saya fomer City Manager Xerthenkovic. In return .
the small city gained 15 to 30 yem,round jobs.

%nal communities should be able to fully
prepare an Industrial site for 315.000 to 510 .000
per arm,' says PhillipL `That includes water and
sower up to the properly line. The business can foot
the tapmn fees."

Research conductod by Public fischnology. Inc,
01 practical research organizanon for cities and
counties) shows that busimesses am strongly at-
tracted by a community's overall livability -Or
quality of life such as attractive surroundings, a
good school oystem, 1011.44(105 and coltural
facilities, and a low crime rate. These attributes me
found En many rural towns and local governments
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can take active rolea in etrengthening them.
Knowing what We of Infrumucture I. needed

by which industries is helpful. aspecidly In
targeting Joh opportunities. It I. imminent far
rn.tzopolltan tweak.s to decide what form of fob

la mild atilective and attainable beim mak-
tog derelopment-ariented ldrasuctura invest-
menil,' coramente Urdversity of Milsouri research
Daryl flobbs.

For example, some filmseven low technology
busIneteee enliced by the communitym
communications infrestr active. Caltle television .
discounted long-distunce telephone servile, emd
orta-des Package delivery service are attentive in-
frastructure offerings to certain businemes.

labor skills
'Pretties labor force charenterlytics am a major

incentive far relonating firms; says terry Colaw,
Industrial development specialist at the Temmesee
Valley Authority. Data on the hulMduel communl-

. tys available labor akills can be gathered Omagh
ilea confidential eurveye (see Chapter 3) and
muksted ta business prospects.

Sometimes hugeted Job training Is the Unnimin
to a lacatton denhion. Publicly supported
employee traintim Like Maur eponsored martoWn-
ed lob Mining program-0m substantially reduce
a firm's =Mei ttWA-up costs and short-circuit the
Unle requfted to bring the operation up to full
capacity.

Targeted ottligng Mitiatives vary =one the
maim but most programa have the following traits:
training is conducted prior ta employment so
trainees me unpaid; the company fwaty. Br a near-
bY community college, serves as the training alto;
ender goverment picks up SO to 100 percent dant
ltraWing costs; and . unmufacnuirm industries are
favored for ilaining mibaldies.

to recent USA Today article, money
I. the prinscry hue cillea dangle to attract business
PrasPecia. Money translates into lata-bilmest loans,
tax-exempt bonds trnd outright grants.

tow-cost financing for business mam-ups and ex-
pulsions is often vital. (A revolving loan capitalk-
ad faintly with a Community Development Bleck
Crud and local bank Inn& la en example ed tomb
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hamming.) But local tax breaks may be risky and
'paladin. especially for small communities.

la a study of 230 campanile. the Musachuaetts
institute of Technology found that plant location
decisions am lamed on famine ouch el later met
and climate, proximity to masts and the
avalability of aravion not tax breaks.

'And the problem with granting tee incentives
et the local level,' says Simms Pitney. a Vermont-
bued eCenondst. IJ that the *silty is left with
much lees to spend an the very mandate and in.
framucture many businemea find mom ettraclive.'

Yet flnanclAi can turn the tides in some cases.
If two equally qualified towtm are competing for
the mune Wm. WE incentive* up be very Miluen.
hal ftserts Phillips of the Peaky.' co wumarous
email town. loW iscomtin have used tsx-inmeresmt
financinj effectively. Ifs a nontrolilble factar for
the Meat government.'

WhaPe far lem risky and equally controllable,
however, is for local leaden hem government,
business end harskinz to become gener4 am-
bassedom for business financing opportunilies in
the region and etate. Stuff at them lending and
marding suthorilies have the precise financitA ex .
puttee that moat loud allele-la lack. 0
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chapter 6
fundraising:
be ingenious
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leveraging
gemembor when Grandpo would donate 23 cen4

towud the purchase of a new toy if you emied two
dollars Ori you newspapar router Grandpo was
practicing a pdociple that in the Ws la called
leveraging Writhing additional funds for a pro-
gram or project by making An WW1 invostment.

No matter what economic devolopment-related
activity a community might emboli on today,
leveraging will be a cruct4 Mancini strategy. In
addition since fewer and fewer fonder§ are will-
ing to fince entire plolOnta, fundraising must bo

hed st more tham one potential source. A pack-
ago thot indicates broad-male community
livolvement one that Includes a variety of Gun-
cial *opponent curio* with it the audibility that
may emu additions' nuncio' rupport.

This chapter offers a numbor of fund raising
techniques community fund tithing. corporate
imd foundation gifts, local bank rimming, and
ItOtte dovelopment aidthat together cm help
leverage funds to eitabWir aloud domlopment cov
paragon. copitallm a revolving loon pool, finance
commtuthty Inftagrocture improvernen% and
more. The examples sham are Merely a guide; the
kaytO any fundralaWg approach is tube ingenious.

community fundraising
When the chips an down in the locol economy

you might caned thitt fundraising would be a lost
cause. Not so, at lesst in tho cue of numorous

ttual communiGes.
Sponixti events, ouch as the sale of share,. in local

development organizmou have ptoduced boun-
tiful fruit. In the doclining aftrinultual commun.'.
ty of Monks. WM, (pop 500)2.000 shares at 330
each won) gold to estalllsh the Wounds, thdustrial
Development Corporation. Since 1001. the
$140,000 pool has been used to fineries construc-
tion of an industrial park opon a restaurant and
expand five muting local fitins.

Kemper Comity, Misslasippi has a low per capIta
income, but an olevated motivation to produce
local jobs. When the Tennison Valley Authority
offered the County a $5,000 challenge grant.
dovolopmont enthustuts went to work. In one day,
on the county courthouse steps, $25,000 in area
donations was talsod tO establish a county
economic development authority. Since the fall of
1054, the authority has hired a retired corporate ex-
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motive to load the way. In addition, two new
huatnassee were rouoited into tho local indutrial
puk.

moneyernaldng events
Fund noising Manogemont, a monthly magazine

of Dope Gommuninotiou Inc., stromes that meth'
plonaina Leo must In managing opon44 events. The
activity should bo valuable and compatible with
the community. Ifs wise not to orgenim avents that
compete with other organizotioU donation thine.

a cadm Gide/readable individuals should be
recruited to mien roationable work usignments
and minutia accurate seem* of lOdleidual enact
of respOnaihdlity.

The liar of events by which a community Might
rolse Mai revenues is limited only by time and
mace. Among the Wied and bee methods axe ruch
old otandthys aa hoe aides, booster sales com-
munity auctions, commssion stands, fashion
shows fishing deffrys flea markets, golf tou-
naments, etc. If eomething hos worked before In
your community end continues to remain populu
among citizens there'a no reason not to try it agMn.
The converse is also trum don't lot the Onto@ steer
you toward an ovent that may be, or ham been, on-
popular mons the people whom oupport you
need. Athove all: plan first, ud don't be afraid to
be Imaginative.

rate and foundation

The nigh to include private sector pirrticipation
In public projects Itt aU the rage these day!.

Corporations ue giving mannualtios amnia to
purthose oquipment. abQ monay for starting pro-
gamic in.kiod conWbutiOOS pia as looping'
skilled person to a project and fothing in partner-
ships with several givers to Mid a high-cost SetiVi .
ty throuLb a 'package' arrongoment.

In Babbitt. Mimi (pop. 2,400) grants from tho
McKnight and glandin foundations capitalized a
new revolving lean land to old local small
buoinoss eimmiou. The Mott Foundation provid-.
ed seed money for a locol dovelopment commis-
sion in Dungannon. Va. (pop. 1.700), which 13
opearboading economic rovitalizotion. And a new
fire hall WO built in Door Pak. Wis. (pop, 232),
thanks to a contribution from the tremor
Foundation.
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Local govenments have some Imponant tome to
use in their search for private fundingbut tba
rules of the game ore somewhet different from the
ones a public entity muelly ploys by when seek-
ing funds through tel levies, state aid formulas, or
fedent program. Compued to public-Binders.
mud private givers encounge meeting proposals,
offer few regulations or guidelines, andmay not
use a standard application form. But, the absence
Di tel tgpo doer not morn that tha applicant is on
easy street A wallabou.thtmut, needed financially
feasible and accomplishable project is essential.

designing the project
To MMt, the applicant must know what it wants

to do. Once it is clem that there is a project and
a need, a 'mup of staff members or voluntees
within the local commuifity alroWd research and
imilect information to show that the projectcan be

. curled out, vdII ba amounted improperly, and has
tho guppod of the community. To do then things.
the community should sat about the following
mks.

Document the need,
if the project is truly important. it ahould not be

hard to find data or other imiormatIon to
demonstrate the need, (See Cthepter 3 for data col.
lection idou end resources.)

Moment a mck record of good management.
private given don't have unlimited money and

they wmt to minimize the chtmes of investing in
projects which t fall.

Therefore, it is a good idea to gather information
about how well tho local government has manag-
ad someone &Ws money. Audit mous. or evalua-
tions of the operation ola gate Or federal mant pro-
gram, emorig other things. can moke mi impressive
MO.

Document community Lavedventant.
Many !Mal government projects seeking private

sector gupport lend themselves to building corm
munity participation end demonstrating concrete
contributions by tomspeople.

Depending one.' exact nature of the project try
to involve in the planning. funding. and operation
u many of the people who really wmt the service.
equipment, ox building for which MonOy LB bows
enught u possible.

Relate the project to overall planning.
TO the pretest anent possible, the project should

be a pat afire community's on-going. well thought
out plam for the futuro A successful project will
be ono which dove not appear to ho someone's
dream or fantasy.
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Budget conga
lt la asaentlal to know reanstleany what the p ro.

Mr will COAL DO not pad the budget; private
fundere blow how to determine praise COOL tool

if the project Ls one which will Incur operating
or maintenence costs in figure years, It is essential
that the applicant know and indicate how these
costa will ba funded. It's no good to uk for a swim
ming Pool, if you can't show how you will be able
to mtutain the facilityl

understand the
funder's prierifies

The project which somehow caters to the cor-
ooraton's particulu needs could grab that all
important attention of the dotiotonmut-kor. Your
town may desperately Head 8 03mmunIty center,
but if sociathemeattonal facilitiog are not appeal-
ing to the hinder, why waste your timef Chmk the
frmdefs contribution literature or the library's film-
dation directorial' before proceeding .

local bank financing,
Emperlise

There ere approximately 14,000 commercial
banks hmted throughout the United states, rano'
ing in size from those with less than $1 million in
assets to those with ants exceeding $130 billion.
According to the American Bankers Association.
approximately 00 percent of U.S. banks are small
Or InedIOM businosom with asses less than $100
million. Small banks, with logo then
blanket rural 'villa.

Community bankers eon lend valuable
experts*.

As development supporters, community bankers
can contribute to loot economic development no-
&Mei. In Innovative small tonm elected loaners
have famed partnerships with community
bankers: inviting the banker to gaffe OD the Meal
development comoraton board; encouraging the
bonier to alert local business owners about public
financing opportunItinor through the Small
Bugloss. Administration etc.; and by combialug
public dollus with conventional bank lomm, to
remote the formation and expansion of local

When community bankers aro supportive of
development strategies they cmt help in providing
two vital jobmeeting moommo: money, In the form
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of a variety of loan arrangements: and knowledge
of appropriate packaging of Monde, eminence.
Yet it often takes an extortive development
proponentperhaps mi elected officialto nudge
the local booker into an active position. limitation
on cradit a noreenirepreneunal attitude, and In.
@variance with nonogricultural firms am often
disincentives for some rural bankers to take a
leadership role In economic development.

Bank involvement pays OIL
Retouch modumed at the Univenity of Macon-

sin has shown that laCal hall lending affects corn.
munity income and that, In turn. InCreased local
income adds to bank deposit growth. Using
19004073 data the researchers round that a 10 pm,
cent Mamas in average loan volume increased the
rate alchemic in par capita income by four permnt.
A strong, mutually beneficird relationehip between
bank lending end loCid oc000mic health is a per.
sumive moment for forging partner:thins with
community bankers.

In Alliance, Neb. (pop. 0,000) community bank
financing woe coupled with a Community Elevator,-
went Block Grant (C13BG) award to promote
downtovm revitalisation, Three local banks joint-
ly offered low-Interest loam to downtown retail
shops With a 50 percent matching grant from the
CDBG the businesses' loan rates did not exceed 9 vs
percent, while the market rate wite 111/4 percent.

Rank leadership created similar loan Pools In 15
small Teen towns, with help fiom the MVO Main
Street Protect, a program of the National That for
1-11storlo Freservation. Since 1975, hundreds of
downtown merchants have welcomed loans of up
to $10,000, with interest rates of six to Wm per-
cent and a 60-month pay-back period.

You may think of your local lank ae the Engine
lion for checking and savings amounts or al the
source of farm Mans. But, these eumples show
how the local bank can also he the centerpiece for
community development activities.

state development pariners
The nation's governors have moved economic

development to the top of their agendas. Most
states now boast elaborate minnow of anemia)
assinence, tax insenlives, ruid other effons to cen.
siterct a favorable business climate.

States are development puiners in two ways: in
subsidizing the load flnencing of community
facilities for economic development roads,
bridges, water, seversand in @Mending direct
thloodid aaatetohCo to now expanding and/or

relocating firma Solart local officials me becom-
ing familiar enough with current OAte Initiative&
tO tee the utility in their own towns,

Contact your state department of economic
development/commerce for details on these de.
velopment aasishuar4 programs.

Ithastructure finencimg. Roads, bridges, water
and 'ewer projectsthese am !ha Infrastructure
btAldMg blocks for economic development. At loan
ID Stahal now offer grant!, loans, and state bond
blinks to help local goverarnanu finance local
infrastructure repair and construction, Few
small communities cen shoulder those costs
independently.

Examples of state support are the Illinois In-
frastsucture MO:stance Program, the Pennsylvania
Matinees Infrestmeture Development Program, and

wastewater frealment facililies malckME Program
in North Carolina. Six BUMS have formed bond
banks to help local govemmen4 hold down linen&
Ins expenses. State band banks reduce costs by
Jointly marketine a number of small issues as MOO
large issue, and by lowering interest costs bKause
the nate bond Ls reed higher (hy investment ser-
vice') than if separate bends were issued locally.

FInsnelel aid for new 111W1. States are adding
new twists to their Innings/ atolatanco mograms.
Along with industrial development bonds, tax tn.
COntivaa and other enticements Metes are landing
a helping hand to entrepreneurial venturesnew
business stens.

Entrepreneurs mem frequently need mod money,
askmriented equity invamment and long-terra bank
debts. Innovative state progrems are helping to
establish quasi-public or non-profit agencies to
help moat these capital demands, For example,
Pennsylvania voters recently approved a $190
million bond itsue to capitalize the slete's new
Economic Revitalization Fund. The fund authoris-
ed 11 places of legialetion. including a program o f
challenge grants for seed capital.

Seeing the band among states toward Increased
support for entrepreneurial ventures local officiMe
have an opportunity to assist business stert- ups. by
keeping abreast of new Mete Initiatives
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appendix

selected aimotated
bibliography

Smolt Town Strategy, a aeries of eight booklota on
small.lown developmont, Western Rural
Development Center. Oregon State University,
Corvallis, OR 97331. (503) 754-3021. $4.00 fOr
set.

Setting Community Economic Coale and Strategies
for Economic Development, a eat of two com-
munity development flyers. David L. Darling,
Ir., Emma Mato Unlveraity Cooperative Wen-
Man Service, Umberger Hall, Manhattan, RS
06500. (013) 532.5040. Fred.

Organizing u Smaihrown Development Corpora.
tion (CloCular 491), a booklet about organizing
LL/Cs In New Mexico, which is generically
useful. Robert 0. Coopedge, Department of
Agricultural information, New Mexico State
university. Hoc 3M, las Cmces, NM 09003.
(505) 9464220. Rm.

Community Economic Analyals, a ntaoual for
analyzing a communitys =homy. Hulteddo,
Shaffer and Pulver, North Central Regional
Center far Rural Development, lowa StaW
University, 216 Eat Hall, Ames. IA 50011.
(515) 204-9322. Single copies am free.

ilobontbon and Expansion Business Inas: A Guido
for on Effective Economic Development Pro-
gram, a Compilation of step-by-atep Instruc-
Bons, low-cast auggestions and other 'how.to"
information. George Morse, lohn Rohrer and
Sam Crawford, Ohio State University Coop-
erative Extension Service, 2120 Fyffe Road,
Columbus. OH 43210. (014) 423-7922. $5.00;
Indicate Bulletin 720.

Model Zoning Ordinances for Homebased
Buenos/les, a set Of infomation ohmic Na.
Lionel Alliance of Homebosed Businesswoman.
p.O. Box 300. Midlmd Park, NI 07432, (201)
423-9131. after 2 p.m. $2.00.

Horne Enterprise ln Minnesolo, a report on Min-
nesotale homebased and cottage industries.
The Minnesota project, 2222 Elm Street, S.E.,
Minneapolis, M7-1 55414. (012) 370-2142.
55.90.

Local Economic Dacolopmont: A Strategic Ap-
proach, a saff.instruction training package. In-

chiding a handbook. user's guide. sample
survoy Instruments and data collection sheets,
and guide to leading training sesaiona, tram-
national City Managemont Association, 1120
G Street. N.W., Washington. D.C. 20005. (202)
020-4027. 160.00

industrial incentives: Public Promotion of Private
Enterprise, a auida to local and gide daVpiop.
Merit financing tediniques. Hamilton. Ladebur
and Matz. Man prose. 9731 Curran St.,
McLean, VA 22101. (703) 442-0660. 525
prepaid; $29 invoiced.

See the NATaT publications list for edditional
development related puhlicatiora. Also. contact
your state department of community development
Or economic drvelopmenticommerms for state.
specific resource materials.
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NATaT and the
National Center
mall Communities

The purpose M the National As/soot/0.ton of Towns
and Townshlps (Nairn to to strengthen tho Wen-
themes! a towns, townships end small com-
munthes end pmmote then Interests In the public
and private sectors

MAIM* Inn n comsat membership organization
offering technical assistance. educattonsiserzIces
and_ public polimr support to loceigovemment ob
flcials from more than lx AM towns. townships and
other smell wommunitles ammo the country.

developing effective
federal policy

Through its National Center for Small Com-
munities. the association conducts research and
develops public pollyronnndntlonswh1hiirn
mated to the unthua needs and nature of rural
governmema and towms. Eiyanalyzing federal
and state initlitives. and dieseminsting information
about them, NATaT and the national center keep
local officials librellOt of decisions end actions of na-
tional impOrt, 50 they can better manage change In
their communities.

education and information
NATers educational conferences, training.

workshops, and specialized publIcallons help
smalbtown officials cope with change In their
communitiesand impiove the quality of life for
rural people. The aftedlitiOrea onfluil conference
for arealitown official* is the largest town meeting
In the nation. It focusea on federal programs and
Policing affecting small communities. MAW
publishes s monthly newslotwnel, the Nallonal
Community Reporter. whi la the only national
mem of Intergnveminentel polio/ news mid tow-
te war-mown written exclusively for nmnit -town
officials. The lounial's topics mope from community
and oconumic development funding to tested small-
town menagement and pluming techniques. El
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DEREGULATION AND RURAL COMMUNITIES: WHAT DOES THE FUTURE
HOLD?

(By Senator Larry Pressler)

Good morning. Our panel discussion today focuses on the impact
of deregulation on rural communities and what is in store in the
future. To set the stage for the comments of our panelists I would
like to briefly review the result of deregulation efforts in transpor-
tation and banking, and the potential impact of deregulation of the
telecommunications industry.

Over the past eight years, I have witnessed the deregulation of
all of our transportation modes. I opposed each of those initiatives
because of the effect I feared they would have on the small towns
and rural communities in my state. And as I predicted, South
Dakota and other rural states have not fared well.

For example, within the last year almost forty South Dakota
communities have lost part or all of their intercity bus ser !ice. An
ICC study of this issue, attached to my remarks, indicat es that
communities with populations under 10,000 have suffered a dispro-
portionate share of service cutbacks nationwide. Of the 3800 towns
which totally lost bus service since 1982, 80 percent were towns
under 10,000. This trend will probably continue as the two national
bus companies eliminate scores of routes and the smaller carriers
struggle to survive.

Air transportation is yet another area where rural communities
have taken it on the chin. Since 1978, the major commercial air-
lines have suspended service to over 130 cities. The current wave of
mergers in the airline industry eventually will result in six or
eight mega-carriers controlling air travel. This will mean higher
fares for consumers and further reductions in service to smaller
markets.

The rail industry is one area where we have been able to limit
the damage of deregulation. By encouraging carriers, shippers, and
communities to work together we have been able to develop a long-
term solution to the problem of marginal light density lines. The
major railroads have now begun to sell sections of track which they
would have otherwise abandoned. The companies acquiring these
lines are in many cases small operators with one or two engines
running over 50 or 100 miles of track. In addition, some larger op-
erators are purchasing large sections of track to turn into regional
railroads.

Banking deregulation has been something of a mixed blessing for
rural residents. Depositors have benefited from higher interest
rates and increased availability of international banking services.

However, the increase in interstate regional baaidng has added
to the loan approval process a layr of people who are not familiar
with the needs of rural residents and, therefore, less likely to ap-
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prove rural loans. I am also concerned about the potential effect
nonbank banks may have on the availability of credit. These out-of-
state entities certainly will attract depositors away from local insti-
tutions, but may not be as willing to make loans to local borrowers.

The break-up of AT&T has raised new concerns about universal
service because of the potential for reallocating more of the total
telephone network costs to high cost rural areas. I'm afraid that if
the FCC has its way, telephone service will be much more expen-
sive in rural areas as the industry moves toward deregulation.

Also, with the increasing technological breakthroughs in commu-
nications, there are a host of new applications available in urban
centers that are not available to rural areas.

I think Congress has to get much more involved in telecommuni-
cations issues than it has been in the past two decades. We have to
redefine the priority position of universal service in rural America,
which has taken a back seat to competition in recent years. We
need to develop a policy to ensure that affordable, universal tele-
communications service is readily available in both rural and
urbran areas so everyone can benefit from technological innova-
tions in the industry. We need to expand the concept of universal
service to ensure that rural and small town America keeps abreast
of the technological advances of the Information Age, Otherwise,
we are in danger of creating an "information elite" in urban-domi-
nated areas of the country.

Overall, I agree deregualtion has had many positive benefits on anational scale. But I think we have to weigh more carefully its
impact on rural communities as we proceed. Too often, rural con-
cerns are overlooked in the push towards what I have called "blind
deregulation."

ATE COMMERCE COMMISSION,
ashington, DC, September 8, 1986:

SORSA Or LARRY PRESSLER,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, DC

DEAR SENATOR PRESSLER: During the Senate Commerce Committee's Bus Act over-sight hearing and in a subsequent letter dated October 24, 1985, you requested that
the Commission conduct a study of entry and exit in the regular route bus industry.
Your letter specifically asks how many communities have lost or gained service
since enactment of the 'Bus Regulatory Reform Act" in November, 1982.

Given the time available for completing the study and Commission resources
available, our Office of Transportation Analysis decided to- use a readily available
source, the Russell's Motor Coach Guide (Guide), to obtain the statistics requested.
Service points in the Index to Bus Stations in the November, 1982 Guide were com-pared to those in the Index to the January, 1986 edition. In that manner, points
were identified for total loss of service, reduction or increase in the number of carri-
ers providing service, service by a replacement carrier and service being providedfor the first time since November 1982.

There are several factors inherent in Russell's Guide that affect the accuracy of
the information generated from this methodology.

First while the Guide contains the majority of points in the United States servedby the regular route industry, there are many smaller bus companies that are not
included since carriers must pay a fee to be in the Guide. Communities receiving
service from these carriers are not reflected in the data. This would overstate points
losing service and understate points gaining service.

Second, in some instances the same point had slightly different names in the 1982
and 1986 Guides. For example, in the 1982 Guide Genessee, Wisconsin is listed as
receiving bus service. However, in the 1986 Guide Genessee Depot, Wisconsin ap-
pears in the index while Genessee does not.
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A check of the detailed bus schedules in the Guide revealed that these were the
same point being served by the same carrier, is, no change in service. Discrepan-
cies such as this were; to the extent possible, identified and the proper adjustments
made.

A third, and, more troublesome problem occurs when totally different names are
used to identify the same point For example, in the 1982 Guide Compton, California
appears in the.index but does not appear in the 1986 index. Staff initially concluded,
therefore, that this point had lost all bus service. However, aS part of a spot check-
ing process it was discovered that the bus schedules in both the 1982 and 1986
Guides identified the point receiving service as Lynwood/Compton. Therefore, staff
ultimately concluded that there was no change in service for this point. Because of
time and staff limitations, it was not possible to check every point for this type of
error. Fut/her, due to the lack of similarity of names it was difficult to identify
these points. Based upon a limited number of spot check% however, this does not
ap ear to be a significant problem .

similar prOblem arose because of the inconsistent treatment of airports, colleges
and military installations. For example, the 1982 Guide lista Logan Airport (Boston),
Massachusetts while the 1986 Guide identifies it as Boston Airport Logan, Massa-
chusetts. Similarly, the 1982 Guide lists the University of Michigan while the 1086
Guide shows Michigan University.

Another potential type of error occurred for points where service was dropped
prior to November 1982 but still appeared in the index of the 1982 Guid% In par-
ticular, a number of points listed in the index of the 1982 Guide were not included
in the schedule because the carrier had either stopped serving that point gone out
of business, or no longer subscribed to the Guid% Here again, these could only be
identified by checking the actual schedule for that point. Checks that were done for
this type of error indicated that this was the most prevalent problem in the Guide.
The effect of this error in the Guide le to overstate the number of points losing bus
service after the November, 1982 Bus Act.

A final probleni dealt with the treatment of urban and suburban areas. For exam-
ple, Scituate, Massachusetts is listed in the index of the 1082 Guide but not in the
1986 Guide. Althotigh it appears in the detailed schedule in both guides, Scituate
shows no departure or arrival times in the schedule. Rather, there are several
points indented and listed below Scituate. This seems to indicate that these points
are part of the general area known as Scituat% Areal such as Scituate are some-
time listed in the index although sometimes they are not. As far as staff was able to
determine this problem occurred primarily in the States of California and Massa-
chusetts. Several points in these States were checked and, to the extent possible,
errors created by this problem were corrected.

A strong effort was made to identify as many of the errors as possible and to
make the appropriate correction. While some errors remain in the data bas% the
information presented appears to be substantially correct and to reflect general
trends in the number of bus service points since the BUS Regulatoq Raorm A.ct An
indication of this is the fact that the Motor Carrier Ratemaking Study Commission
(with more resources available to eliminate errors) found that 2,164 points lost serv-
ice in the first year following the Bus Act The numbers presented here are general-
ly consistent with their finding.

The Rand McNally Commercial Atlas was used to determine populations for the
points with service changes. While most points are communities with specific popu-
lotions, other puints such as airports, prisons, military bases, local developments,
restaurants, and road junctions are not usually assigned_ populations. Of the 5,710
points affected by service change% 683 have "no assigned population." These were
excluded from the totals of points having populations of 10,000 or less. Also, when
points were designated as part of a larger city or town, the service changes experi-
enced by the onion point are considered to be service changes made to the larger
town or city.

The following statiotics are presented in the same order as requested in your
letter. Each service point total in accompanied by a brief explanation.

(1) The total number of communities that have lost regular route intercity bus
service since enactment of the Bus Regulatory Reform Act of 1982 BRRA-4,514.1

(2) The total number of communities that have gained regular route intercity bus
service since enactment of the (BRRA) 896.2

Includes communities and service points which totally lost service (3.763); and those which
still have service but experienced a reduction in the number of carriers (751).

2 Includes communities and service points which had no service in November 1982 but ob-
tained new service by January 1986 (401) and which experienced an increase in the number of
carriers providing service (495).
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(3) The total number of communities with a population of 10,000 or less that have
lost regular route intercity bus service since enactment of the BRRA-3,432.9

(4) The total number of communities with a population of 10,000 or less that have
gained regular route intercity bus senrice since enactment of the BRRA-485.4

(5) The total number of communities and service points that lost their last regular
route intercity service since enactment of the BRRA-3,763.

(6) The total number of communities with a population of 10,000 or less that have
lost their last regular- route intercity service since enactment of the BRRA-3,006.6

(7) The total number of communities that have gained regular route intercity
service for the first time since enactment of the BRRA-401.°

(8) The total number of communities with a population of 10,000 or less that
gained regular route intercity service for the first time since enactment of the
BRRA-222.7

(9) The total number of communities that have gained replacement ropier route
intercity service for service that was lost since enactment of the BRRA-363.9

(10) The total number of communities with a population of 10,000 or less that
have gained replacement regular route intercity service that was lost since enact-
ment of the 230.9

In addition to these figures, tables are enclosed which provide a breakdown of the
points with service changes according to state and service point population. I trust
this information will be of interest and help to you. If I can be of any further assist-
ance, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures.
HEATHER J. GRADOSON, Chairman.

COMMUNITIES AND BUS SERVICE POINTS WHICH HAVE LOST INTERCITY BUS SERVICE BE1WEEN

NOVEMBER 1982 AND JANUARY 1986 1

Stale
il050

Total
1 to 10010 Over 10.000 Pin assignedpopulation

Alaska 4 0 3 7
Alabama 71 7 3 81
Arkansas 96 8 11 115
Arizona 28 2 7 37
California 78 31 49 158
Celorado 63 4 15 82
Connecticut 16 8 1 25
District of Columbia 0 I 0 1
Delaware 3 1 0 4
Rorida 44 28 8 80
Georgia 64 9 5 78
Iowa 104 It 4 119
Idaho 50 2 7 59

3 Includes communities with a population of 10,000 or less which have totally lost service
(3,006) and which still have service but experienced a reduction in the number of carriers (426).
Points with no assigned population are excluded.

4 Includes communities with a population of 10,000 or less which had no service in November
1982 but obtained new service by.danuary 1086 (222) and which experienced an increase in the
number of carriers providing service (263). Points with no assigned population are excluded.

5 Points with no assigned population are excluded.
Communities and service points which had no service in November 1982 but obtained newservice by January 1986.

7 Communities with a population of 10,000 or less which had no service in November 1982 but
obtained new service by January 1986. Points with no assigned population are excluded.

8 Includes communities and service points where a carrier discontinuing service is replaced by
another carrier (290): or an increase in the number of carriers is experienced in addition to re-placement of service (34); there is replacement of service but an overall service loss because
more carriers are discontinuing service than there are replacements for them (39).

° Includes communities with a population of 10,000 or less where a carrier discontinuing serv-
ice is replaced by another carrier (201); or an increase in the number ofcarriers is experienced
in addition to replacement of service (9); there is replacement of service but an overall service
loss because more carriers are discontinuing service than there are replacements for them (20),Points with no assigned population are excluded.
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COMMUNITIES AND BUS SERVICE POINTS WHICH HAVE LOST INTERCITY BUS SERVICE BETWEEN

NOVEMBER.1982 AND JANUARY 1986 1Continued

State

Populahon

T fel
I to 10,000 Ner 10,000 Na aSslened

pcoulation

Minds

IndMna

Kansas

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maryland . . ..
Ma Me

Mialgan.... .... ......... . . ..................... .....

Minnesota

Missoud

MissisHopi

Montana

Nodh Carobna

North Dakota ... .. . ......

Nebraska

New Hannpshne

New Jersey

New hlexica

Nevada

New York

Ohio

Oklahoma

Oregon

Penns]dvanM

Rhode Island ......

South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee

Texas

Utah

VirgiMa

Vermont

Washington

Vhsconn

West Ifirgjni

WonRng

166

119

94

78

67

22

27

52

182

133

162

50

53

113

39

37

13

80

36

21

79

141

143

47

129

3

56

16

75

163

28

119.

6

45

122

74

26

54

32

6

12

5

12

9

6

30

6

17

6

1

6

3

7

3

62

4

3

11

45

8

4

19

5

7

1

10

31

6

12

o

3

14

6

2

12

11

15

12

7

2

5

1

23

14

37

2

7

21

2

1

4

6

7

7

12

15

10

14

19

4

4

4

11

28

5

31

2

7

11

7

232

162

115

102

79

36

41

59

235

153

216

58

61

140

44

45

20

148

47

31

102

201

161

65

167

12

67

21

96

222
39

162

8

55

147

87

Total 3,437 580 504 4,521

1 Includes points which OA, lost service and Mose which shll hoe seMee but experienced a reduction in the number or mitts.

COMMUNITIES AND BUS SERVICE POINTS WHICH HAVE LOST THEIR LAST INTERCITY BUS SERVICE

BETWEEN NOVEMBER 1982 AND JANUARY 1986

Slate

populatium

Total
to 10,000 Over 10.000

wpalallorr

Alaska 4 0 3 7
AMbama 60 o 2 62
Arkansas 76 1 10 87
Arizona 18 1 7 26
CalikanM 66 11 46 123
Colorado

58 4 15 77
Connecticut 14 4 1 19
Delaware

1 0 4
Nokia 30 10 5 45
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COMMUNITIES AND BUS SERVICE POINTS WHICH HAVE LOST THEIR LAST INTERCITY BUS SERVICE

BETWEEN NOVEMBER 1982 AND JANUARY 1986Continued

State

Population

Total
I to 1 , 00 Owe 10,000 Nro ,ogisiafinoied

Georgia 61 3 5 69
.. . 96 2 a 102

40 o 7 47
Illinois 151 34 11 196
Indiana 108 12 II 131
Kansas. . ......... ... . ... ... 80 2 15 97
Kentucky 72 5 12 89
Louisiana 65 2 7 74
Massachusetts 17 6 2 25
Maryland ........ ........ . ....... . .. . . ... . . . 23 7 5 35
Maine, . .. ......... ... . . ........... _ ...... 49 3 I 53

156 17 22 195
122 4 13 139

Missouri 147 10 36 193
Mississip0 . _ . . ........ ..... 43 2 2 47
Montana. .. . .... ........... . . . .... 42 o 6 48
Nonh Carolina 94 3 21 118
North Dakota 3? o 2 40
Nebraska. 24 o 1 25
New Hampshire 3 4 18
New Jersey 73 48 6 127
New Maxim 32 o 7 39
Nevada. ............. ... ....... . . ..... , ..... 18 o 7 25
New York 63 3 11 77
Ohio lig 30 14 183
Oklahoma 124 o 10 134
Oregon 42 1 14 57
Pennsylvania 105 9 18 132
Rhode Island 3 3 4 10
South Carolina 51 4 56
South Dakota 13 4 17
Tennasset 66 5 II 82
Texas 131 8 26 165
Utah 27 2 5 34

108 5 30 143
Vermont 5 0 2 7
Washington 36 2 7 45
Wisconsin 104 4 10 118
West Virginia 74 3 7 84
Wyoming 24 0 11 35

Total 3,006 273 484 3,763

COMMUNITIES AND BUS SERVICE POINTS WHICH HAVE GAINED INTERCITY BUS SERVICE BETWEEN

NOVEMBER 1982 AND JANUARY 1986 1

Sta le

Population

Total
I to 10,000 Over 10,000

No assigned
popuialion

Alaska 3
Alabama 12 4 19
Arkansas 4 4
Arizona 7 4 a 19
California 13 16 7 36
Colorado 10 4 15
Connecticut 6 4 1 11
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COMMUNMES AND BUS SERVICE POINTS WHICH HAVE GAINED INTERCITY BUS SERVICE BETWEEN

NOVEMBER 1982 AND JANUARY 1986 1--Ntinued

State

Poputation

Total
I 10 10,000 Dver 10,000 No asuined

copula ion

Delaware o 0 1

Florida 9 5
Geergia 9 3

Iowa 10 4 14
Idaho 20 2 22
Illinois 6 7 3 16
Indiana 6 3 11

Kansas 7 1

Kentucky 1

Lousiana 29 12 10 51
Massachusells 12 9 28
Maryland 0 1 4 5
Maine 2 2 5
Michigan 18 11 9
Minnesota

12 7 4 23
Missouri 4 3 1 a
Mississippi 7 4 1 12
Montana. 4 0 4 8
North Carolina 5 9 2 16
Nebraska 6 o 2 8
New Hampshire 5 3 o 8
New Jersey 7 7 2 15
New Mexicp o 1 4 5
Nevada 10 o 9
New York 42 28 14 84
Ohio 5 9 5 19
Oklahoma 5 4 1 10
Oregon 34 4 6 44
Pennsylvania 13 10 7 30
South Carolina 5 2 3 10
South Dakota 3 1 0 4
Tennessee 7 0 15
Texas 77 34 6 117
Utah 3 o 0 3
Virginia 6 6 5 17
Vermont 10 1 1 12
Washington 15 6 e 27
Wiscensin 16 7 8 31
West Virginia 3 1 2 6
Wyoming 2 1 2 5

Total 486 248 165 899

includes points which had no service in NOvbOmr 1982 but obtained new serWce by January 1936 and which eaperiencod an increase in the
number of carriers providing service.

COMMUNITIES AND BUB SERVICE POINTS WHICH HAVE GAINED THEIR FIRST INTERCITY BUS SERVICE

BETWEEN NOVEMBER 1982 AND JANUARY 1986

State

popuiation

I to 10.000 Over lo,000
No assigned

population

Total

Alaska 3 0 0
Alabama 8 0 3
Arkansas 0 1 0 1
Arizona 3 0 4 7
California 3 2 4 9

4 6
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COMMUNITIES AND BUS SERVICE POINTS WHICH HAVE GAINED THEIR FIRST INTERCITY BUS SERVICE

BETWEEN NOVEMBER 1982 AND JANUARY 1986Continued

Slate

emulation

Toni
1 to 10o00 over 10,000 No assigned

population

Colmado

Connecticut . .....

Cxkorgia

. ......... . . . .

1

5

8

4

6

2

0

0

1

a

0
1

5

0

0
Idaho 3 0 2 5

4 2 3 9
Indiana 5 1 2 8
Kansas ... .... .... .... ........ ..... .. 4 a 1 5
Lousia na 21 2 9 32

9 5 7 21
Maryland o o 3 3
Maine. . .... .... ... .... . 2 1 5 8
Michigan 4 1 7 12
Minnesota 2 2 4 8
Missouri 1 1 o 2

i 1 1 3
Montana 'I o 4 8
Norlh Carolina 1 1 1 3
Nebraska 6 0 2 8
New Hampshire, 3 a o 3
New Jersey 5 3 1 3
New Mexico , .. o 0 3 3
Nevada 8 0 a ;7
New York 26 9 12 47
Ohio 4 3 5 12
Oklahoma 5 a 1 6
Oregon 16 o 6 22
Pennsylvania 7 3 5 15
South Carolina 1 o 3 4
South Dakota 3 o o 3
Tennessee 4 o a 4
Texas 6 1 4 11
Virginia 3 1 4 8
Vermont 4 1 1 6
Washington 7 1 3 11
Vfisconsin 10 o 6 16
West Virginia 1 o 2 3
Wyoming 1 o 1 2

Total 222 45 134 401

COMMUNITIES AND BUS SERVICE POINTS WHICH HAVE GAINED REPLACEMENT SERVICE FOR

INTERCITY BUS SERVICE THAT WAS LOST BETWEEN NOVEMBER 1982 AND JANUARY 1986 1

State

poculalion

Total
1 to 10,000 Over 10000 No. assilted

emulation

Alaska
Alabama

Arkansas

Arizona

California............. . ...................

Colorado

Connecticut

Florida

. ............- .. ......------

1

2

5

3

3

1

0

1

1

3

2

1

3

2

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

2

5

8

5

6

3

1
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COMMUNITIES AND BUS SERVICE POINTS WHICH HAVE GAINED REPUTEMENT SERVICE FOR
INTERCITY BUS SERVICE THAT WAS LOST BE1WEEN NOVEMBER 1982 AND JANUARY 1986 1
Untinued

State

I to 10,000

Georgia

Iowa

Idaho

Illinois

Indiana

Kansas

Kentucky

Louisiana

Massachusetts

Maine

Michigan

Minnesota

Missouri

Mississippi

Montana

North Carolina

Non Dakota
Nebraska

New Mexico

Nevada

New York

Ohio

Oklahoma

Oregon

Pennsylvania

South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee

Texas

Virginia

Washington

Wisconsin

West Virginia
Wyoming

Total

1

8

2

0

4

9

2

5

2

6

5

4

2

4

7

9

0

1

5

4

14

0

9

9

10

3

1

5

74

1

2

6

0

o

'Includes points wtaem a carrier discontinuing service is replaced by another carrier.

148

230

Population

Over 10000 No,_a4s)Pol
population

Total

2 1 4

5 0 13

0 1 3

3 2 5

6 2 12
2 0 11

1 0 3

2 0 7

4 0 6

1 0 7

5 0 10

6 0 10
2 0 4

0 0 4

1 0 8

2 0 11

1 0 1

0 0 1

2 1 8
0 0 4

15 5 34
6 0 6
4 0 13

2 0 11

10 0 20
3 1 7

1 0 2
2 0 7

15 1 90
1 0 2
3 0 5
0 0 6

1 0 1

0 1 1

121 18 369



AIRUNE DEREGULATION: COPING WITH CHANGE IN RURAL AMERICA

(By William R. Nesbit)

I like the title of this conference because it is quite appropriate
for the airline industry as well as rural America. Just because the
Airline Deregulation Act was passed eight years ago doesn't mean
the ball game is over. Moreover, the present and future quality and
cost of airline service in rural America can't be credited toor
blamed uponderegulation only. Quality air service is essential to
economic activity and it is appropriate that we regularly check its
status for particular sectors of the economy at conferences such as
this. When I say "quality of air service" I specifically mean: (1) Its
cost, (2) safety and reliability, and (3) its convenience in linking the
customer with his destination. Keep these three factors in mind
cost, safety and convenienceas I proceed and bear in mind that
there are always some tradeoffs among them to be considered.

First, a little history. W" ly were the airlines deregulated? The
pressure didn't come from the grass rootseither rural or urban.
And it didn't start with the airlines or with politicians. The roots
can be found among a few academic economists who criticized the
system set up back in 1938. They pointed out the lack of price corn-
petition, the wastefulness of "service competition" and the low effi-
ciency as airplanes were usually only half full. They also noted
that within California and Texas where CAB regulation of inter-
state service did not apply, fares were much lower than on regulat-
ed routes of comparable distance such as Washington, New York,
and Boston. A number of politicians began to pick up on this, espe-
cially those from Boston and New York.

The airlines were not totally happy with the regulatory system
either. They complained about "regulatory lag" which slowed cor-
rective action when they were in troubleusually a fare increase.
Big airlines like United were nearly frozen out of significant new
routes because the CAB kept trying to help the smaller lines to
"balance" the system. Profits for most airlines were lousy; the in-
dustry ranked close to tE e bottom in return on investment. The
chief of one big carrier with a particularly bad profit record com-
plained that the airline business was nothing more than an elee-
mosynary institution for the benefit of labor unions. Indeed, airline
wages were goodand very good for the pilots. The airline execu-
tive who best understood the system was probably Northwest's
Donald Nyropperhaps because he once ran the CAB. Since fares
were set on the basis of average costs for all the carriers, his tight-
fisted management style kept Northwest's costs below the average
and, consequently, its profits well above average. He liked the
system just fine.

Vice Prealdent, Daniel Morgan and Ca., Park Ridge, IL.
(142)
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The public was generally apathetic on the issuc. There had been
no world class scandals in the airline business to excite the media.
The airline business was exotic, modern and respected. Airline
pilots were still heroic and stewardesses were beauty queens of the
skies who had not yet become flight attendants. But the lure of

romised lower fares eventually stirred up broad public support for
eregulation.
The process began in earnest under the Ford administration. His

CAB Chairman and Transportation Secretary espoused "regulatory
reform." But in the oddly non-partisan character of the movement,
it was the liberal Senator Ted Kennedy who really sparked some
action. He chaired committee hearings in 1975 that started the leg-
islative ball rolling. One of his key staff members was a young
lawyer named Phil Bakes who went on to become one of Frank
Lorenzo's top people, the president of Continental and now of East-
ern. How ironic that a Kennedy staffer is now allied with this al-
leged great foe of organized labor.

The Airline Deregulation Act was passed with broad bipartisan
support in October, 1978. Even before then, President Carter's CAB
Chairman Alfred Kahnthe leading academic expert on economic
regulationhad taken bold steps to dismantle traditional regula-
tion of the industry. Under the act, economic regulation was to be
gradually phased out over six years. Routes were opened to new en-
trants, carriers could pull out of money losing routes without pen-
alty, controls on domestic routes were ultimately dropped altogeth-
er. Fare controls were relaxed and finally completely freed; tariffs
are no longer filed with the Government. New carriers who could
show themselves to be fit were allowed to enter the business with-
out first proving a public need for new service. Anti-trust regula-
tion was retained by the CAB until it diedand then WaB trans-
ferred to the Department of Transportation rather than to Justice
as for other industries. This issue is still open. The airline mutual
aid pact under which operating airlines shared revenues with carri-
ers on strike IAMB abolishedabout the only good thing that hap-
pened for the labor unions.

Of most interest to small town America was the replacement of
the local airline subsidy system with a system of grants to guaran-
tee "essential air service" on low density routes which were not
economically self sufficient. The old system bordered on the absurd.
Big trunk carriers such as Northwest and United were not eligible
for subsidy but were locked in to serving small cities by the CAB
even if they lost money, thus_providing an internal cross subsidy.
Local service airlines such as Republic and its several predecessors
were paid a subsidy to serve such low density routes. The mandat-
ed fire structure also had a built in cross subsidy to favor short
haul routes at the expense of long haul passengersmuch like the
long distance subsidy of local telephone service before deregulation.
The essential air service grant system is more rational; it recog-
nizes that the subsidy is truly to the receiver of the service, not the
provider. Of necessity, a Government system of subsidies involves
sensitive political consideration in addition to economic based deci-
sion criteria.

The new system may be more rational but that doesn't guaran-
tee all the people will be happier with the results. What has hap-

.-
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pened in practice is that low density route service is now provided
by smaller feeder or "commuter" airlines using smaller airplanes
but giving more frequent service. Under regulation, service to
small town America had been shrinking steadily. Service by big
airline jets was not economically appropriate for towns where
there were only 10 or 20 passengers a day. Now service patterns
have stabilized and many studies show that in most cases the qual-
ity of air servicecost, safety, and convenienceis equal to or
better than before deregulation. I am sure that there are some in
the audience who feel othenvise.

Let me touch briefly on two important, related matters, First
safety is still under the authority of the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration and National Transportation Safety Board. There is a lot of
flak in this areabut the overall, long term airline safety record
has been significantly better in the last eight yearsand there has
been especially good improvement in the last 3 to 4 years in the
safety record of the commuter airlines who serve rural America.
Airplane accidents are horrible events which get lots of publicity
but the statistics speak for themselvesflying in America is ex-
tremely safe.

Second, I'd like to point out that in the manufacturing area of
the United States does not support the production of commercial
aircraft in the way that foreign governments do. One of the oldest
problems in serving rural America was the lack of suitable air-
planes for the routes. We kept looking for a good DC-3 replace-
ment but it never came from U.S airplane builders. Today the
small turboprops flown by regional airlinesgood airplanescome
redominately from Northern Ireland, Holland, Canada, France,
pain, Britain, Sweden, and Brazil. Illeanwhile, the big three U.S.

builders of smaller aircraft have all been gobbled up by giant de-
fense industry conglomerates where the future existence could be
in peril. Cessna is part of General Dynamics, Beech under Rayth-
eon, and Piper under Lear-Siegler. U.S. light aircraft manufactur-
ers used to regularly build over 15,000 planes a year but now
they're down to under 3,000. The depression for Piper, Beech,
Cessna et al is every bit as severe as it is for John Deere, J.I. Case
and the late, lamented International Harvester. Our free market
philosophy doesn't allow U.S. companies to compete fairly against
the inroads of state supported foreign manufacturers.

Summing up, what are the results to date of deregulation? No
doubt, fares are significantly lower than they would have been
under regulation. There is a greater variety of price and service of-
ferings. Airline efficiency is highergreater utilization of airplanes
and crews and higher load factors. The market has been expanded
by lower fares and aggressive marketing; over 31 percent of Ameri-
cans took at least one air trip last year. Cross subsidies are gone to
the delight of the economics professors. Airlines route systems are
rational and efficient. Fare simplification has not occurred as some
expected but few free markets have simple price structures. And
airline wages are no longer grossly out of line with the rest of the
economy.

The big new development is the rapid consolidation of the indus-
try and the rise of so-called "mega-carriers." These new giants are
building huge hub and spoke route systems which blanket the
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country. They also have a hens and chicks system of affiliatedfeeder lines to support their hubs by funneling in traffic from
small towns. At a few hubs such as Minneapolis the resident mega
carrier has as much aa 75 percent of the flightsa matter of someconcern.

The rapid growth of the market plus hub development is starting
to strain the capacity of the entire airport/airway system. The Fed-eral Government plans to spend over $11 billion to improve the air-
space system but that will barely keep pace with demand. Access to
the critical big airports is becoming the bottleneck in the air trans-portation system; small cities are possibly in danger of being
squeezed out if limited landing and takeoff slots are sold to the
highest bidder. How to apportion these scarce resources is a hotpotato.

It is not clear how or when these problems will be resolved but
let me close by offering a six point prediction of what is likely tooccur:

(1) Free market competition among the mega carriers will
spur market growth; a way must be found to expand the air-
port/airway system capacity to handle the business.

(2) Airlines will help solve the problem by using larger air-
planes to increase the capacity of each slot. New big airplanesmust also be much quieter or local communities will not
permit expansion of airports.

(3) Service from small cities and on low density routes to bighub airports will eventually need to be provided on new quietaircraft which can use separate, short runways with micro-
wave landing systems which don't interfere with the big jetsand the long runways.

(4) Privatization in some form of the airway systemnot the
safety function of FAAas proposed by the airlines would be abig help in speeding up the expansion. Action in the next Con-
gress is possible and desirable.

(5) In order to afford the big, quiet jets and new technology
small aircraft and the expansion of the airports and airways,the commercial aviation industry must become financially
stronger and much more profitable than in the past The pri-
vate sector must provide the investment capital.

(6) The recent consolidation of the industryand the future
additional consolidation which seems certainon balance ishighly desirable. This is a necessary precursor to the improved
financial stability needed to attract investment capital.
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REGIONAL EDUCATION SERVICES: A SERVICE ALTERNATIVE FOR
RURAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS

(By Glen Shaw)

The Southwest and West Central Educational Cooperative Serv-
ice Units were established 21 years ago by the schools themselves
to provide programs and services to member schools that can be
provided more efficiently and effectively on a cooperative basis
than by individual schools.

The SW & WC ECSU serves 104 schools, 54,000 students, 3,616
teachers and administrators in an 18 county 12,500 square mile
area of southwest and west central Minnesota.

The ECSU provides prog-rams and services in four major areas:
(1) Administrative Services

Primary serviceManagement Information Services 100 report-
ing units receive financial services via mainframe computer. 58
schools receive payroll services via mainframe and micro.
(2) Media Services

Primary services-81 schools receive film and video services from
a 14,500 piece materials library via van delivery. Cooperative Pur-
chasingmember schools, computers and peripherals, food pur-
chase paper and school supplies, athlete supplies, custodial sup-
plies, school equipment, etc. A.V. Equipment, Computer and Type-
writer Repair. Printshop. Drivers Education Simulation.

Planning and Educational Services
Primary service area: Teacher Center; Instructional Technology;

Educational Effectiveness; Telemedia Planning, Implementation
ans Support; and School Planning.
(4) Special Education

Special Education CooperativesFour Service Centers with of-
fices in Montevideo, Pipestone, Willmar and Windom serve 74
schools. Examples of services are:

Child Study Coordination; Speech Therapy; Psychological
Services; and Coordination of Learning Disabilities, Education-
ally Mentally Handicapped, Trainable Mentally Handicapped
and Speech.

Regional Special Education services examples of services are:
Occupational Therapy; Hearing Impaired; Visually Handi-

capped; Audiological; Severe, Profound, Multiply Handicapped;
Emotional/Behavior Disorders; Micro Computer Development
and Support; and Staff Development.

Executive Director, Southwest/West ntral Educational Cooperative Service Unit.
( 46)
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ALTERNATIVE DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Example 1: Cooperative Purchasing
All schools pay the same for goods and equipment purchased

through Cooperative Purchasing. For example: Hills/Beaver Creek
pays the same for one case of 20# paper delivered as Montevideo
pays per case for 20# paper for 1,000 cases delivered.
Example 2: Special E-ducation

All school districts, large or small, pay the same per day for spe-
cial education services provided by itinerant staff. Examples are:

School psychological servicesHeron Lake/Okabena pays $200/
day for 47 days; and Willmar pays $200/day for 461 days.

Speech therapyRuthton pays $164/day for 22.5 days; and Ells-
worth pays $164/day for 90 days.

Example 8: Tele-media
Nine school districts (Minnesota Valley Tele-Network) are cur-

rently providing 14 courses to 300 students by way of two-way
interactive television (audio and visual).

Ten school districts (Southwest Minnesota Telecommunications)
are in the test phase of a two-way interactive television system
that will be operational in January, 1987. Both secondary and post-
secondary courses will be provided to their students during the re-
mainder of the 1986-87 school year.

Twelve school districts (Des Moines River Valley Tele-media) will
begin construction of a two-way interactive television system
during the summer of 1987.

Forty-seven school districts in five other clusters are at various
stages of planning, including engineering and educational studies
for two-way interactive television.
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ALTERNATIVE HUMAN SERVICE DEuvERy: How CAN IT HELP RURAL
COMMUNITIES?

(By Thomas Keaveny)

I am honored to be asked to join this panel.
should first share that my remarks are substantially tempered

by my own rural experiences. I grew up on a 4th generation family
farm in Renville County near Morton, Minnesota. My wife, Janet,
and I also had the opportunity to experience our own family farm-
ing effort in Stearns County near Albany, Minnesota from 1979
until 1982.

have been asked to participate in this forum representing two
perspectives.

One perspective is based on the experiences which I shared as
the director of the Renville County Human Service and Welfare
Department from July 1984 until I became the executive director
of the Southwest Minnesota Initiative Fund in August of 1986.

Obviously, the other perspective is based on the recent experi-
ences I now share as a staff person involved with the Southwest
Minnesota Initiative Fund. This community based, non profit, char-
itable organization is one of six Initiative Funds created by a two-
year, $16 million dollar grant from the McKnight Foundation.
Each Initiative Fund has been created to serve a specific region in
out-state or (as many of us would prefer) "greater" Minnesota. The
primary focus of the Initiative Fund programs are to create and
improve innovative human service delivery alternatives. Addition-
ally, each Fund is proposing to strengthen the diversity of the
"greater" Minnesota economy through the implementation of vari-
ous economic development alternatives.

If there is a case to be made for the need to create alternative
human service delivery mechanisms in rural areas, some attention
must first be given to the radical demographic changes which are
at hand in most of Minnesota's predominate agricultural counties.
Many southwestern Minnesota counties have experienced popula-
tion declines which exceed 5% in single decades. These declines
have far exceeded the state demographers projections established
for these same areas through the year 2000. Smaller communities
were already dying during the 1970's when the agricultural econo-
my was at its apparent prime. As the agricultural economy has
failed, nearly every community in southwestern Minnesota with a
population under 10,000 is experiencing an alarming population de-
cline. Simultaneously, farms are larger, farm families are smaller,
and the median age of the region's farmers is increasing at a very
significant rate.

Executive Director, Southwest Minnesota Initiative Fund.
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At the same time, the proportion of elderly in the area's total
population exceeds Minnesota's averages by a factor of approxi-
mately 1.7. Nearly twice the proportionate number of elderly over
age 85 reside in southwestern Minnesota as compared to the state's
per capita averages. Nationally, less than 1 of every 7 persons re-
ceive an entitlement benefit provided through the Social Security
Administration. In the 11 counties served by the Social Security
Administration office in Marshall, as many as 1 of every 4 persons
receive such a benefit.

Median incomes in a majority of southwestern Minnesota coun-
ties exceeded the state averages as recently as 1981. In 1983 the
median state income was $24,714, while Renville County's median
income had plummeted to $18,791. This is a drastic, but not untypi-
cal, example of what has happened with the median incomes in
many.i)f the households in the region.

Ironically, the rdgions in southwestern Minnesota continue to
represent income maintenance recipient rates on a per capita basis
which are among- the lowest in 111innesota. At the same time
income caseload sizes have increased nearly 50% in some south-
western Minnesota counties since 1984.

How then might local decision makers, health and human serv-
ice provides, and others concerned with these issues best structure
human service delivery to persons in this region?

Several models can be readily identified. Current mental health
service delivery in rural Minnesota is often provided through area
mental health centers which serve several rural counties through
various combinations of block grant funding and unit cost reim-
bursements provided by the counties which are cooperating to offer
these service& Counties with small populations must affiliate vith
their public health nursing efforts in the development of communi-
ty health service plans involving population bases over 30,000 in
order to receive full formula funding and related state and commu-
nity health service monies available for local service delivery.
Southern Minnesota also represents the only two regional human
service/welfare delivery systems enabled under the Minnesota
Community Social Services Act of 1980, these being the F/M/W
Human Service Board including Faribault, Martin, and Watonwan
counties; and the Region VIII North Welfare Board including Lin-
coln, Lyon, and Murray counties. Each of these models generally
represents positive, cost effective service delivery options which
cannot be as effectively or as efficiently provided by the individual
counties involved in these cooperative regional ventures. At the
same time, few can dispute the fact that these cooperative models
perpetuate the location of regional service delivery options and the
related administrative consolidations that in many respects paral-
lel the agricultural and retail trade centers that have contributed
to the economic and population declines of the smaller rural com-
munities in these regions.

A conclusion one can draw would find comprehensive and cost ef-
fective regional health and human service delivery involving nega-
tive opportunity costs trade offs with respect to local accessability
and diversification of the economies in the smaller communities of
the regions being served. These trade offs can also be considered in
relation to other ideas which rural communities and outstate coun-
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ties presently must consider. Many of these local units of govern-
ment are required to plan for the consolidation of other required
functions of local government Recent directives of the State Su-
preme Court have required regional consolidation of court services
and traditional court participation which was traditionally ren-
dered at a local county level. County assessment, county invest,
ment activities, and related functions traditionally performed by
local units of government may face similar projects in a not too dis-
tant future if the rural population continues to decline.

In considering my remarks, I realize that I have not stressed an
especially positive view about alternatives which involve the re-
gionalization of service delivery. Without a doubt, many gr-later
Minnesotans recognize that these consolidations and related region-
al service delivery models %Till necessarily continue to develop. The
challenge is to seek the best alternatives, with appropriate local
input and participation whenever these plans are considered or im-
plemented.

Many individuals have contributed to the remarks that I am
sharing. One other important issue surfaces in nearly every conver-
sation regarding the delivery of education, health, and human serv-
ice programs that people in greater Minnesota are involved with.
The issue is: property tax financing of the programs which provide
services to the people of Minnesota must be restructured. The 87
county boundaries that were created more than a century ago, do
not render themselves to the property tax funding requirements in-
herent with the state and federal programs that are mandated for
delivery and administration at the local level. These funding prob-
lems are significantly aggravated by the current property tax base
decline that has occurred in greater Minnesota. The precipitous
drop in farm land values and related housing and business real
estate evaluation in southwestern Minnesota has elevated the issue
to a point of needing immediate attention. Everyone here today is
familiar with the examples that appear in the state's news publica-
tions on a weekly basis. There are many situations in greater Min-
nesota which finds retirees or farm families who have planned on
retiring with income from property or planned to take care of re-
maining debt with income generated from those properties. At this
time, these incomes in many cases will not sufficiently cover the
costs of the local taxes assessed on the properties involved.

In summary, services to people will need to be more fully funded
by income tax financing. Funds that are made available on a per
capita basis through income tax redistribution, will best enable the
provision of present services. Additionally, formula funding based
on target population needs will best enable alternative service de-
livery- models to develop at the most appropriate level, whether
this be in a concentrated locality or in a sparsely populated area
requiring regional cooperation and programming.

In summary, I would like to share that I am enthusiastic about
the potential for alternative service delivery development the
McKnight Foundation has afforded greater Minnesota through the
Initiative Funds. These monies will be used in partnership with
other private and public monies to fund nontraditional, regionally
focused projects which address current human distress needs.
Grassroots participation was a principle the McKnight Foundation
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incorporated in its efforts to identify needs in greater Minneso a.
Grassroots participation was also involved in the development of
each Initiative Funds' program plan. Grassroots participation is
also incorporated in the decision-making processes through which
each Initiative Fund will award gTants and make loans available to
the regions that being served. The same grassroots participation is
also essential to the success of any regional service delivery alter-
native which might be considered in an effort to help strengthen
the communities in greater rural Minnesota. Obviously, the Initia-
tive Fund concept is a very contemporary and perhaps nationally
unique example of the move towards "privatization". Hopefully,
greater Minnesota will be in a position to take advantage of these
options through projects which blend private funds, public funds,
and the efforts of other nonprofit or church related organizations
in order to deliver a specific program in a region or in a broader
sense to strengthen rural Minnesota.

Again, I appreciate the opportunity to share these thoughts and
observations with you today. Let me stress again that these com-
ments are based on conversations that I have had the opportunity
to have with a variety of persons concerned about the future of
southwestern Minnesota. I will be happy to further elaborate on
any of the three human service delivery models that I have identi-
fied in conjunction with the comments which might follow the
presentations of the other panelists I have the honor to be seated
with.
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ALTERNATIVE SERVICE DELIVERY FOR RURAL GOVERNMENTS: SOME
QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS

(By C.J. Hein)

When we speak of alternative service delivery in rural areas we
are usually seeking a way to have the service provided by some or-
ganization or person other than the existing local government ex-
amples are contracting out, co-production, and the use of volun-
teers instead of local government employees. It might be said that
the essential definition of alternative service is that it is not done
the traditional way. It is not done be letting the local government
hire employees and purchase equipment and then provide the serv-
ice using those employees and that equipment. So the essence of al-
ternative service delivery seems to be a diminished local govern-
ment, one that provides fewer services for its citizens.

But we should note at this point that there is one major excep-
tion: the alternative service provided by the state government.
Minnesota is well known as a pioneer in alternative service deliv-
ery in metropolitan areas by the state government in the case of
the rwin Cities Metropolitan Council. The Council is an agency es-
tablished by the state government to provide additional services in
the metropolitan area, primarily the services of planning and co-
ordination that local governments had been unable to pro Ade for
their residents.

Another example of alternative service provision by the state
government and one which is principally visible in rural areas is
the state highway patrol. The patrol provides law enforcement
services on highways designated by the state government in both
urban and rural areas. I expect that most of us would agree that
the Patrol provided a high level of service on the rural highways
that it patrols, and that this is an additional service provided by
the state which beneifts residents in local government areas in
rural portions of the state. It should be noted the alternative serv-
ice delivery by a larger unit of government such as the state or na-
tional government seems to be more successful when it is providing
a service the local government was unable to provide. An example
is the country agricultural extension service, a federal-state-local
joint effort that provided services not otherwise available from ex-
isting local government or private enterprise. Other federal serv-
ices such as the farm credit programs or the REA have been more
controversial because the boundary between them and existing pri-
vate sector services were unclear.

I have spent this time on some of the implications of our defini-
tion of alternative service delivery because it leads me to what I
think should be the principal criterion by which we judge alterna-

Professor emeritus, University of MissouriKansas City.
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tive service delivery proposals, namely does the proposed service
delivery add to the well being of the citizens of the rural local gov-
ernment, whether it be a county or a township or a village. If it
doesn't leave the rural resident better off both in the short run and
in the long run, the alternative service delivery system offers
should not be adopted.

Now that probably sounds to you like a truismeverybody
knows that, so why am I talking about It? But the fact is that we
accept a lot of proposals without looking carefully at some of the
underlying assumptions.

So I want to ask you to think for a few moments about the vaH-
ous kinds of alternative delivery systems and about what values
underly the advantaged; claimed for them. What is it that contract,
ing out, increased use of service charges, co-production. Use of vol-
unteers, and other alternative delivery systems do for the local citi-
zen? Essentially, they make the citizen do more work or pay more
money to receive the same level of service that has been provided
in the past by his local government. And, in addition, most of the
time he does not receive the same level of service that would have
been provided by his local government So one might ask in what
way does it improve the life of the rural resident to require him or
her to do more work and shoulder a greater share of the costs of
the service? We can talk more about that later if you want to dis-
cuss that point But I conclude more work for the local resident is
not usually an improvement in his life, although for some it may
be.

If you look at the claimed advantages of many alternative service
delivery systems, you find they generally fall under two headings;
(1) economy and efficiency, and (2) centralization. Both of those are
important values in American life and applied sparingly they have
often led to improvements in our fives. But they are not among our
primary American values; at both the local and national levels our
community values are such things as life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness, justice, equality, freedom. At the personal and family
level the primary values are caring and giving of our care and time
and effort tro those we care about Centralization and economy and
efficiency are very secondary values at both the community and
the personal level. The reductionist nature of thesc latter values
prevents them from ranking as high as the other values.

So in determining how to deliver local government services in
rural areas we need to base our criterion of a better life for rural
residents on those values most important to those residents.

THE PROVISION OF GOVERNMENTAL SERVICES IN RURAL AREAS

Most services provided by government are undertaken because
private enterprise cannot make a profit providing the service. If
private enterprise can package the service and sell it at a profit,
there is seldom any demand .for government to provide that serv-
ice. Examples are the services provided by plumbers, appliance re-
pairmen and auto mechanics. But there is also an element of how
important the service is to us. Some things are so important that
we don't trust them to private enterprise, for example law enforce-
ment.
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Looking first at the quality and cost of the services provided by
the private sector, I wonder how many of you are satisfied that the
services you have received in the past five years or so from plumb-
ers, appliance repairmen, and auto mechanics have been well done
and done at minimum cost? Or if you're not the person at your
house who deals with these providers of services, have you heard
anything but complaints from the person who does deal with them?
I think we can safely conclude that there is plenty of room for im-
provement in the services provided to us by the private sector.

In comparison, what is your impression of the services provided
by firemen, emergency rescue units, and policemen? Most of you
don't really know, because you haven't called for one of those serv-
icemen in the past five years. If you received the service, it was
probably the unwelcome one of a speeding ticket or a parking
ticket. But people who have called for a fireman or a policeman or
an emergency rescue unit say they generally are pleased by the
service. Sometimes we think they should have arrived sooner, but
there is no comparison Letween their response time and that of the
plumber or appliance repairman.

So it is not at all self evident that services provided by the pri-
vate sector ara as good as those provided by local government em-
ployees. When citizens are asked about public sendas, they gener-
ally rate them as prompt, courteous, and efficient. In those rare in-
stances when policemen and firemen are not prompt and courte-
ous, there is a big hue and cry in the media. Probably our lives
would be better if we could get as much hue and cry about discour-
tesy and delay in the private sector. And most people do not feel
after wasting half a day trying to get the private sector to 'repair
something that it is an advantage that in a free market he can
always go to some other repairman.

Nor is it clear that the private sector is more efficient and eco-
nomical than local governments, although this is often assumed by
proponents of alternative delivery systems such as contracting out.

Let's look at the service for which we have the longest experi-
ence with contracting out, the construction of public streets and
highways by private contractors. This practice has usually provided
us with an excellent system of streets and highways, but there is
some doubt about how economical it is. Complaints of the high
public cost of highways are heard frequently from other segments
of the private transportation sector such as railroads and the water
transport industry. In addition, the trucking industry which uses
the highways also complains about the taxes they have to pay. We
may safely conclude that contracting out provides a good highway
system at a relatively high cost to taxpayers.

Over the past few years the new media have provided examples
of problems with the system of contracting out for highway con-
struction, namely the numerous cases of bid-rigging in which high-
way construction firms have either been convicted or pleaded no
contest. The millions of dollars of taxpayers money squandered in
these bid-rigging situations is further evidence that contracting out
is not necessarily economical or efficient as a way of building high-
ways.
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So on the score of both quality and cost, there is very little evi-
dence that contracting out to the private sector will provide better
service for residents of rural communities.

CAN WE TRANSFER METROPOLITAN AREA EXPERIENCE TO RURAL
COMMUNITIES

In those relatively few cases where evidence has been presented
that private sector performance of public services may be more eco-
nomical, it is not clear that the savings can also be achieved in
rural areas.

For example, the most thoroughly documented achievement of
efficiency in governmental services is in the collection of garbage
and trash in New York City, although similar results have been
cited for Kansas City and some other large cities. By careful moni-
toring of costs and competitive bidding, cities have forced private
contractors collecting refuse to become more competitive, and con-
siderable efficiency in refuse collection has been achieved. Govern-
ment has provided the cost monitoring and has encouraged compe-
tition; the private sector has collected the refuse efficiently and
economically.

But the secret of this success has been the concentration of cus-
tomers for refuse collection within a relatively small area so that
by picking up the refuse at each stop faster, costs have been
brought down dramatically. In rural areas, where the distance be-
tween each collection point is greater. A faster pickup will not
affect costs very much since the major cost is in the travel time
between pickup points. So the best we can do in rural areas is to
introduce a system of coproduction. That means the rural resident
puts his garbage and trash on his pickup truck and hauls it to the
collection station, where it is put into a large garbage truck which
at the end of the day hauls the collected material to the sanitary
landfill. What the rural resident contributes is fifteen to thirty
minutes of hi3 time and the use of his vehicle for however many
miles he travels to and from the transfer station. So far we have no
studies showing that efficiencies in the collection procedures make
any great difference in the costs of refuse collection in rural areas
because the techniques used in metropolitan areas are not really
transferable to rural areas. The economies of scale are just not
there.

The other example usually cited of improved cost effectiveness
from private sector provision of services is private provision of fire
protection services in Scottsdale, Arizona If anyone here knows of
a study of cost effectiveness of private provision of fire protection
in a place other than Scottsdale, I would appreciate your pointing
it out to us, because it is a little embarrasing L.o be able to point
only to one example back in 1973 of any cost savings from using
the private sector.

But even in this case, a is not clear that we can transfer the
Scottsdale experience to rural communities. The essence of the cost
savings in Scottsdale in that highly trained volunteers are used to
replace professional full-time firefighters, and since the volunteers
are a cost only when they are actual ighting a fire, it is claimed
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that considerable savings are made. The volunteers are drawn pri-
marily from the other city employees of the city of Scottsdale.

This experience is difficult to transfer to rural areas where they
have always used volunteers because full-time firefighting person-
nel are too costly. So cutting costs by a further use of volunteers
may not be possible. We may be able to train more rural residents
in fire fighting techniques and ask them to purchase necessary
equipment out of their own funds so they can put out more fires
before the volunteer fire department gets there. This may or may
not improve the lives of rural residents. But in any case it seems
doubtful that the techniques used in Scottsdale can be transferred
to rural areas with any cost savings.

One more example of alternative service delivery that seems to
have been successful in metropolitan areas is the use of the neigh-
borhood watch system to help law enforcement officers. You have
all seen those signs: "Neighborhood Watch Area: We Call the
Police." The program gets residents actively involved in watching
out for their neighbors and for possible lawbreakers who might
come into the area. It provides more surveillance of an area at
almost no additional cost to government.

But again, can we transfer this to rural areas? If we can believe
the people who write plays and novels and .short stories, people in
rural areas are already too nosey about their neighbors. Perhaps
some of you who come from small towns felt constrained by the
neighborhood watchers in your youth. In any case, the secret of the
success of the neighborhood watch area is that they have intro-
duced into the big city the good old fashioned rural custom of
taking care of your neighbors.

I recently drove along a township road in a sparsely settled part
of Minnesota and came across a neighborhood watch area sign at-
tached to a tree in the yard of a rural residence. Down the road
about a mile I came across another residence that had the samesign. But it is really not the same as seeing that on every third
house as you drive down a city street The neighborhood watch sign
has less crime deterrence power in rural areas, even though it may
help some to deter crime.

CONCLUSION

My conclusion from this short look at some of the alternative
service delivery systems suggested in the literature is that they
have so far shown more promise in urban areas than in rural local
government areas. The principal efficiencies that they provide are
two: First, getting the citizen to participate by providing part of the
service himself, thus cutting the cost to the local government but
increasing the cost to the citizen in terms of time spent and work
done. Secondly, and much more rarely, the alternative makes the
professional providing the service more efficient, thus providing
cost savings, this being done so far primarily for the service of
refuse collection, where the transfer of the economies to rural
areas is very difficult.

I conclude we cannot expect much improvement in the lives of
rural residents from either of these efficiencies, because they tend
to come at the expense of the time and effort of the rural resident
himself.
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WHERE HAVE ALL THE DOLLARS GONE?

(By Dr. Lee Kolmer)

Where have the export dollars gone? Many people have ptmled
over that question. Even though we can trace what happened and
how it happened, we are still shocked by the fact that it happened
so quickly, from about $41B in 1980 to $28B in 1986. But it really
didn't begin in 1980, it began back in the mid-1970's when investors
in 'nations such as Australia, Canada, Argentina and Brazil began
to invest in land, land development, fertilizer and machinery. That
is where some of our dollars went; to competing countries whose
investors believed, like we did, that a new era had dawned and
that the cost-price squeeze had been replaced by a permanent race
by producing nations to raise output enough to feed the expanding
world population. They also believed that U.S. farm policy, which
has placed a floor under world prices for a long time, would contin-
ue to do so even though world demand might weaken some for rel-
atively short periods.

The expanding production and sales of other nations accounted
for some of the dollars. Another big chunk of dollars went into the
coffers of the oil-producing nations. Much of the expanding grain
sales of the 1970's were financed by money Joaned to third world
countries. The 1978-79 oil price shock created a serious dilemma
for many developing nations. They did not have sufficient foreign
exchange to purchase both oil and grain at the same volume as in
preceding years. Grain was the more dispensable commodity in
most cases.

Another large bundle of dollars went to the public and private
banks. As the interest rates began to climb in 1980, large amounts
of dollars were diverted from grain and oilseed purchases to service
debt The Federal Reserve decision in late 1979 to dampen inflation
by restricting the money supply led to rapidly increasing interest
rates, a dramatic reduction in the inflation rate and a booming
dollar. This was accompanied by record government spending and
deficits and a continuing inflow of off shore capital to finance US.
business and government. We have come full circle. In the late
1970's, many Americans were deeply disturbed by our cheap dollar,
they felt a weak dollar described a weak economy. The dollar rose
to unprecedented heights, so high in fact that we have experienced
historically high trade deficits. The dollar has weakened during the
past few years but the trade deficits continue at record levels.

The dollar has weakened against the yen and EEC currencies,
but it continues to be strong against the Canadian, Australian,
Korean, Taiwanese and developing nation currencies, all competi-
tors and/or customers.

Man, College of Agriculture, Iowa State University.
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The net result:
A 60 percent decline in value in dollar value of U.G. agricul-

tural exports: $44 billion in 1980; $26 billion in 1986.
A 45 percent decline in volume of wheat exports: 49 million

metric tons in 1981; 26.5 million metric tons in 1986.
A 30 percent decline in volume of feed grain exports: 69 mil-

lion metric tons in 1980; 48.5 million metric tons in 1986,
A 35 percent decline in volume of soybean exports: 25.5 mil-

lion metric tons in 1981; 16.5 million metric tons in 1986 and
finally.
Falling value of foreign currency per U.S. dollar: Index of 100

in 1980. Index of 148 in 1985; Index of 127 in 1986 and falling.
Except for 1983, the increasing value of the dollar combined with

the increasing capacity of competing nations resulted in a continu-ous decline of gross export dollar value. Our economists predictsteady but modest volume increases during the next four years asthe dollar continues to decline. However, if these forcasts come to
pass, in 1990 we will have a dollar 10 percent more valuable thanit was in 1980 and U.S. agricultural export sale value 34 percentlower than in 1980. This does not suggest that the recovery ofexport market sales is the solution to the U.S. excess capacity prob-lem.

We are all familiar with the impact of these vents upon farmers
and bankers but we hear less about the impact upon farm relatedemployment:

The food industry is down; farm machinery is down; fabricat-
ed metal is down; and agricultural services are steady.

This tells only part of the story. Most of the remaining workers
in farm-related employment are working for lower salaries or
wages with the concomitant reduction in living levies that has re-sulted in reduced retail sales, lower sales and income tax revenuesand a lower level of community services.A chart showing number of retail businesses on main streetwould also show significant decline. For many rural communitieswithout alternative non-agricultural related employment, theimpact has been disastrous.

The present trend will continue until or unless our fiscal, agri-cultural and social policies recognize that rural America is under-going a traumatic restructuring that is very destructive to the livesof many people and is a long way from over. If anyone doubts this,
I suggest a walk down the main street of rural county seat towns
in Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska and the Dakotas. Count
the vacant stores and talk to the merchants, the bankers and citi-
zens. Then go to the Court House and talk to the county officials.Thq story is the same, fear, fear for their future as individuals and
as a community. Rural America is not the same, idyllic place de-picted upon Norman Rockwell posters.

Rather, it is a region in great distress with much pain and fear.Our effoks at revitalization have assumed that farm income en-hancement would provide the cure. It hasn't worked that way. Thefocus is too narrow. We cannot achieve a vital non-metropolitan
economy by tinkering with farm income policy, export policy orother strictly agricultural measures.
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An economic resurgence in rural America that provides econom-
ic opportunity and a reasonable quality of life for the people re-
quires a package of farm income, industrial employment and social
service policies that are coherent and coordinated. A set of policies
that have an overriding objective of increasing economic activity in
rural America that will lead to more employment opportunities
and a higher quality of life is required.
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SPECIALTY CROP MARK Mt: AN ArrErwr TO STABILIZE A RURAL
ECONOMY

(By Otto Schmid)
The topic to be discussed in this paper is a description of aproject undertaken by the Upper Minnesota Valley Regional Devel-

opment Commission, a rural planning and development organiza-tion serving the five counties of Big Stone, Chippewa, Lac QuiPanle, Swift, and Yellow Medicine in extreme west central Minne-
sota. The basic objective of the project was to establish a marketingmechanism to serve local growers and grower's associations in
identifying and developing markets for specialty and high-valued
agricultural commodities. The marketing mechanism would act asthe agents for the growers and grower's association directly mar-keting these specialty products to several identified market areas.The project was begun in the spring of 1985 and subsequently
became an integral part of the regional commission's work pro-gram for fiscal year 1986 and the present fiscal year 1987.

In preparation for this project, the UMVRDC undertook severalstudies in 1981 and 1982 that identified several disturbing trends,The Commission noted that although the rural economy appeared
to be quite stable, the outmigration of its population continued tobe a nagging problem and one that perhaps, was the harbinger of
future difficulties in the local economy. In 1983, the Commission
identified still another disturbing trend when it began to detect
farmers stress associated with high interest rates and falling com-modity prices. The Commission went on record early indicatingthat the future of its rural communities and main street businesses
was directly tied to the solvency of its farm families. After identify-ing these trends and arguing with representatives of the adminis-trations at both the federal and state levels that more attentionshould be given to the future of the rural economy, the Commissiondecided that it must take a more proactive stance in addressing the
economic crisis at hand. Representatives of the Commission, at ap-proximately the same time, were being introduced to foreign trade
opportunities that were being discussed by the U.S. Department of
Commerce at several work shops. As a result of these discussions,
the regional commission embarked on its program of establishing a
marketing mechanism for our area farmers and to encourage the
area's agricultural community to give serious consideration to cropdiversification.

The Commission reasoned that historically, the farmers are not
marketers. The Commission noted that traditionally farmers takemost of the risks associated with crop production but have not par-

Executive director of the Upper Minnesota Valley Regional Development Commission andchief executive officer of PdT International, Appleton, Minnesota.
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ticipated in the risk taking associated with marketing the fruits of
their labor. The Commission reasoned that as long as the farmers
maintained allegiance to production of traditional commodities and
those commodities continued to show low or no profitability for the
producer, it only made sense to investigate the market place to see
what additional opportunities may exist in the area of specialty
crop production.

With this in mind, the Commission sought assistance from the
U.S. Department of Commerce Economic Development Administra-
tion to underwrite the demonstration project leading to specialty
crop marketing. In August, 1985, a contract was entered into with
the Economic Development Administration whereby the regional
commission was awarded a $50,000 Krant which was matched by a
$17,000 local cash contribution. The Commission agreed to investi-
gate the market place to determine whether or not opportunities
existed for crop diversification and to also investigate what type of
marketing mechanism could be established to serve area growers.
As a result, in Feburary of 1986, the marketing entity referred to
HE PdT International was incorporated in the State of Minnesota.
This marketing entity was formed with the sole purpose of acting
as marketing agent for farmers who were willing to produce spe-
cialty and high-valued agricultural commodities for the market
place.

At approximately the same time, the Commission began to inves-
tigate the market place. It was a determination of those associated
with this project that the Commission should be extremely selec-
tive in identifying both domePtic and international market areas
which may prove profitable to local growers. The Commission set
out to identify potential markets by demand and location. In order
to do this, the RDC staff approached many organizations ranging
from universities to world trade centers to find out what parts of
the global market place were purchasing western Minnesota agri-
cultural products. Historically, it was shown that much of the raw
commodity grown in the western Minnesota area is shipped to the
west coast, then shipped to the East Asian market place. Although
the western Minnesota growing region is situated almost in a geo-
graphical center of the northern reaches of the continental United
States, it is in fact one of the largest major corn producing areas
between the Upper Midwest and the Pacific Northwest The Com-
mission discovered that over 90% of its corn production ends up in
the international marketing main stream headed for the Pacific
Rim. The transportation linkages between the we-,tern Minnesota
growing region and the Pacific Northwest ports are excellent. The
ocean slipping time between the Pacific Northwest ports and the
Pacific Rim save many days in comparison to those provided to the
Gulf ports and even those found in California. This historical trans-
portation linkage to this major corn growing region of the north
central part of the United States led to the conclusion that the Pa-
cific Rim would be the market of choice.

In further specifying this market, it VIM determined that the
countries of Japan, Taiwan, and Hong Kong would be further in-
vestigated. Contacts were then made with governmental respresen-
tatives of these three mentioned countries. Various trade organiza-
tions, world trade centers, and private sector marketing companies
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were contacted. Introductions were made to these organizations
concerning the nature and scope of the project undertaken by the
regional commission. Inquiries were also made as to the advisabil-
ity and desirability of meeting representatives of these countries as
well as marketing associations and private sector marketing com-
panies. As a result, the RDC determined that a trade mission to
the countries mentioned previously was desirable for the benefit
and future well being of the overall project. In late February and
early March, 1986, five individuals from the western Minnesota
region journeyed to Japan, Taiwan, and Hong Kong with an
agenda that would hopefully lead to the development of marketing
relationships with individual trade companies in those locales. The
trade mission was also instructed to identify specific speciality
crops in demand in these market locales and also seek an under-
standing as to whether or not there would be interest in developing
value-adding activities associated with the proposed crop diversifi-
cation.

The marketing mission to these countries was quite unique in
that all five participants were either growers or individuals identi-
fied as experts in crop production and economic development ac-
tivities. The trade mission participants were mildly surprised that
they were able to gain audience with most of the major trade com-
panies in Japan and Taiwan. Governmental representatives in both
of these countries .indicated they thought this was a most oppor-
tune time to introduce the idea of direct marketing to buyers in
their respective countries. Hong Kong proved to be another sto
in so much as the trade mission discovered that Hong Kong is tru y
the gateway to the Peoples Republic of China. However, trade mis-
sion participants also discovered that the Peoples Republic of
China was interested in purchasing technology in order to enhance
their own awricultural production activities.

Upon its return, the trade mission participants reported to the
general public as well as to the Commission membership in late
March and early April. If found the inhabitants of the countryside
were somewhat indifferent to the Commission's attempt to identify
the non-traditional commodities wIlich held promise for profitabil-
ity for the local growers. It was concluded that the mood of the in-
dividuals associated directly with agricultural production NM one
of survival and not one of taking additional risks. The Commission
concluded, however, that the economic troublers being experienced
by the area's farmers is exactly the reason the project should con-
tinue and all efforts should be made to completing sales which
should convince growers to more closely scrutinize the opportuni-
ties associated with the risk taking being proposed. It was deter-
mined by the leadership of the Commission what the marketing
entity had been formed, markets identified, and relationships es-
tablished with those organizations in foreign marketing entities
that held promise for future sales.

Throughout the summer months, representatives of the
UMVRDC continued to promote PdT International as a viable and
legitimate marketing entity. Many inquiries were received from
persons interested in purchasing specific specialty commodities
from the marketing entity. However, no sales were made and
doubts began to set in as to whether or not the project's main ob-
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jective could really be obtainable. Every time a lead was received
by PdT International it was discovered that the price that would
lead to profitability for the grower was a price that far exceeded
the competitiveness identified in the marketplace.

Shipping costs between the Upper Minnesota Valley Region and
the Pacific Rim began to increase at a most inopportune time. It
was determined early on that bulk shipping of specialty commod-
ities was r.ot desirable, consequently, the focus was towards con-
tainerized shipment from the grower's location. Although contain-
erized shipment guarantees the integrity of the product, it was
soon discovered that the cost of positioning containers and the un-
familiarity of loading containers by local elevator operators and
other storage facilities presented many obstacles for the marketing
mechanism to overcome. However, when all is said and done the
bottom line is still price. Unless PdT could be competitive, even
though it was marketing quality, it would not be able to make a
sale.

The pricing structure for specialty commodities is generally de-
termined by an old law of economics based on what the market
will bear. In order to present competitive prices in the market
place, the maketing entity began to develop a strategy whereby
growers would be consulted concerning their costs of production
plus a fair rate of return on their investment. The marketing asso-
ciation identified a 1045 method which, hopefully, would lead to
profitability for the grower coupled with fair competitive market
prices. Those associated with this project began an educational pro-
gram which would hopefully lead to the realization on the part of
the producers that specialty crop marketing was not meant to pay
off the entire farm debt in one or two sales. The project has been
set forth to the grower as a long-term means of developing a
market base that would stabilize the ups and downs associated
with more traditional commodities.

A program of specialty crop production was undertaken in the
summer of 1986. Selected growers were identified to participate in
a prototype crop production prog-ram underwritten by the State of
Minnesota's Department of Agriculture. Although prototype pro-
duction might indicate that experimental crop production was the
major objective rather, specialty crops with a somewhat proven
track record were identified. These specialty crops included certain
edible beans, triticale, buckwheat, popcorn, lupines, and potatoes.
All of the aforementioned commodities were those identified to the
trade mission members in the visits to the East Asian market
place.

PdT International along with the assistance of the Commission
continued to make its contacts both in the U.S. as well as the coun-
tries of Japan and Taiwan. These contacts even led to the repre-
sentatives of PdT International being invited to the reception being
given for the Taiwanese Procurement Mission that visited St. Paul,
Minnesota in September, 1986. Although this Procurement Mission
was purchasing traditional agricultural commodities such as soy-
beans, wheat and corn, the representatives of PdT thought it a
good idea to renew acquaintances with several members of the Po-
curement Mission whom they had met earlier on their visit to
Taiwan. One painful lesson learned by PdT while observing the

1 0
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opening of the bids of corn purchases was the extremely competi-
tive nature of the bidders but even more painfully the extremely
low price paid for the commodity in question. Even though the
price of the commodity was almost 30% below the going rate at the
local elevator, the Taiwanese indicated that they were somewhat
dismayed by the fact that U.S. agricultural products were much
higher priced than those provided by other agricultural producing
countries. This statement on the part of representatives of the Pro-
curement Mission led PdT and those associated with this project to
a conclusion that the original intention of sticking to specialty crop
marketing made even more sense. It was reasoned that unless the
United States is willing to dump traditional commodities on the
market place, in essence freezing out our competitors, there seemed
to be no hope for the future as far as producing non-subsidized tra-
ditional crops in the market place at an affordable or competitive
price.

The marketing efforts continued and it was determined that a
subsequent visit back to the Japanese market place was in order.
This decision was partially made on the belief that by November,
1986, a sample sale of a commodity would be in the offering.
Indeed, when the return visit plans were being made a Japanese
trading company indicated to PdT that a quantity of buckwheat
was needed. Negotiations began in earnest in mid-October and by
early November, contracts were ready to be signed. Elation over
this first sale of a non-traditional commodity to a Japanese custom-
er was tempered by the fact that the profits realized from this
transaction were nil. Work was begun to complete the sale based
on the assumption and hope that the satisfied Japanese customer
would be back for even larger quantities of this particular commod-
ity. Quality product delivered to the Japanese market place is very
important to Japanese millers. The North American buckwheat is
often blended with domestically produced buckwheat The Japa-
nese believe that buckwheat raised in Japan is second to none.
They therefore take exception to receiving poor quality buckwheat
from North America and China which leads in their estimation to
degradation of the end product through the milling process.

Although this project is in its very early stages, there is opti-
mism that local growers working together can indeed find their
niche in the market place. It is realized by all concerned that one
minor sale involving a single agricultural commodity does not turn
around the rural economy. However, it is the hope of all concerned
that Minnesota farmers from this one small corner of the state can
indeed show the way to others interested in participating in the
risks associated with marketing and profitability. This project is
not for all farmers, but then again it was never meant to be. We
begin to look to the future with an aggressiveness fostered by a
sense of mission.

1 1



RURAL DEVELOPMENT: A SUM _ARY OF STATE APPROACHES

(By Ilene Grossman, Director of Corporate Relations and Development, Midwest
Region, Council of State Governments)
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ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE IN RURAL AMERICA

(By Kevin M. Fickenseher, M.D.)

I would like to express my sincere thank you to Senator Duren-
berger for initiating the conference on transitions in rural Amer-
ica. The transitions are substantial and involve multiple concerns
such as the future of the family farm, the impact of deregulation
on services in rural America and other topics which have been dis-
cussed at this conference. In particular, I believe it is essential that
we consider the multiple issues affecting the viability of health
care services in rural America. A recognition of the interrelated-
ness of hea!th services with other aspects of rural America is essen-
tial as policies are considered and debated.

Within the health arena there are several issues of general con-
cern which are generating substantial debate in the nation. These
issues include the continuing growth in the cost of health care, the
aging of our population, which represent a disproportionate per-
centage of the population in rural areas, increasing problems with
levels of uncompensated care, the viability of certain health insti-
tutions such as teaching hospitals and rural hospitals, and other
concerns. Although there are multiple areas we could address as
part of our topic, "Health Care: The Problem of Access in Rural
America," I would like to restrict my remarks today to the concern
of health manpower. Within the context of the health manpower
question there are two areas which I believe require our attention.
First, the question of policy related to physician supply and its
affect on access to services in rural. America must be considered.
Second, and perhaps more importantly, are the potential problems
on the horizon related to nursing manpower supplies for rural
areas.

It is evident that increasing pressures to reduce federal spending
coupled with the attention in recent years on the recognition of a
physician surplus have focused greater attention on the need for
support of medical education programs. Although much debate has
been engendered, little consensus has emerged. As with many
public policy issues, the answer to the question "Does a physician
surplus exist and are the needs .of the public being met?" depends
largely on one's interests. Of spedfic concern today is the question
of whether or not an adequate supply of physician manpower is
available to rural America.

The federal government with its heavy debt and an Administra-
tion which is attempting to reduce federal responsibilities argues
that a surplus of physicians, de facto, exists. As a consequence, the
Administration supports efforts to reduce tax-financed support of

Director. Center for Rural Health Services, Policy, and Research; President, National Rural
Health Care Association,
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medical education, decreased federal obligations for programs such
as the National Health Service Corps; and, reduced support of fed-
eral loan programs for medical students. The American Medical
Association has been quite cautious during the course of these de-
bates and only recently supported a report recognizing that many
parts of the country have a "surplus of physicians regardless of
specialty!' It should be noted that the impetus for the report ema-
nated from urban areas and large metropolitan states.

Sixteen year ago, the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education
declared in a report, "The most serious shortages of professional
personnel in any occupation group in the United States are in
health services." At that time there were 152 nonfederal physicians
for every 100,000 population. In the ensuing years, Congress in-
creased the federal investment in educating health professionals
and, as a result, bolstered the total supply of providers in a spectac-
ular fasions. By 1981, there were 199 physicians per 100,000; the
Department of Health and Human Services projects that the
number of physicians per 100,000 pupulation will increase to 235 in
1990 and to 260 by the year 2000.

There is no question that federal health policy over the past two
decades has been successful in alleviating the overall shortage of
physicians which existed at the time a strategy of intervention was
first developed. Of interest to rural America is whether or not the
surplus of physicians has, in fact, diffused to areas which were pre-
viously underserved. Several studies have been conducted on the
issue and conflicting results are evident The most prominent of
the studies has been the Rand study conducted by Schwartz and
Newhouse. Their assessment of the diffusion of physicians to rural
areas was that substantial migration of physicians both of subspe-
cialty and primary care training has occurred over the decade of
the 1970s. There has been, however, substantial debate on the re-
sults of their study. Rather than critique the study as part of this
presentation, let me simply highlight two of the major problems: (1)
there is some question of the applicability of the results due to the
inherent bias of the study when 57 percent of the nation's non-me-
trophtan populations was excluded from the study; and, (2) the re-
tirement of physicians from communities was not counted as a de-
crease in the supply of physicians. There are several other con-
cerns but I believe it is sufficient to say that disagreement contin-
ues over the results of the study and the several efforts have been
initiated to re-examine the reults. In fact, a study specifically ad-
dressing the impact of diffusion on rural America is currently in
progress and should be reported out in mid-1987.

Although I cannot offeiyou any new studies or data today to
support my contention that problems continue to exist in rural
America, I believe there are several persuasive arguments support-
ing the notion that the problem has not been resolved.

First, we need to recognize that the physician surplus is primari-
ly in the subspecialty areas of medicine. As an example, the Gradu-
ate Medical Education National Advisory Council (GMENAC)
Report projected that we would have doubled the number of needed
ulmonologists and endocrinologists by the year 1990. It also pre-
'cted that the number of family physicians and general internal

medicine physicians would ba about even with need. In fact, these
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projections appear to be relatively on target The Department of
Health and Euman Services recently recalculated the data based
on a different methodology than used in GMENAC and predicted a
surplus of physicians that represented about 50% of the original es.
timate. The surplus in that restudy also replicated the excess
number of specialty physicians.

The type of physician we are training, I believe is equallyif not
moreimportant than the relative total number of physicians.
Subspecialists in hematology or cardiology or gastroenterolo
not well prepared to provide primary care servicesespecia ly in
rural areas. As a result, the surplus of these types of physicians
does not affect the supply of physicians available to rural America.
One of the major concerns with this question is that with increas-
ing calls for a decrease in federal support of medical education, the
schools at greatest risk are the "primary care-oriented" medical
schools that grew out of our national efforts to increase the supply
of physicians. The important point on this issue is that as we begin
the debate on cutbacks in medical education, we must guarantee
that attention is given to the continuing need for primary care
phyicians. If we return to the pre-1970s approach to medical educa-
tion, we will be reconvening this conference in another 15 years to
discuss the impending shortage of physicians for rural America.

A second issue that will have a dramatic effect on the question of
physician diffusion to rural areas is the growth of the prepaid
health sector. Dr. Alvin R. Tarlov who served as Chairman of the
GMENAC and is currently President of the Kaiser Foundation has
referred to the "compartments of medicine in practice" as a factor
that was not totally evaluated in GMENAC. The two "comp&
ments" that were considered in the GMENAC report included the
fee-for-service and government-employed physicians. However, the
third compartmentprepaid health care through such programs as
Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs)was not considered as
part of the equation. I believe that this new category of practice by
physicians will have a substantial impact on the eventual location
and the practice patterns of physicians. We cannot simply apply
prepaid physicians standards to rural populations in aggregate
without considerations of time, distance and support service avail.
ability. To compare the projected phy:sician to population need of a
large urban area using prepaid services with the same population
base spread over 50,000 square miles does not seem reasonable. Yet
such an analysis recently occurred in the national medical litera.
ture.

As part of our program at The Center for Rural Health Services,
Policy and Research of the University of North Dakota, we provide
a variety of services for rural communities and health systems.
One such service is physician recruitment and placement. Over the
last 18 months we have noted a subtle and alarming trend among
young graduates of primary care residency programs. Increasingly,
these young physicians are being offered opportunities to stay in
the city, on a salaried position with a prepaid health system. In
effect, these physicians have become the liesired commodity for the
HMOs as they attempt to keep costs down and provide a range of
services. General Internists and Family Physicians from a produc .
tivity standpoint can see more patients, handle more problems, and
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are more lareatile Eli different situations th-l.n their more specialty-
oriented counterpar-ts. As a result, the prep-aid health systems are
actively iveruiting the very type of physiciarmL most needed for rural
America. "We recerktly had a young physicikan who was offered a
substantial salary aLaid a three year guarante by a rural communi-
ty and a ono year guarantee and far less alary in Minneapolis.
Needless to say, th_de young physician took the urban opportunity
because of the call chedule and other facto=s despite the fact that
the rural community in my estimation reprsented one of the best
opportunities in rumal North Dakoka.

Another futor is the age of physicians in rural America. Within
the specialty of farraily practice/general pramctice there is a dispro-
portionate number 4af physicians who are in. their late 50s and 60s
and 30s. There are less physicians in the awe cohort of 40 to mid
50s. If we examine the rural physicians, the cilder physicians repre-
sent a large perceeii of the practicing physiians. As a result, over
the next decade whn these older physicians enter an era of retire-
ment, death and dLzability, there may possbly be an insufficient
supply of younger fatrnily physicians taking t Raeir place.

Despite these prohlems, there are some poitive signs on the hori-
zon for rural healtk cara I am quite exciteci about the potential of
new and evolving t-chnologies on the practie of medicine. Specifi-
cally, the use of momputers in medical plaractice and the rapid
growth of cutpatient laboratory capability rratke it possible to prac-
tice state of the art m-nedicine in rural Anieria. If we as a natin can
continue te support programs which foster the education of pri-
mary care physiciams, the needs of rural Arnmerica will be met over
the next decade, Ho-wever, by listening solel, to arguments on phy-
sician supply which_ reflect the status of urban America, we will
not redreati the corAtinuing need for physilian services in rural
America. etudent who grows up in Chiago, goes to medical
school and residen3r in Chicago, subspecia_lizes in oncology and
marries a Chleago-bcDrn spouse will not likel3=- make it to Ada, Min-
nesota.

Before summarizimag, I would like to shart with you a problem
that will have impoortant ramifications on. the ability of rural
health systems to ebeliver quality health ccum-e. Specifically, in the
past several months representatives of the EIA.merican Hospital As-
sociaticm Center for Small and Rural Hospitals and the National
Rural Health Assocition have noted Mcreasi_rig concern among the
members on a potrrtial nurse shortage. r-rhe problem of nurse
shortages has plaguE-d us on an episodic basi over the past several
decades. There appers to be a major problei=n on the horizon. The
problem is especially,- alarming given recent clEhanges which have oc-
curred within the crditialing process of riurss.

The Stare of North Dakota was the first :tate in the nation to
require that nurses receive a baccalaureate Imzlegree (i.e. four years
of training) to practbce nursing. No longer wilt]. the two year Associ-
ate degree and thre year Diploma degree nurse be allowed to
practice after a cethnin period of time. This change could have a
substantial impact OX). the availability of nurss in rural areas. Bac-
calaureate nurses hm.ve not traditionally entred practice in rural
areas. A recent revi.sew of nurses practicing an North Dakota con-
ducted by the Center- for Rural Health Serice, Policy and Research
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revealed that only 25% of the baccalaureate nurses practice in
rural areas of the state. The statistic is particularly alaming when
it is coupled with the fact that 45 of the 53 hospitals in the state
are located in the rural areas. Clearly, there is a disproportionate
maldistribution of baccalaureate nurses practicing in urban areas
of the state.

A second factor in the nursing equation is that many nurses are
specializing in areas of nursing that cannot be supported in rural
areas. As an example, many young nurseslike their physician
counterpartsare entering practice in such fields as coronary care
nursing, obstetrical nursing, renal dialysis and other subspecialized
fields. Nurses with this type of training are not well prepared and
cannot practice in the "general or primary care" style of practice
required in rural settings. In fact, only two rural nursing Masters
level programs exist in the nation and very little emphasis has
been placed on rural nursing y the educational programs offering
undergraduate baccalaureate degrees. The change to baccalaureate
degrees for licensure to practice nursing coupled with increasing
subspecialization within the nursing profession willI believe
have grave consequences for the delivery of health care in rural
areas of our nation. These issues deserve the special attention of
our policy makers in the coming months and years.

In sum, there appears to be continuing problems with maintain-
ing an adequate supply of primary care physicians for rural Amer-
ica. Although a physician surplus is clearly present, the diffusion
and availability of primary care physicians has not occurred. Con-
tinued efforts will be required to insure that an adequate supply of
physicians is sustained for rural America. Finally, we must not ne-
glect the question of nursing manpower. There are some initial
concerns being expressed by administrators in the field that a short
supply of nurses could occur in the next year or two. In particularl,
the problem is of concern due to the evolving changes in licensure
requirements for nurses to practice. The change in these require-
ments will not doubt spread to other states since the goal of the
baccalaureate level requirement for all registered nurses is a stated
objective of the nurse professional organizations.

I would like to express my sincere appreciation to you for allow-
ing me the opportunity to share prespectives with you on questions
related to health manpower for rural areas. As you are aware, the
Natinal Rural Health Association is concerned that the "rural per-
spective" be considered in the debate on directions for our health
care system. In particularly, your continuing support and willing-
ness to ehar the rural health perspective is most appreciated.
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